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1

A collection of pictures to include a metal plaque
of R M S Queen Mary, three watercolours by
John Bellis, a watercolour by G Butterworth, a
print on stainless steel of Lichfield Cathedral
and a pastoral scene and a watercolour by W E
Dean.

18

Rebecca Elliott, 'Infant with Jars', signed, mixed
media, 9.5 x 7cm, together with an etching titled
'Tidal' by D. Mace, a monotype by J. Scott, an
abstract by Julian Ruddock and other assorted
works by different hands £70-100

2

G W Birks, Satanic Mills, limited edition print, 14
x 46cm (SH)

19

Roy Amiss, 'Surreal Forms', watercolour over
pen and ink, signed and dated 1991, 16 x 25cm

3

British school, 20th century, RAMC officer,
dated '08, watercolour

20

Contiental schhol, 20th century, Italinate
landscape, indistinctly signed, oil on canvas, 64
x 78cm £120-180

4

Manner of James Stark, Farm labourers beside
a fire, oil on panel, 38 x 31cm £600-800

21

British school, 20th century, Still life of dead
game and a hare, oil on board, 92 x 153cm

5

E.B. Gresley, signed lower right, 1899, Dead
Game, oil on canvas, 57.5 x 44.5cm

22

6

S L Bagley (British school, 19th century), Study
of dead game, signed lower right, dated 1871,
oil on canvas, 76.5 x 62cm

Ellen Eadie (early 20th century), Still life with
apples and grapes, signed lower right, oil on
canvas, 29 x 50cm

23

Continental school, early 20th century, Winter
landscape, indistinctly signed, oil on canvas, 48
x 58cm

24

British school, 19th century, Dead Game, oil on
canvas, 60 x 44cm

25

A collection of 19th and 20th century steel
engravings and chromolithographs (Quantity)

26

British school, 19th century, Woodland river
landscape, indisticntly signed and dated 1865
lower right, oil on canvas, 36 x 45cm

27

Spencer Ford, Mediterranean harbour scene,
signed, watercolour, 36 x 48cm together with a
rural scene by the same hand (2) £80-120

7

After Renoir, British 20th century, Nude,
Lithograph, inscribed on reverse "L' Album des
Douze Lithographies Originales de Pierre
Auguste Renoir 1919". Edition of 950, 22 x
16.5cm

8

John Lennon Poster, British 20th century,
photographic reproduction print, 79 x 58.5cm

9

Valero (20th century), Street scene, signed, oil
on canvas, 58 x 79cm

10

Three French erotic art prints, various sizes (3)
£70-100

11

Jimi Hendrix poster, British 20th century,
photographic reproduction print, 79 x 58.5cm

28

Oliver Clare, Still life of fruit, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 20 x 29cm £300-500

12

F Catano, North African town, signed lower
right, watercolour and gouache, 46 x 27cm

29

13

After Lionel Edwards, a set of four hunting prints
(4) £300-500

Dutch School, 20th century, River scene
shipping and a church beyond, oil on canvas, 58
x 60cm £100-200

30

D. Simpson, coastal view in the summer, signed
lower right, oil on board, 21 x 29.5cm

G. Giovanetti, Portrait of a gypsy lady, signed
lower left, oil on canvas, 69 x 49cm £150-250

31

Mark Grimshaw (20th century), Flower stall at St
Ann's church, signed lower left, watercolour and
gouache, 20 x 27cm

Emy Lopez (20th century), Figures dancing with
candles, signed and dated '64, oil on canvas, 94
x 68cm £200-400

32

Balinese school, 20th century, Portrait of a lady
in traditional costume, oil on canvas, 92 x 68cm
£200-400

33

Collection of prints related to Nelson

34

English school, 19th century, The Evils of Drink,
watercolour over etched line, 21 x 17cm
together with an amorous scene, mixed chalk by
a different hand (2)

35

Herefordia Comitus, 18th century map of
Herefordshire, engraving with hand colouring,
41 x 43cm (PL)

14
15

16

17

A collection of unframed works to include
etchings by Nicholas Feeney and watercolours
by Deenagh Miller, a lithograph titled 'The Pique
Dress' by Francis Ernest Jackson, etchings of
London by Gwen Potter, a contemporary work
by Roy Amiss and numerous other items by a
variety of hands
A collection of unframed etchings and a
lithograph by A. Moszynska
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36

R L Lucas, a set of three watercolours of views
of the River Thames in London, signed, each 27
x 37cm (3)

37

P.Griggs (20th century), Repairing fishing boats
on a beach, signed and dated '68, oil on canvas,
51 x 60cm

38

Becker (Continental school, early 20th century),
a pair oils on canvas depicting old men playing
musical instruments, each 75 x 50cm (2) £140180

53

William Smallwood Winder (British school, late
19th/early 20th century), Rural landscape,
signed lower left, watercolour, 28 x 21.5cm,
together with another watercolour by the same
hand (2) £70-100

54

British school, late 19th century, Fisherman in a
harbour, Barmouth, watercolour, 29 x 23cm £70
-100

55

British school, late 19th century, Figures beside
a coastal castle, watercolour, 10 x 18.5cm

56

A collection of pictures to include a watercolour
of Snakes Head Iris signed Kristin Rosenberg,
two stevengraphs titled 'The Good Old Days'
and 'The Present Time' and a print of a church
interior signed a williams.

57

British school, 19th century, Children feeding
ducks on a rural track, oil on canvas, 26 x 31cm
together with a continental oil on panel of an
18th century style lunch party, an oil on panel of
a donkey and a pony, a late 19th century rural
landscape oil on canvas and an oil on panel of
children playing with a horse, each by different
hands.

59

Didier Berinny (French school, 20th century),
Moored boats in a harbour, signed with intials
lower left, oil on canvas, 30 x 39cm

60

William Henry Mander (1850-1922), Nr Pensarn,
signed lower right, dated '94, oil on canvas, 41 x
61cm £400-600

39

F Mercer, Circa 1900, a pair of watercolours of
Shrewsbury, titled 'Hill's Lane' and 'Roushill
Bank', each 34 x 23cm (2)

40

British school, 20th century, Coastal view,
indistinctly signed, watercolour, 30 x 46cm

41

Ron Jobson, 'Into Action', poster, 75.5 x 49cm
(SH) £80-120

42

Ron Jobson, Burma campaign battle scene,
mixed media, 45.5 x 58.5cm, together with two
further similar scenes by the same hand (3)
£200-300

43

British school, late 19th century, Dentistry
sketch, mixed media, 15 x 19.5cm

44

Follower of James Loder, Horse in a rural
landscape, oil on canvas, 53 x 64.5cm £300-500

45

Manner of Thomas Webster, In sickness and
Health, oil on canvas, 60 x 90cm £400-600

46

Continental School, early 20th century,
woodland landscape, oil on canvas, 58 x 85cm
£100-200

61

After Helen Bradley, The four seasons - a set of
four signed prints, each 25 x 31cm (SH) £200300

A collection of silver plated wares, to include; a
tea service, toast rack, tray, preserve jar,
canteen etc (a lot)

62

A two handled shallow silver pedestal bowl,
William Neale, Birmingham 1935, together with
an Elkington and Co silver plated cauldron
burner and a silver plated twin covered serving
dish £100-200

63

A George II style silver coffee pot, TB, London
1901, 26cm high, together with a silver hot
water jug, Barnard Brothers, London 1916,
21.5cm high, total weight approx 36oz (2) £300500

64

A collection of silver and blue guilloche enamel
mounted dressing wares, comprising a perfume
bottle, a circular jar and cover, a hand mirror
and a hair brush, together with a silver mounted
comb and a silver mounted posy vase £100-200

65

A silver mounted presentation cigarette box,
London, the cover with engraved presentation
and facsimile signatures, together with three
silver napkin rings, a silver pepper pot (base
restored), three silver napkin rings, a rectangular
brooch engraved 'Jessie' and two scarf clips
(one at fault) £40-60

47

48

After Sanderson Wells, 'An early find',
heliograph print, 34 x 45cm (SH)

49

E Dell (early 20th century), a pair of cottage
scenes, watercolours, each signed, 29 x 22cm
(2) £100-200

50

Manner of Raffaello Sanzio, called Raphael and
Antonio Allegri, il Correggio, The Madonna and
child with the infant Saint John the Baptist and
Saint Anne, oil on canvas, 48 x 38cm £80-120

51

Edward William Cooke RA (1811-1880),
Honfleur fishing fleet off Havre, signed and
inscribed, dated Oct 26 1866, pencil, 17.5 x
24cm £70-100

52

Walter Schroder (late 19th/early 20th century), a
collection of three watercolours depicting rural
subjects, various sizes, (3) £100-200
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66

A comprehensive cased canteen of EPNS
cutlery, comprising; twelve table knives, a three
piece carving set, twelve side knives, twelve
dessert forks, twelve table forks, twelve
teaspoons, twelve dessert spoons, twelve soup
spoons, twelve coffee spoons and four table
spoons, presented within fitted canteen with key
£100-150

67

A cased canteen of plated cutlery, together with
a cased set of two glass butter dishes with silver
butter knives, a collection of plated flatware and
a plated hip flask £50-80

68

A set of nine silver Fiddle pattern dessert
spoons, William Hutton & Sons Co Ltd, London
1897, together with a set of six silver Fiddle
pattern teaspoons, London 1885, seven further
silver teaspoons, various dates and makers,
three silver dessert spoons, London 1822, two
silver salt spoons, four silver tablespoons,
various dates and makers, a silver caddy spoon,
a pair of white metal sugar nips and a small
collection of plated flatware, total weight of silver
approx 36oz £300-500

69

A silver mounted match box holder, James
Deakin & Sons, Chester 1900, of rectangular
form with embossed scrolling decoration,
10.5cm wide £60-80

70

A German silver pill box, import marks for
London 1996, of rectangular form with figural
decoration, 3.5cm wide £60-80

71

A silver stamp case, London, in the form of a
purse with embossed stamp to the cover, 4.2cm
high £60-80

72

A pair of silver sugar tongs, together with silver
spoons, a Sterling silver florally decorated
spoon, two silver plated spoons, a silver cased
pencil, two yellow metal retractable pencils and
a carved ivory box with enclosed puzzle £50-80

73

74

An Art Deco silver compact, together with a
silver full hunter pocket watch, a lady's 9ct gold
Cyma wristwatch with 9ct gold bracelet strap,
weight approx 16.3g and a S.Mordan & Co
yellow metal retractable pencil (4) £80-120
A silver sugar bowl with cusped rim, Mappin &
Webb, London, together with two silver vases,
two silver mounted glass salts, two silver napkin
rings, three silver spoons, a pair of silver sugar
tongs and two silver topped glass jars/bottles
£50-80

75

A cased set of six silver teaspoons, Goldsmiths
& Silversmiths Co Ltd, London 1906, with later
plated sugar tongs, a cased silver egg cup and
spoon, a cased silver spoon, two silver vesta
cases, a silver spoon and fork, a silver
sovereign case and a collection of silver and
plated folding knives £100-200

76

A Siamese silver mounted photograph frame
with arched top and easel back support, 20.5cm
x 19cm, presented within fitted box £60-100

77

A cased set of silver fish servers, together with a
silver cream jug, a 'Sterling' silver bowl in the
form of a wine taster, a Boston 'Sterling' silver
plain polished bowl, silver cruets, a silver
mounted glass dish etc £100-200

78

A collection of silver and white metal flatware,
together with plated flatware, plated trays, a
glass jar and cover etc (a lot) £50-100

79

A silver baluster sugar caster, together with a
silver two handled trophy cup, a silver stamp
box, a silver money clip, a silver mounted
cigarette box and a collection of five white metal
spoons £120-180

80

Five silver mounted glass salts, a pair of silver
mounted glass vases and two modern silver pill
boxes (9)

81

A Victorian silver nurses buckle, William Hutton
& Sons Ltd, London 1896, of typical form with
pierced figural and animal decoration, 12.5cm
wide, weight approx 2.4oz

82

A cased silver mounted travelling vanity set,
Sheffield and Birmingham 1917, comprising; two
silver topped glass jars, a silver mounted nail
buffer, a silver mounted toothbrush and a
collection of nail instruments

83

A silver ink well, Atkin Brothers, Sheffield 1899,
of navette form with pierced decoration and
housing two silver topped glass wells, 25.5cm
wide, weight approx 5.7oz £80-120

84

A yellow metal curb link bracelet, stamped '9ct',
together with a 9ct gold crucifix pendant, a
yellow metal chain necklace with '9ct' plaque
and two 9ct gold signet rings, total weight
approx 17.8g, together with a pair of yellow
metal stud earrings, stamped '750', weight
approx 5.4g and a collection of brooches,
earrings and a further ring £150-200
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85

A banded agate pendant suspended from 9ct
gold chain, together with five further polished
harstone pendants, to include; moss agate and
amethyst, a collection of coloured jade beads
and pendants, an amethyst bead bracelet, a
rose quartz bead bracelet, a haematite bead
bracelet and a rock crystal bead bracelet, each
with yellow metal Chinese character charm
£150-200

93

A white metal wedding band, stamped 'plat',
weight approx 2.5g, together with a yellow metal
band the inner shank engraved 'A * V J S M
Married 13th March 1848', a yellow metal shank
(lacking stone), a yellow metal mounted
photograph pendant, a 19th century white metal
locket with buckle motif, a hinged bangle with
pique work decoration, a paste set brooch, gilt
metal cufflinks etc £70-100

86

A collection of costume jewellery, loose
gemstones and silver, to include; a cased three
piece silver Christening set, a coral 'hand charm'
brooch, coral earrings, cufflinks, a paste set bird
brooch, quartz wristwatches, loose amethysts,
garnets, aquamarines etc (a lot) £100-200

94

A pair of 18ct gold cufflinks, each of oval form
with scrolling decoration, total weight approx
7.6g £70-100

95

A graduated three stone diamond ring, stamped
'9ct', together with two illusion set three stone
diamond rings, stamped '18ct plat', total weight
approx 7g (3) £80-120

96

A graduated carved jet bead necklace, together
with a silver fringe necklace with bead terminals
(2) £40-60

97

A 9ct Cloagau gold and ruby ring, the cabochon
oval ruby collet set to pierced decorative mount,
ring size M 1/2, together with a pair of yellow
metal engine turned cufflinks stamped '9ct', total
weight approx 11g £80-120

A collection of watches comprising of a yellow
gold plated Omega DeVille quartz gentleman's
wristwatch, a stainless steel Watches of
Switzerland gentleman's wristwatch, a gold-tone
unisex Bulova wristwatch, together with a
stainless steel tank style Longeau precision
wristwatch, a stainless steel Octo waterproof &
antimagnetic wristwatch, and a base metal,
chromium plated 'Oral' wristwatch with luminous
dial.
All watches are mechanical unless stated
otherwise. £80-120

98

A 15ct gold seed pearl and pink stone set ring,
together with a 22ct gold band and a 9ct gold
curb link bracelet, total weight approx 13g,
together with an unmounted brilliant cut
diamond and a yellow metal wristwatch with
expandable bracelet, stamped '9ct' £220-250

Silver Pocket Watch with enamel dial, roman
numerals, spade and whip hands, within a
Leather Easel Back travelling case, together
with a 9ct Ladies Bracelet Watch with Integrated
Rolled Gold Bracelet

99

A 9ct gold diamond and cultured pearl bangle,
together with an illusion set diamond ring and a
quartz fob watch (3) £120-180

A Yellow Metal Wristwatch with Integrated
Yellow Metal Expanding Bracelet, Stamped
14K. Case Engraved with Flora Detailing, White
Enamel Dial, Blued Steel Spade and Whip
Hands. £150-200

100

Yellow Metal Fob Watch with Engine-Turned
and Engraved Dial Stamped 9K Accompanied
by Attached Yellow Metal Chain with Yellow
Metal Charm in the Shape of a Wind Instrument,
as well as a Charm in the Shape of a Smoking
Pipe made in Green Hardstone. £150-200

101

An assorted collection of silver, cupro-nickel and
bronze coinage (a lot)

102

A collection of coinage, George VI and Elizabeth
II silver, cupro-nickel and bronze, to inlcude;
silver wedding crowns in cases, crowns, half
crowns, florins etc (a lot)

87

88

89

90

91

92

A 9ct gold stylised wave hinged bangle, with
twin pin clasp and attached safety catch, weight
approx 8.2g £80-120
A rose cut diamond and single pearl set 'W' pin,
together with a pink stone set stick pin, a yellow
metal three bar gate link bracelet stamped '9c',
weight approx 11.2g, a 9ct gold T bar and chain
mounted with nephrite jade fob, a cabochon set
ring stamped '15ct', a gold plated retractable
pencil, a gold plated guard chain, a yellow metal
wristwatch with moire ribbon strap, a silver open
face pocket watch, a cased Ingersoll Yankee
pocket watch and a Chester silver bangle £250350

A collection of Siamese silver jewellery,
comprising; two plaque bracelets, four pairs of
earrings, three pendants, two brooches and a
ring £60-100
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103

A collection of world stamps, together with
British and Foreign coins (a lot) £80-120

104

A Victorian album of foreign and mint stamps,
Edward VIII to Elizabeth II, together with vintage
local invoices etc (a lot)

105

Five albums containing British and World
stamps, together with a box of loose stamps and
magazines (a lot)

106

107

108

109

A collection of World stamps in albums and
envelopes, together with FDC's and cigarette
cards (a lot) £150-200
A Dutch Gouda pottery circular jar and cover
decorated with stylised eyes, signed Simona to
the base
together with a Chinese blue and white sleeve
vase, a Chinese yellow crackle glaze vase, an
Italian maiolica plaque of a young child
surrounded by a border of a garland of fruit, a
German stein, pair of glass knife rests,
Midwinter bowl decorated with a stag against a
pale blue ground etc
A set of six green drinking glasses attributed to
W. H., B and J Richardson, circa 1840, each
with sliced cut decorated to the bowls and stem,
polished pontil marks, 12.5cm high together with
two Orrefors glass decanters and stoppers, the
first designed by Vicke Lindstrand, circa 1930s,
of tapering form and flared rim below an
elongated stopper, engraved mark to the base,
the second designed by Nils Landberg, circa
1960, with mushroom stopper and an indented
base, unsigned, 36cm and 27cm high
respectively and a collection of drinking
glassware, Victorian and later, including twist
stems, coloured and enamelled examples and
an Art Deco Club glass etc, (qty)
WMF (Wurttembergische Metallwarenfabrik)
Ikora glass vase
circa 1927,
the cased glass with brown, amber and gold
inclusions and controlled bubbles, polished
pontil mark,
21cm high £50-70

110

A Whitefriars amber and cinnamon cased bowl
circa 1934,
the glass with drawn teardrop decoration,
polished pontil,
22.5cm diameter

111

A Stevens and Williams decanter and stopper
designed by Joshua Hodgetts
early 20th century,
the intaglio cut glass decorated with flowers and
leaves to the body and leaves and grapes to the
neck,
unsigned, 30cm high (repaired neck) £60-100

112

A post-war Val. St. Lambert crystal glass vase
of boat-shaped form cased in deep green over
clear and heavily cut with repeat abstract
panels, engraved signature,
14cm high and 25cm wide

113

A Swarovski model of two lovebirds seated upon
a frosted branch, 6cm high £60-100

114

A large Swarovski crystal paperweight model of
a Charon Diamond, 12cm diameter

115

A group of Swarovski Crystal ornaments
including a Christmas Tree; a rose; a swan, a
clam with pearl and a bunch of grapes with gold
stalks and leaves,
tallest 10cm high (5) £60-100

116

A collection of Mats Jonasson Signature
Collection paperweights and sculptures
comprising a deer with stag, two koala bears, a
squirrel, a seal, a bear, a bird and a large bird of
prey
tallest 17cm high, some retaining paper labels
and each with etched signatures to the base,
(7) £80-120

117

A Czech Sklo Union traffic light or lens vase in
pale blue attributed to Frantisek Vizner,
circa 1960s, 22cm high

118

A Victorian enamelled mauve glass vase
the mouth-blown vase hand-decorated with a
Reed Warbler bird seated on Bullrushes, the
opposing side further enamelled with rushes and
with gilded detail to the neck,
'L' in gilt to the base, 15.5cm high

119

A rare Whitefriars 'Fish and Wave' fish and vase
designed by Geoffrey Baxter
circa 1960, design no. C525,
unsigned, 16.5cm high
Literature: See Wendy Evans, Catherine Ross
and Alex Werner, Whitefriars Glass Museum of
London, page 331 - plate 584 for this range
illustrated.

120

A dark green glass mallet decanter and stopper,
circa 1820, of shouldered ovoid form and with
polished pontil mark, 27.5cm high together with
another similar later example in pale brown with
faceted stopper, 29cm high and one further
taller pale brown decanter and stopper (3)
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121

A Victorian Burmese glass 'Jack in the Pulpit'
jug
circa 1890, of single-handled form, decorated
with a butterfly with red jewelling to the wings,
unmarked, 23.5cm high
together with a Burmese yellow cased glass jug,
enamelled with floral sprays in white and orange
and with a clear crystal handle,
22.5cm high and two further Burmese glass jugs
(4)

122

A Sowerby glassworks opal lattice glass vase
circa 1950s, of pale opalescent glass and with a
crimped upper rim, unmarked,
together with two opalescent glass moonstone
vases in blue and white, tallest 13.5cm high (3)

123

A Val St. Lambert grey tinted glass vase
circa 1930s,with faceted tapering body and
octagonal foot,
26.5cm high

124

A Whitefriars sea green glass vase, circa 1890
decorated with a frilled collar above raspberry
prunts to the lower half of the body,
polished pontil,
26.5cm high
together with another similar example also by
Whitefriars (2)
Produced as part of the Historical Revival
Series.

125

An amber Whitefriars dimple and wave glass
vase together with further Whitefriars amber
glass bowl with concentric ribbing (2) £60-100

126

A Whitefriars pineapple vase in kingfisher blue
designed by Geoffrey Baxter, 19cm high

127

A George IV silver shilling coin glass tankard
the bowl of inverted baluster form with
concentric ribbing to the upper rim and a
gadrooned base, the stem with squat hollow
knop with George IV shilling, above a conical
spreading foot, 17cm high
together with a small glass milk pail, impressed
'R' mark to the base, 15cm high (2) £80-120

128

A Royal Worcester pin dish painted with a still
life of fruit by Kitty Blake
dated 1937,
typically decorated with autumnal leaves, berries
and pink flowers against a mossy ground
between a gilt lined rim, artist signed 'K. Blake',
transfer-printed factory mark in puce
11.5cm diameter £50-70

129

A Royal Crown Derby teapot and stand in the
'Derby Lily' pattern
late 19th century,
the body with underglaze blue transfer-printed
lily and floral pattern, the stand of similar design
on three Rococo-style legs,
printed factory mark,
25cm high £80-100

130

A Royal Worcester Hadley's pot pourri vase and
cover painted with still life of autumnal leaves
and flowers against mossy ground, together with
a Royal Worcester Hadley's pear shape vase
with tall slender neck, painted in green en
camieau with flowers and leaves, 21.5cm high
(2)

131

A pair of Royal Crown Derby rectangular trinket
boxes and covers
mid-20th century,
painted and gilded by A.F. Haddock with sprays
of roses and other flowers in polychrome, with
high quality tooled gilding, artist signed, printed
factory marks,
11cm wide and 3.5cm high (2) £60-80

132

A pair of Coalport tri-footed bon bon dishes
late 19th century,
the circular bowls with pierced floral decoration
to the upper rims, the overall grounds decorated
in a bright gilt with blue and white transferprinted portrait heads within circles below roses
and ribbons, the interior painted with a central
floral roundel and the raised feet with ribbed
moulding, small ungilded section to the base
with transfer-printed factory marks in green and
pattern number 'A5134' in black, 11.5cm wide
and 8.5cm high (2)

133

A pair of small Derby Imari pot pourri vases and
covers
circa 1806-1825
each of campagna form with removable leaf
form cover with bud finial, on tri-form lion paw
feet and circular bases,
with painted underglaze crossed batons and D
in iron red to the bases,
12.5cm high (2)
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134

A Doulton Lambeth Victorian commemorative
stoneware jug, the front modelled in relief with
Queen Victoria and the dates 1837-1887 with
inscription Honi Soit qui mal y pense around the
neck, impressed mark within oval, 21cm high
together with a Grainger & Co, Worcester
pierced tri-footed jar and cover with pierced
reticulated body and hoof feet, 12cm high
(restored knop to cover), two Royal Doulton
Charles Dickens Series Ware circular cabinet
plates and two small square dishes from the
same range, 29.5cm diameter and 14.5cm wide
respectively (7)

141

Five Royal Worcester models of birds designed
by James Alder
comprising a Shore Lark, Robin, Yellow Bunting,
Blue Tit and a Dartford Warbler, two with
wooden plinth bases together with a Coalport
model of a Pied Wagtail, printed factory marks,
tallest 22cm high (6) £120-180

143

A collection of Beswick and Royal Albert Beatrix
potter figures
including a large Peter Rabbit, Mrs Tittlemouse,
Timmy Tiptoes, Foxy Whiskered Gentleman,
Little Pig Robinson and others, printed factory
marks (21 figures, 2 damaged) £150-200

135

A Minton porcelain figural group of a dog seated
beside a cat drinking milk and a bird perched
upon an oak bucket, picked out in turquoise and
pink details, together with a further Minton
porcelain group of two kittens peeking out from
a wicker basket, unmarked, tallest 18cm high (2)

144

136

A Ridgway bone china landscape-decorated
spill vase
early 19th century,
painted all around with a central wide frieze of
country mansion, houses and walking figures
within landscapr setting, with upper and lower
cockbeaded borders, painted pattern number
3/359 in iron red to the base, 13cm high

A pair of Paris porcelain figures
circa 1900,
modelled as male and female flower sellers in
brightly coloured polychrome on circular
naturalistic bases encrusted with flowers,
double underglaze blue crossed swords marks,
36cm high (2) £80-120

145

A Royal Worcester blush ivory and cobalt ewer
dated 1897,
ewer with acanthus leaf handle decorated with
floral sprays, raised on a circular stepped base,
shape number 1309,
printed factory mark,
27cm high £80-120

146

A Victorian figure by Brownfield, Staffordshire,
modelled as a young semi-nude boy with green
tinted basket on his bask and further small
basket of fish to his side, picked out in gilt, on an
oval pedestal base, impressed 'BROWNFIELD'
and with printed black Victorian registration
mark,
22cm high
together with a Moore white glazed figure of a
winged cherub pulling a shell-form basket with
turquoise ropes and flowers, set on a Greek key
gilded base, faint impressed mark and retailers
mark for T. Goode, London, 18.5cm high (2) £80
-120

147

A collection of Royal Crown Derby Imari china
late 19th/early 20th century,
comprising a miniature milk jug and cover, a
rectangular pin tray, small basket with single
handle and crimped rim, a low-bellied vase with
slender neck and crimped upper rim, a miniature
coal scuttle, a vase on slender stem and a pair
of finely decorated vases in the Japan pattern
2444, printed factory marks in red, tallest
20.5cm high (8) (some restoration) £100-200

137

A Locke & Co, Worcester vase painted with a
pheasant by Walter Stinton, artist signed W.
Stinton, printed factory mark in green and
painted number 1046 in brown, 11cm high

138

A Royal Worcester full carpet gilt cabinet plate,
decorated in light relief with carpet-style motifs,
printed factory mark and with a gilt lined foot
rim, 24cm diameter £100-150

139

A pair of Royal Worcester figures - 'Feeding
Henrietta', limited edition 71/5000 and 'Pick of
the Litter', limited edition 92/5000, printed
factory marks and produced for Spink, 17cm
high together with a Royal Worcester nautilus
shell vase, 16.5cm high and a Royal Worcester
twin-handled mug comemmorating the Diamond
Wedding Anniversary of HRH Queen Elizabeth
II and HRH Duke of Edinburgh (4)

140

Two Royal Worcester models of birds designed
by James Alder a Bearded Reedling (Panurus biarmicus),
number 11, 28cm and a Snow Bunting
(Plectrophenax nivalis), number 177, printed
factory marks in black, tallest 28cm high (2)
*Snow Bunting badly damaged £50-70
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148

A Minton parian figure
circa 1855-1860,
modelled as a dancing female on a scrolling
circular base, incised marks, 19.5cm high £5070

149

A Doulton Lambeth stoneware jug, circa 1880
the pale brown ground with incised floral
decoration detailed in blue, with stripe border to
the centre of the body and dots to the
circumference of the foot rim, unsigned,
20cm high £50-70

150

Beswick Ayshire Cow and Calf (leg broken),
Hereford Bull and Jersey Cow together with a
Best of Breed Naturecraft Labrador, Border Fine
Arts Rabbit with Foxglove etc (11)

151

A Royal Albert Lavender Rose part tea and
dinner service
comprising ten dinner plates, twelve medium
plates, twelve small plates, twelve teacups,
twelve saucers, nine dessert bowls, four serving
dishes, gravy boat and stand, sugar bowl, milk
jug, small serving plate, medium serving plate
and a large serving plate, printed factory marks
(qty) £120-180

152

Ten pieces of cut and pressed glass lead crystal
including a large bowl on three curled feet, bowl
with a silver-plated rim, bowl and two vases in
matching sunburst/star design, claret jug with
silver-plated mounts, water jug and three
decanters and stoppers (10) £100-150

153

A Factory X/Keeling blue and white partial
coffee service
late 18th century,
each painted in blue with a Chinese-style
landscape scene of a pagoda, bridge and
flowering rockwork,
comprising six coffee cups, five saucers and one
bowl, unmarked
(12, some damages/repairs)

154

Four Coalport polychrome decorated low
Chelsea ewers
early 19th century,
painted in enamels with floral sprays and with
subtly moulded low-relief decoration,
unmarked, 6.7cm high (4) £100-200

155

A small Royal Worcester vase painted by Kitty
Blake,
of squat-bellied form with crimped upper rim,
decorated with a still life of autumnal leaves and
berries,
signed K. Blake, shape G957, printed factory
mark, 8.5cm high £60-80

156

An 18th century basalt teapot and cover with
Mother and Child finial, the body of faceted form
with wreath and swag decoration in low relief,
unmarked (tip of spout damaged) together with
a larger early 19th century teapot and cover, of
canted rectangular form and decorated in relief
with panels of figures (tip of spout re-stuck),
15cm high (2) £60-80

157

A small 19th century apothecary collection to
include three ceramic storage jars, one with lid,
two with original content labels, one reading
PULV:RESIN, the other reading UNG:SAM (sic),
23cm high (with lid), together with a graduated
trio of white marble pestle and mortars (the
largest 23cm diameter), together with two small
cased beam scaled sets, one in mahogany the
other in pine

158

A Spanish faience albarello, 18th century,
painted in blue with twin-headed eagle coat of
arms and a shield below a crown, unmarked,
24.5cm high
together with a pair of Meissen rectangular tea
canisters, circa 1840, painted in underglaze blue
with the 'Onion' pattern, 10cm high (3)

159

A Royal Crown Deerby imari coffee service
early 20th century,
comprising six demitasse cups with silvermounts assayed in London, 1905 and six
saucers, printed factory marks in red, with
further marks to silver for the Army and Navy
Cooperative Society, contained within a fitted
presentation case
(12)
One cup has been broken and restored. £80120

160

A Wembley China crested ware bust
commemorating the British Empire Exhibition
April-October, 1934,
printed factory marks, 8cm high £80-100

161

A Worcester porcelain coffee cup and saucer in
the Prunus Root pattern
circa 1755-60,
painted in blue with flowering branches which
continue to the interior of the cup and the base
of the saucer,
workman's marks to the bases, coffee cup 6cm
high and saucer 12cm diameter (2) £100-150

162

A Caughley blue and white porcelain custard
cup and cover
circa 1775-85,
transfer-printed in underglaze blue with the
Cottage pattern,
unmarked, 7cm high (repaired section to the
cover) £100-150
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163

A collection of William Adams China
earthenware in the Chinese Bird pattern
transfer-printed in underglaze blue and overdecorated in polychrome,
comprising teapot, pair of vases, milk jug, five
circular plates and a square form dish, transferprinted factory marks

170

A pair of Victorian white opaline glass vases
late 19th century,
each painted with finely detailed flowering
branches in polychrome and gilded ribbon detail,
of wide-bellied form with a flared neck,
unmarked,
28cm high

164

A Victorian Aesthetic movement dessert service
by EJD Bodley (formerly Samuel Alcock and Co)

171

A Minton's twin-handled trophy cup
circa 1920-25,
of twin-handled form with two oval painted
panels of birds on branches against cobalt
ground, set on square pedestal base,
printed factory mark in puce, painted number
OA816/K to the base,
11.5cm high £50-70

172

A pair of Davenport porcelain vases and covers
circa 1870-86,
of twin-handled swollen form, painted with a
windmill, countryside, hills and rivers,
printed factory mark in red,
19.5cm high (2)
I £60-80

173

An unusual Minton sectional jar and cover
early 20th century,
the main body formed of eight rectangular
sections painted with pansies, roses and other
flowers, divided by giltded banding, the cover
further painted with flowers,
set on four gilded ball feet, printed factory mark
in green,
10.5cm high

174

A pair of Royal Worcester blue and white figures

circa 1880,
decorated with bright orange shell moulded
borders and gilt transfer-print decoration of
flowering branches,
the service comprising seven dessert plates,
23cm diameter and three pedestal comport
dishes (one detached from its base), printed and
impressed factory marks and painted pattern
number 3942,
tallest dish 14cm high
165

166

167

A Royal Worcester Hadley's jardinière on fixed
stand
circa 1897-1900, the outer body hand painted
with bird and floral panels raised on shaped foot
base and having pierced flared neck, printed
factory marks and shape number F118/13,
17cm high
together with a similar decorated Hadley's bottle
vase with turquoise moulding, printed factory
mark, shape F126/31, 15cm high (2) £80-100
Four pieces of Royal Worcester blush ivory
painted with flowers,
early 20th century, comprising a pair of slender
trumpet vases, 15.2cm high; a pair of unusually
shaped jugs, shape 1438, 9cm high
together with a Victorian Moore Brothers vase
painted with flowers, with frilled and gilded
upper rim and setr on three scrolling feet,
printed factory mark in green, 10cm high (5)
An English porcelain part tea and coffee service
19th century,
painted with landscape panels upon a broad
turquoise ground, the service comprising two
bread and butter plates, nine saucers, nine
teacups and six coffee cups, unmarked (26) £50
-70

168

A limited edition Country Artist's model of 'The
Patriarch', circa 1989, 42cm high

169

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea and
dinner service
including teapot and cover, two sugar bowls,
teacups, saucers, sideplates, medium size
plates and large dinner plates together with six
associated twin-handled soup bowls and
saucers in similar pattern (qty)

third quarter of the 19th century,
modelled as male and female in 18th century
clothing, each a resting wicker basket upon a
tree stump and on circular bases,
impressed factory marks,
16cm high
No cracks, chips, damages or repairs
175

A collection of Royal Worcester blush ivory
late 19th/early 20th century,
including a tall slender vase with flared upper
rim, a flatback jug, taller jug with bamboo style
handle, twin handled jar and cover, small jug,
small vase with crimped rim and a pot pourri jar
and cover set on three claw feet, printed factory
marks, various sizes (7) £150-200

176

A Minton twin-handled vase and cover
early 20th century,
painted by James Edwin Dean with a continuous
banded landscape of fishing boats, artist signed,
printed factory mark, 15cm high (restored cover)
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177

A group of Royal Worcester blush ivory
late 19th/early 20th century,
comprising a lobed circular jar and cover, shape
1412, a twin-handled vase and an unusually
shaped jug with simulated bamboo spout,
printed factory marks,
tallest 24.5cm high (3) £100-150

178

A Royal Worcester Hadley's pedestal bowl
late 19th century,
the bowl with pierced upper border, painted with
purple flowers and set above a slender stem
flanked by grotesque mythical creatures on a
stepped circular base,
painted shape number 206/4838, printed factory
mark, 20cm high £60-90

179

180

181

A pair of Royal Worcester tri-footed vases
dated 1880,
of globular form with small twin gilt handles and
gilded ball feet and painted in polychrome with
floral sprays, printed factory marks in green,
10cm high (2)
A Derby porcelain cabinet plate with shell
moulded border,
19th century,
the central well painted with a circular scene of
three seated outside in rural setting playing
boardgames, with a single house beyond, the
exterior rim of with three floral panels
interspersed with further wreaths of flowers,
painted factory mark,
24cm diameter £50-70

183

A Wedgwood black basalt jardiniere, 19th
century
decorated in relief with muses and floral swags,
impressed mark, 20cm high and 22cm diameter
together with a further larger Wedgwood black
basalt vase (the latter heavily
damaged/repaired) (2)
A large English black basalt coffee pot and
cover
circa 1800-20,
with engine-turned chequered design to the
main body and cover, unmarked,
27cm high

A Royal Doulton figure of 'The Little Bridesmaid'
- HN1434, printed factory mark and painted
number together with further smaller Royal
Doulton figure 'Bridesmaids', M30 (2)
sold with related photographs
The vendor's grandmother Connie Storey posed
as model for this figure. Included with this lot is
a photograph of Connie dressed as inspiration
for this figure along with further children dressed
as different models - taken at the Silver Jubilee
Concert, May 1935, Longport Infants' school.
£80-120

185

A Dresden porcelain jardiniere
circa 1900,
of twin-handled from painted with wild birds on
flowering branches, with applied leaves and
berries, AR underglaze blue factory mark, 19cm
diameter and 17cm high

186

A Dresden porcelain pierced cabinet plate
early 20th century,
centrally painted with a rectangular panel of two
female semi-nude figures within landscape
setting enclosed by cross-hatched gilt border
and floral swags, underglaze blue factory mark
to verso,
23.5cm diameter £50-80

187

A Lille faience basket with pierced upper basketweave rim and conforming base
late 18th/19th century,
painted with floral garlands and wreaths to the
interior and scenes of romantic lovers to the
exterior, signed E.Doc, the exterior with applied
blue ribbons,
painted mark and date 1767 to the base in blue,
10.5cm high

188

A pair of Rudolstadt-Volkstedt porcelain figures
(Triebner, Ens & Co)
circa 1895-8,
the female modelled holding a fan and a basket,
the male gallant holding aloft a feathered hat
and with court sword to one side,
blue painted factory mark,
25cm high (2) £60-80

189

A Meissen 'Blue Onion' pattern drinking set
20th century,
comprising decanter and stopper, six shot
glasses and a tray, underglaze blue factory
marks and painted pattern number 800117 in
iron red to the bases,
tray 22cm wide
No damages or repairs. £80-120

A Minton porcelain twin-handled vase and cover
early 20th century,
of tall slender form painted with an oval panel of
pink roses against a cobalt ground, with wreath
shape handles gilded with stars and dots, set on
a square pedestal base,
31cm high

182

184
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190

191

192

193

194

195

A Zsolnay Pecs circular bonbonniere dish and
cover
late 19th century,
the pierced body typically decorated with formal
scrolling and flower-head medallions in pink,
blue and yellow colourway,
printed factory mark in underglaze blue and faint
impressed marks,
14cm high and 12cm diameter
A large French porcelain figure of the Godess
Minerva, probably Samson of Paris
late 19th/early 20th century,
modelled standing wearing scaled breast plate
and plumed helmet, with owl seated by her right
foot, on a scrolling and pierced base, marked
with Chelsea-style gold anchor to the reverse,
unglazed base unmarked,
40cm high £60-80
A pair of German porcelain table centrepieces,
probably Dresden
modelled as male and female winged figures in
bright polychrome, standing above three urnshaped vases encrusted with flowers, on a pale
pink and turquoise scrolling base painted with
insects and adorned with feline masks,
underglaze blue R mark,
30cm high £60-80
A Meissen porcelain bottle vase
late 19th century,
painted with panels of birds and insects
intersected with floral sprays against a pale blue
ground,
underglaze blue crossed swords mark to the
unglazed base,
18.5cm high £60-80
A Charlottenbrunn porcelain vase (Germany,
Silesia)
circa 1880,
of canted low-bellied form with two opposing
panels of figures standing beside fishing boats
and rivers, decorated in the Chinese-taste with
flowers, underglaze blue factory mark,
20cm high £50-70
Thirteen Continental porcelain figures
circa 1880-1900,
including a pair of Dresden figures in the
Meissen style on pale blue bases and a Paris
figure of a young man in orange and floral
clothing,
various factory marks, 9cm-11cm high (13) £60100

196

A Russian porcelain tea service
decorated in bright orange with gilded leaves
and grapes, comprising teapot and cover, five
teabowls, one medium size bowl, one large and
one medium plate, printed factory marks £80120

197

A pair of Sèvres Paul Milet bronze-mounted
vases
circa 1910,
each with blue flambe glaze and swag metal
mounts, printed MP Sevres factory mark in
green,
12cm high £100-150

198

A large collection of assorted ceramics
including Continental porcelain figures, Royal
Doulton, 20th century Dutch delft, etc £100-200

200

Alexandre Kostanda (1921-2007)
an earthenware jug, circa 1950s-60, with
mottled blue, brown and yellow exterior glaze, of
single-handled form,
with incised signature alongside 'Vallauris',
13.5cm high £60-100

201

A Continental porcelain figural sweetmeat dish,
probably Paris, late 19th century,
modelled as a reclining female clutching an
openwork basket applied with flowers, on a
scrolling gilded base,
underglaze blue factory mark, 16.5cm high £6080

202

A Capodimonte Tiche porcelain reticulated
basket on stand
circa 1960-70
the central column flanked by four young
dancing children, supporting a pierced basket,
the stand florally decorated and with a simulated
green variegated marble base, set on raised gilt
metal feet,
overall height 71cm £150-250

203

A Capodimonte Tiche porcelain reticulated
basket on stand
circa 1960-70
the central column flanked by four dancing
ladies dressed in flowing robes, supporting a
pierced basket, the stand florally decorated and
with a simulated red variegated marble base
further painted with flowers, set on raised gilt
metal feet,
overall height 71cm £150-250
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204

A large and impressive Capodimonte porcelain
candelabrum
circa 1970s
featuring eight branches and single central
candleholder, the central column modelled as a
semi-clad putto holding aloft a flower, with
further flowerheads to his hair, stem and the
base,
with gilt decorated circular foot,
overall height 92cm £150-250

205

A French porcelain double candlestick
circa 1956, the two nozzles support on rococo
scrollwork (losses to one nozzle and sconce),
painted 'Atelier Le Tallec' mark, 18cm high

206

A Lladro Daisa female bust
dated 1987, in matt glaze with gloss to the lips,
mounted on a wooden oval plinth base,
printed factory marks,
the bust approximately 30cm high £120-180

207

A pair of Fourmaintraux Frères (Deserves)
faience vases
19th century,
of swollen bellied form with inverted tapered
upper rims, brightly painted in polychrome with
flowers,
initialled F.F. to the base in blue, 23cm high (2)
£100-200

208

A mid-19th century white glazed wine jug
the handled formed as a Bacchanalian-type
satyr holding a ramshead, with relief moulded
leaf and grape vine to the central body of the jug
and a square pedestal foot, unmarked,
(small chips to base, re-attached to base)

209

Two German porcelain salts, 19th century
comprising a double-salt with central cherub-like
figure flanked by two oval bowls painted in red
en camaieu in with figures and sailing boats to
the interior and with insects and flowers to the
exterior, set on a turquoise and gilt scrolling
base, blue underglaze crossed swords mark,
12.5cm high
and a Sitzendorf porcelain salt, modelled as a
young girl clad in pale pink robes clutching a
seashell, seated upon an oval naturalistic base,
underglaze blue factory mark, 10.5cm high (2)

210

A Samson of Paris porcelain Chinese-export
style vase
late 19th century,
of a low-bellied form with a tall tapered neck, the
vase painted with an armorial of lion and unicorn
flanking shield below a crown, the whole painted
with flowers in polychrome and with white relief
trailed decoration, iron red factory mark to the
base,
28cm high
(professionally restored section of rim) £60-100

211

A French polychrome bisque porcelain figural
hunting group
late 19th century,
modelled as a male figure seated holding
hunting rifle, with hunting dog and dead game
by his feet,
supported by raised circular pink and blue base
with three pedestal feet,
underside of base impressed '727'
27cm high £50-70

212

A pair of Continental porcelain ewer
late 19th century, painted with two painted
Antoine Watteau-esque panels surrounding
relief moulded turquoise and pale pink scrolling,
with a mythological bird seated upon the top of
the wavy pink handle and two putto climbing the
neck of the jug, overglaze blue apocraphyal
Meissen-style crossed swords to the bases,
20.5cm high
together with a pair of Meissen double gourd
vases and covers, each decorated with similar
portrait panels against a bright yellow ground,
once cancelled blue crossed swords marks to
the unglazed bases, 15cm high (4)

213

A Meissen oval porcelain dish, outside
decorated
late 19th century,
painted with single bird seated upon leafy
branches surrounded by flower heads and
insects, between a gilt dentil rim,
once cancelled underglaze blue crossed swords
to the base,
28cm wide
Some rubbing to the gilt around the rim. No
cracks, chips, damages or repairs.

214

A Paris porcelain scent bottle and stopper
circa 1870,
of bottle form with burgundy, green, salmon and
black painted body, decorated with a rectangular
sepia shaded panel of a courtly figure, with a
polychrome floral sprays to the reverse, scroll
moulded feet, indistinct underglaze blue factory
mark,
16.5cm high
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215

216

217

A mixed selection of Japanese and Chinese
wares to include a Chinese export blue and
white octagonal plate, 21.5 cm, a Chinese blue
and white saucer dish, 21.5 cm, both Quan
Long, a Chinese Imari tea bowl and saucer, a
Batavian ware tea bowl and saucer, a Japanese
blue and white saucer dish, 19 cm diameter,
Nabeshima style blue and white saucer dish,
15.5 cm, an octagonal blue and white plate with
cherry blossom decoration, a Kutani bottle vase,
23 cm high, a small Japanese bowl, 5.5 cm,
together with a Wedgwood pearl ware Imari
plate, 16 cm.(11) £80-120
A large Japanese Meiji period lidded bronze
vessel, of footed cylindrical form, the bowl
ringed with three collars centred with a border in
shallow relief decorated with breaking scrolling
oceanic waves below arched geometric motifs,
flanked by ringed loop handles mounted as
beast's masks, below a circular tablet cover also
decorated with a border of breaking waves and
a globular finial, opening to reveal a vacant
interior, 24 cm high, 26 cm wide (maximum,
including handles). £100-150
A Japanese carved ivory okimono of a man with
a noh mask, Meiji period, he sits rubbing his
forehead looking pained and with a short stick in
his right hand planted squarely on the ground, a
noh mask by his right side, his coat with feather
detailing, 3.5cm high and another Japanese
okimono of a geisha in traditional dress holding
a hanetsuki paddle and fan, 5cm high (2)

218

A Japanese carved and stained bone okimono
of a geisha, Meiji period, she half kneels with
her right arm raised and wearing traditional
dress, incised details on rounded rectangular
stand, incomplete, 9cm high and a smaller ivory
figure of a standing geisha, 6cm high (2)

219

A Chinese black and grey jade cicada pendant,
probably Ming in archaistic style with cut folded
wings and bulbous head, chip, 6cm and a
triangular two cut russet and pale jade triangular
plaque or pendant, possibly a burial fitting,
3.5cm (2) £80-120

220

A Chinese pale green jade pendant Ming/Qing
dynasty, as a dancing man in loose garments in
Tang style, incised black details 6cm high and a
totemic pale green jade wrapped lotus leaf,
flower and tendril 8cm (2)
Footnote
See Angus Forsyth and Brian McElney, Jades
from China, 1994, p279 Fig 181 for a
translucent white nephrite dancing figure in
similar pose dated to the Tang dynasty £60-80

221

Five Chinese figural jade archaistic style
carvings, 18th/19th century, possibly elements
from necklaces or burial fittings, to include two
similar figures of Lu Dongbin, 3cm Buddha on a
lotus throne, 3cm, Hotei, and a deeply carved
figure of a boy, 2.5cm and a mottled russet jade
burial cicada 2.5cm (6) £60-80

222

A thangka of Samantabhadra and
Samantabhadri, Tibet, 18th/19th century, seated
on a lotus throne in dhayanamudra and
surrounded by attendants, the upper register
against a midnight blue ground, the lower
register against a green ground, gouache on
cotton, unframed, 89cm x 61cm, the panel
118cn x 78cm, £100-150

223

A collection of 18th century and later Chinese
porcelain plates to include a pair of polychrome
plates with detailed figural decoration, 20 cm
diameter, four (two large and two smaller)
Cantonese export Celadon-ground plates,
decorated in polychrome famille rose designs
detailing birds, flowers and butterflies, 18 and 24
cm in diameter, four famille rose dinner plates
with flared borders, 23 cm in diameter, together
with a Japanese porcelain plate in the Imari
palette (13)

224

A Meiji period Japanese four case lacquered
inro, uniting over a golden ground decorated
detailed scenes of a woodland waterfall and
stream, with flowers, trees and distant
mountains, signed to interior, 9 cm long, 5.5 cm
wide. £100-150

225

A 19th century Indo-Portugese lidded coconut
cup on stand with applied studded white metal
mounts, the pointed bowl with a pointed finial
cover on a circular bracket stand, decorated
throughout with shallow incised vignettes of
figures in side profile, birds, etc 13.5 cm high.
£60-80

226

A small miscellaneous collection to include a
pair of Chinese cloisonne vases decorated with
five-claw dragons, 17 cm high, a Chinese
copper teapot with applied white metal dragons,
spout and chased collar, 14 cm high, together
with a Chinese pressed metal lidded cigarette
box and a English machine-turned silver
cigarette case, decorated with a spaniel to the
cover (5).

227

Three 18th century Chinese porcelain tea bowls
and saucers in the (Chinese) Imari palette, each
decorated with fan and scroll shaped vignettes
decorated with floral and foliate motifs, within
blue line borders, the bowls measuring 4 cm
high, 7 cm diameter (approx) the dishes
measuring 12 cm diameter. (6). £60-80
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228

A Chinese hardwood and ivory inlaid open
armchair early 20th century with shaped splat
detail with a pagoda and willow scene, scroll
arms and inlaid square bracketed legs. 53cm
wide, seat height 46cm

229

A Chinese blue and white dish, Qianlong, of
circular form and decorated with a river scape
and buildings, the rim with peony sprays, 33 cm
diameter.

230

A 19th century or earlier European brass
charger with African chased decoration in a
symmetrical stylised motif of a tall tree flanked
by flowers, 45 cm in diameter, together with a
Middle Eastern copper stem vase of footed
ribbed bulbous form with a drawn cylindrical
neck and flared rim, inlaid with white metal
calligraphic characters and further motifs, 20 cm
high.

231

Of local (Shrewsbury) interest, a 20th century
pine ammunition box, the hinged cover with
hand painted text; c/o M.F.O, Major I.G Mansell,
4 Belvidere Avenue (North) Shrewsbury,
England, (P.O.D) flanked with flush-fitted loop
hinged handles, opening to reveal a lined
interior, with applied paper labels in German;
'For Tropics' and 'exploding grenade cartridges',
21 cm high, the top measuring 67 x 25 cm.

232

C. Cornelii, Taciti Opera, ex recensione, 10.
Avgvsti Ernesti (second tome).

233

'Rambles on Wheels', an Edwardian hand
written leather bound motoring diary, entries
ranging from June 12th 1905 - May 1913,
recording the dates, destination, distance
travelled of journeys across the country, the
cover page with a small hand-written aperture
'F. Woodhams, Aug 7th 1905', 12 x 9 cm.

234

Two unframed prints of Henry VII's Chapel and
Bow Church in Cheapside together with a small
collection of Poole and Sylvac including vases
and a preserve jar and cover, a small rolled gold
pin, blue glass poison and a moden Indian-style
20th century papier mache box etc (qty)

235

A Victorian walnut cased travelling vanity box,
the hinged domed top with an inset brass
cartouche with faux burr figured detail, opening
to reveal a fitted interior, lined with tooled
leather and a velvet top with a lifting tier above a
vacant compartment, accommodating twelve
silver-plated capped glass bottles and boxes,
with further accessories, above a brass lock
escutcheon and single sprung button-release
drawer with a further fitted lined interior, 18 cm
high, 31 x 23 cm. £50-80

236

A naturalistically modelled cast bronze desk
weight in the form of a section of stag antler,
with a lightly gilded finish, three points, 30.5 cm
long total. £60-80

237

A rustic hand-carved wood boomerang, believed
to be Australian (Aboriginal) 19th or 20th
century, of typical form, with a rustic finish with
tool marks visible, the points measuring 57 cm
apart.

238

A large rustic pale pine storage chest / trunk, the
banded hinged cover opening to reveal a vacant
interior, with later applied loop handles to sides,
66 cm high, 99 cm wide, 54 cm deep. £50-80

239

A collection of 20th century fishing equipment to
include a 15' three-sectional split-cane rod by
A.E Rudge & Son, Redditch, in cloth carry bag
complete with original sales card, a further unmarked split-cane rod, a telescopic pole, a 5'
salmon gaff, together with reels and accessories
to include a cased Hardy Marquis #10 reel, a
new boxed Intrepid Rimfly King Size reel, a
Ryobi 455MG super light magnesium reel, an
Intrepid Rimfly reel, a boxed J.W Young Condex
reel, together with other accessories including a
cast brass priest, fishing weights, home-made
hand-painted wooden and other lures, a woven
keep net, line, flies etc. £100-150

240

An early 20th century Hardy three-sectional
split-cane De-Luxe Palakona rod, numbered
E52715 20th century two-sectional House of
Hardy split-cane (composite) fishing rod in a
Hardy's Alnwick carry bag, together with a twosectional Shakespeare rod and a three-sectional
splinted Scottie Impregnated JS Sharpe
Aberdeen rod in a Sharpe carry bag (4). £80120

241

An early 20th century three-sectional split-cane
Hardy fishing rod, hand signed to first section
above handle 'The S.R.H Salmon, steel-', with a
shaped cork handle, stamped to collar 'made by
Hardy, England, stamped to reel plate Hardy's
Regd, universal reel holder, stamped to terminal
'E 71109', in a green canvas carry bag. £50-80

242

A 20th century Hardy three-sectional split cane
fishing rod, The Itchen Palakona model,
stamped and numbered H 28868 to terminal
before a cut cork handle, In an original Hardy's
Alnwick carrying bag. £60-80

243

An early 20th century three-sectional Hardy
Hebridean Palakona fishing rod, hand signed
and numbered above handle, above a collar
stamped patent. no. 20875/22, also stamped
E8281, each section further stamped and fitted
with turned wooden plugs, in a Hardy's carry
bag. £60-80
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244

An early 18th century Chinoiserie cased long
case clock, the silvered 12" dial with black
Roman numerals, bearing maker's name
William Stokes, with seconds and minute dials,
accomodating an 8-day movement, set within
pierced gilded spandrels, set within a tall case
with a glazed panelled door and sides, heavily
decorated in the Chinese taste with Chinoiserie
vignettes of figures and further stylised motifs,
220 cm high, 45 cm wide (maximum),c1710.
£600-900

248

A French neoclassical Sienna marble and
bronze mantel clock, 19th century, the 4.5 inch
engine turned silvered dial with Roman
numerals and milled and reeded bezel, eight
day movement with silk suspension and outside
countwheel striking the hours and half hours on
a bell, the case surmounted by a classical
bronze two handled urn, the top and projecting
plinth with cast stiff leaf borders and on block
feet, 45cm high, 13cm deep, 23.5cm wide £100150

245

A 19th century German walnut cased bracket
clock, the silvered dial with black Roman
numerals framed by gilded pierced cherub
spandrels, set in a glazed panelled door, the
architectural walnut case with embedded turned
columns above embedded turned spindles,
below an ornate pediment decorated with a
carved foliate demi-lune motif, the movement
stamped 'Deutsches Reichspatent' and
numbered 62975, 46 cm high, 31 cm wide. £100
-150

249

246

A George II walnut veneered longcase clock, the
caddy top with two ball and spire brass finials
above a blind fretwork frieze, the square glazed
door flanked by gilt brass Doric columns
enclosing a 12 inch brass dial with matted
centre and subsidiary seconds dial with Roman
numerals and tablet inscribed in italic script
‘Benjamin Gray Just Vulliamy in Pall Mall,
London’, and with date aperture, the silvered
dial with Roman numerals and outer ring of
Arabic numerals with urn and bird cast
spandrels, the 8-day movement with four ringed
pillars and striking on bell, above a square top
figured walnut trunk door with half moulding to
the edge, applied with a plaque for ‘Percy
Webster, Clockmaker, 45 Loudown Road, St
John’s Wood’, over a ogive moulding and cross
banded stepped based shaped apron and
bracket feet, approx. 240cm overall height
£2,000-3,000

A 19th century French marble and gilt cast
metal clock garniture, the mantle clock with a
white enamelled dial populated with black
Arabic numerals interspersed with hand painted
floral swags, names Bigot Bourges to the
centre, 9.5 cm in diameter, set within a green
marble case with applied gilt metal mounts and
beaded borders, surmounted with a twin
handled urn finial, raised on squab feet, 43 cm
high, 18 cm wide, together with a pair of three
branch chandeliers with matching mounts and
supports, 33 cm high (3). £300-400

250

A group of decorative 20th century light fittings
to include a converted ceiling light fitting with a
frosted glass flame shaped shade, 31 cm high,
a pair of wall light fittings with shell shaped
textured cranberry tinted glass shades set in
painted metal mounts, 21 x 27 cm together with
four further similar glass shades

251

A large Dutch style brass two tier twelve light
chandelier, the scrolling branches centred with a
tapering baluster stem, 85 cm high, 84 cm wide.

252

A Victorian brass fireside fender, with pierced
corner mounts, 122 cm long, 37 cm deep.

253

A collection of English and Middle Eastern brass
and copper wares to include a large Victorian
copper teapot, an eastern brass coffee pot,
further eastern brass and copper vessels,etc.

254

An Aesthetic movement dressing table, 19th
century, later green painted, the bevelled top
above two indented frieze drawers and raised
on grooved legs, joined by an elaborate Hstretcher, 100cm wide, 50cm deep, 77cm high

255

A mahogany chest of four long graduated
drawers, George III and later on shaped bracket
feet, 92cm wide, 47cm deep, 81cm high £80120

247

A French gilt metal mantel clock, 19 th century,
the drum case surmounted by an eagle and
enclosing a 5 inch white enamel dial with
Roman numerals, 8-day movement striking the
hours and half hours on a bell, raised on a rouge
griotte stepped rectangular plinth and canted gilt
metal bracket feet, 35cm high, 14cm deep,
35cm wide £80-120
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256

An early 19th century mahogany dressing stand
in the manner of Gillows, the rectangular top
with slot for sliding mirror (now lacking), above a
cockbeaded frieze drawer and raised on turned
tapering legs and castors, 54cm wide, 41cm
deep, 73cm high, and also a Victorian walnut
pot cupboard with short drawer and roundel
centred door, 44cm wide, 31cm deep, 76cm
high (2) £50-80

257

A boarded oak chest 17 th century and later the
bevelled rectangular top above an elaborate
foliate carved front with iron lock plate cut
bracket ends and feet. 117cm wide, 38cm deep,
51cm high £200-300

258

A 19th century oak and mahogany crossbanded bowfront double door corner cupboard
enclosing three fixed shelves, 74cm wide, 52cm
deep, 102cm high

259

A Regency mahogany tripod table the rounded
rectangular tilt top on a ring turned column and
three down curved tapering legs and castors. 71
cm wide, 57cm deep, 75cm high £30-50

260

A Victorian figured walnut davenport with lift top
stationary compartment above a leather-lined
writing slope enclosing a maple interior and four
short drawers with four drawers to the right-hand
side and on acanthus carved cabriole front
supports, sledge feet and castors, for
restoration, 54cm wide, 55cm deep, 89cm high
£100-150

261

A William IV mahogany pedestal Pembroke
table the bevelled rectangular top above a single
end frieze drawer opposed by a false drawer on
a faceted baluster column and quadri-partite
platform and four hairy paw feet and castors.
116cm long, 54cm wide (closed), 72cm high £80
-120

262

An 18 th century Dutch bowfront corner
cupboard, the door painted with a town scene,
coat of arms and inscribed 1765, enclosing two
shaped shelves, 52cm wide, 30cm deep, 134cm
overall height £150-200

263

A pine wing back ‘lambing’ chair with grooved
panel back and plain seat above a short drawer,
the shaped side panels extending to form feet,
66cm wide, 47cm deep, 152cm high

264

A pair of Victorian ebony and inlaid and gilt
metal mounted side cabinets, circa 1870, each
with rectangular top and frieze inlaid with ivory
griffin and foliate scrollwork above an arched
glazed door enclosing velvet lined interior with
two shelves between outfacing corners and
Corinthian capped pilasters between glazed
sides over a concave moulding and conforming
plinth, 93cm wide, 40cm deep, 112cm high (2)
£200-300

265

A French Empire style mahogany and brass
mounted secrétaire à abattant, the moulded
cornice above a frieze drawer with two brass
swing handles over an indented panel drop
down front enclosing a central cupboard door,
pigeon holes, book slides and short drawers,
and a lined writing surface, between out facing
corners with classical maiden capitols above
three long brass strung drawers with open work
swing handles between ebonised pilasters and
on square tapering legs, 110cm wide, 50cm
deep, 154cm high
Provenance: Coton Hall £200-300

266

A 19 th century oak fire surround, the
rectangular shelf above a reeded half column
border and roundel capitols 123cm wide, 110cm
high and a period style pine fire surround with
guilloche carved frieze and fluted flat column
uprights. 135cm wide, 115cm high (2)

267

An early 20th century oak dresser, the shaped
canopy above two shelves and an enclosed rack
over a rectangular top and two frieze drawers,
raised on turned spindle and block front legs
and post-back legs, 125cm wide, 47cm deep,
191cm high

268

An early 19th century Shropshire oak dresser,
the base with a bevelled top above three large
drawers, with mahogany cross-banded borders
and applied shaped polished brass escutcheons
flanked by large pairs of ovoid knop brass
handles, above a shaped apron, raised on
swept cabriole legs with pointed feet,
accommodating a divided four tier plate rack,
flanked to the base with hinged panelled
cupboards, below a shaped apron and stepped
cornice, 196 cm high (combined) 200 cm wide,
50 cm deep. £600-800
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269

270

A late 19th / early 20th century Chinese
hardwood desk inlaid with ivory, the rectangular
top decorated to the centre with a large highly
detailed vignette of birds in flight and perching
on blossoming branches, within further inlaid
symmetrical motif borders, above a central long
panelled frieze drawer flanked by two square
panelled drawers, all with cut brass drop
handles, decorated to fronts with inlaid vignettes
detailing deities, jungle fowl, etc, above a
shaped pierced apron with applied decoration
detailing objects of the scholar's desk, (the
same decoration is mirrored to the back of the
piece) flanked by panelled sides with cut-out
apertures on straight legs, again highly
decorated with strung and further scrolling
symmetrical inlaid borders, 80 cm high, the top
measuring 60.5 x 119 cm. £800-1,200
A 19th century carved mahogany framed
upholstered stool, the triangular top covered in a
cream coloured material, raised on scrolling
cabriole legs with carved acanthus mounts,
united by a carved frieze centred by a shallow
carved foliate motif, 45 cm high, the top
measuring 83 x 42 cm. £80-120

271

A 20th century John Bull pub advertising mirror,
23 x 78 cm, a later Guinness advertising, 37 x
49 cm, together with two gilt framed wall mirrors
(4).

272

A Victorian mahogany single bed, comprising
head board, foot board and irons (no mahogany
side bars) the head board veneered in flamed
mahogany, centred with an oval roundel flanked
by panelled sides and carved pointed finials,
142 cm high, 141 cm wide, the footboard with a
pierced splat frame flanked by generously
carved twisted bar sides, 116 cm high, 138 cm
wide. £50-80

273

274

275

A Victorian walnut dressing mirror with oval
swing plate and two oval lidded jewellery
drawers on a shaped base, 78cm high, 63cm
wide, 26cm deep, and a set of brass rope twist
shafted fire irons to include a pair of tongs, a
poker and coal shovel
A Victorian mahogany extending dining table,
the bevelled rectangular top with rounded
corners and three extra leaves, key wound
action above a plain lipped frieze and fluted
tapering legs and ceramic castors, 136cm
(closed), 135cm wide, 74cm high, and three
leaves, 28cm, 56cm and 25cm
A set of six Victorian oak dining chairs, circa
1880, each with later upholstered panel back
and overstuffed seat and raised on ringturned
tapering front legs and front ceramic casters (6)

276

A Victorian walnut occasional table with circular
plank top and under tier on three turned spindle
legs. 44cm diameter, 59cm high

277

A reproduction oak breakfast table and a set of
four beech-framed dining chairs, each on
cabriole front legs, table 122cm diameter

278

A reproduction oak dresser with shaped canopy
and enclosed back with two shelves over a
rectangular top and three moulded drawers
above three fielded panel cupboard doors, on
moulded plinth and block feet, 137cm wide,
46cm deep, 197cm high

279

An Edwardian mahogany and satinwood crossbanded serpentine front display cabinet with low
gallery back above a central door enclosing two
lined shelves and raised on square tapering legs
and spade feet. 123cm wide, 182cm high, 40cm
deep

280

A pair of interesting hoop and spindle back
chairs for restoration, probably Regency, each
with a target centred spindle back and leather
overstuffed studded seat on ringturned legs,
joined by H-stretchers (2) £60-80

281

An 18th century style Spanish oak table, the
simple planked top raised on four tapering
turned legs united by scrolling wrought iron
mounts, united by shaped bar stretchers, 60 cm
high, the top measuring 71 x 55 cm. £60-80

282

A set of four good quality 19th century
mahogany dining chairs, with pierced splats and
shallow carved scrolling backs before drop-in
cushion seats and shallow carved cabriole legs
terminating in claw and ball feet, 97 cm high, 53
cm wide, 44 cm seat height. £100-150

283

A Victorian games table, veneered principally in
burr walnut, the board veneered in satinwood
and rosewood with a parquetry border, raised on
five fluted turned legs on an x shaped base and
casters, 71 cm high, the top measuring 90 x 55
cm. £50-80

284

A small brass banded hardwood bureau, the top
fitted with a shaped gallery before a hinged front
with a fitted divisional interior above four short
and one long drawer with brass loop
handles,with further brass mounts to corners,
raised on cabriole legs, 111 cm high, 68 cm
wide, 37 cm wide.

285

A George III country oak dresser and rack of
narrow proportions, the simple four tier plate /
delft rack above a slender planked top over a
trio of drawers fitted with brass loop handles,
raised on simple squared legs, 212 cm high, x
189 cm wide, 41 cm deep (maximum). £250-350
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286

287

288

A Victorian upholstered sofa, the scrolling and
shaped frame veneered in alternating amboyna
and ebony with incised and gilded geometric
and further carved decoration to the mounts,
loosely in the Aesthetic Movement manner, with
a buttoned back and sprung seat covered in a
floral material, raised on turned tapering fluted
legs, 96 cm high, 193 cm wide, 41 cm seat
height. £100-150

292

A Victorian mahogany extending dining table,
the rounded rectangular top with bevelled edge,
above a plain lipped frieze and on fluted
tapering legs and castors, 149cm long (closed),
120cm wide, 73cm high

293

A Victorian style upholstered chaise lounge, the
stained frame with incised decoration, raised on
turned feet, upholstered in a green velvet, 76 cm
high, 195 cm long, 69 cm deep.

A George III country oak settle, the triple
panelled back with canted rectangular motifs
flanked by pointed fluted side rails before a
bevelled planked seat raised on turned tapering
cylindrical legs terminating in bun feet, 108 cm
high, 109 cm wide, seat height 43 cm, 39 cm
deep. £80-120

294

A late Victorian mahogany framed upholstered
armchair, the buttoned back flanked by swept
scrolling mahogany arms above a serpentine
seat raised on turned legs and castors, 98 cm
high, 64 cm wide, 38 cm seat height.

295

A small collection of antique and later furniture
to include a small Edwardian style inlaid bowfronted bookcase, a Victorian style occasional
table united by turned legs and stretchers, a
small (part) mahogany commode, a small oak
occasional table (4).

296

A Regency mahogany veneered pedestal
sideboard of small proportions, with a pointed
pediment back before a rounded rectangular top
enclosing a single long panelled frieze drawer,
flanked by pedestals fitted with cock-beaded
squared panelled doors above slender
rectangular doors flanked by embedded wrythen
carved pilasters above swept legs, 103 cm high,
150 cm wide, 48 cm deep (maximum). £150-200

297

A small Chippendale style mahogany drinks /
occasional table, the rectangular tray top with
canted corners and raised gallery sides raised
on chamfered legs with applied scrolling corner
brackets, united by pierced x shaped stretchers
centred with a small stepped circular roundel, 67
cm high, the top measuring 48 x 40 cm.

298

A small Edwardian pale pine kitchen dresser,
the cupboard base fitted with twin-panelled
hinged doors above matched drawers with brass
pull handles, with a planked top accommodating
a canted three-sectional glazed cupboard, the
panelled doors with cut splats fitted with
textured glass, below a cut frieze and hollow
base, 186 cm high, 122 cm wide, 54 cm deep
£80-120

299

A Victorian mahogany framed upholstered
balloon back armchair, the buttoned balloon
back before generous scrolling rolled arms, with
a bowed seat raised on swept cabriole legs, 115
cm high, 73 cm wide (maximum) 40 cm seat
height. £60-80

A rosewood framed Victorian upholstered
spoon-back chair, the studded back above a
straight seat flanked by rolled arms with scrolling
carved arms detailed with acanthus leaves
above tightly formed scrolled cabriole legs, on
casters, covered in a polychrome multimedallion material, 102 cm high, 70 cm wide, 42
cm seat height. £60-80

289

A Victorian ebonised pine jardinere stand, with a
squared plinth top above a broad turned, ringed
and fluted column raised on a stepped circular
foot and squared plinth base, 106 cm high, the
top measuring 29 x 29 cm, the base measuring
30 x 30 cm. £50-80

290

A tall Victorian carved carved mahogany
jardinière stand, the circular tray top above a
stylised carved stem decorated with further
carved acanthus leaves, wrythen and turned
decoration, raised on a stepped square base
and four bun feet, 135 cm high, the top
measuring 29 cm in diameter, the base
measuring 34 x 34 cm. £60-100

291

A decorative Victorian side cabinet, the crossbanded shaped rectangular top with a beaded
ormolu border above an inlaid frieze, above a
panelled door decorated with stylised inlaid
motifs opening to reveal a shelved interior,
flanked by embedded squared fluted pilasters
and scrolling mounts above a raised platform
base over tapering bulbous feet, veneered
throughout in amboyna and ebony with incised
and gilded geometric and further carved and
inlaid decoration, loosely in the Aesthetic
Movement manner,109 cm high, 108 cm wide,
38 cm deep (maximum). £200-300
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300

A set of six Victorian stripped carved oak dining
chairs, the high backs carved with central
baluster splats decorated with floral motifs,
below pierced rails centred with carved
acanthus foliage, with pointed and further
carved rails, seat frame and turned legs united
by stretchers accommodating studded
upholstered seats, 109 cm high, 47 cm wide, 50
cm seat height. £60-80

306

A large decorative painted over-mantle / wall
mirror, of rectangular form with an arched top,
over-painted in white with moulded floral mounts
and further moulded borders enclosing a single
bevelled plate, 175 x 128 cm (maximum). £6080

307

A George III country oak turned spinning wheel,
with turned spindles capped with turned bone
and other finials, 89 cm high. £80-120

301

A Victorian chip carved stained oak two tier
occasional table, the square top with a central
shallow carved symmetric floral motif set within
a shallow carved petal border, with a shaped
apron raised on turned and further carved legs
united by a further shallow carved tier, 88 cm
high, the top measuring 51 x 51 cm.

308

A Victorian carved mahogany upholstered piano
stool, the spinning upholstered top covered in
blue velvet above a well carved scrolling floral
cut stem above a circular base, raised on four
tightly formed scrolling legs, 51 cm high, 35 cm
in diameter.

302

A 19th century floor standing two tier rosewood
veneered display cabinet, the stepped top with a
broken front adorned with applied carved
scrolling acanthus mounts flanking a pair of
astragal glazed panelled doors, above a further
matched pair of doors, decorated with applied
shallow carved panels, raised on tapering
squared legs, 148 cm high, 127 cm wide, 36 cm
deep. £80-120

309

An associated set of four Regency rosewood
cane seated dining chairs, the back rails
decorated with inset pierced brass panels
centred with circular roundels above wrythen
carved supports united by fluted rails, above
fluted framed caned seats raised on fluted sabre
legs, 82 cm high, 46 cm wide, seat height 44
cm. £50-80

310

A later carved George III country oak chest of
two short and three long drawers, each fitted
with brass loop handles and later carved with
kite shaped devices and roundels, raised on
bracket supports, 94 cm high, 99 cm wide, 44
cm deep.

311

A good quality reproduction oak refectory table,
the heavy planked top raised on pegged
platform supports, 74 cm high, the top
measuring 183 x 90 cm. £50-80

312

A large Victorian oak framed upholstered
armchair, the upholstered back beneath a
intricate shallow carved pediment splat centred
with a vacant cartouche set within scrolling
foliate and floral mounts, flanked by panelled
pointed sides before rolled upholstered arms
raised on turned spindle gallery supports before
acanthus shallow carved panels and a fluted
front bar raised on turned fluted legs and
casters, covered in a claret red material 102 cm
high, 67 cm wide, 41 cm seat height, 67 cm
deep. £80-120

313

An Edwardian serpentine mahogany music
cabinet, fitted with a shaped tray top over five
long serpentine-fronted drawers, raised on
slender cabriole legs.

303

A pair of brass framed twelve light chandeliers,
with scrolling branches, 48 cm high, 56 cm
diameter (maximum).

304

A decorative Edwardian mahogany and
satinwood inlaid occasional table, the circular
top decorated with a central floral medallion in
tinted satinwood inlay set within strung and
chequered borders within a further rosewood
star and sectional mahogany panelled borders,
before a cross-banded rim and raised tray
gallery border inlaid with satinwood, mahogany
and ebony parquetry, raised on a turned
mahogany stem above a octagonal stem and
three swept legs in mahogany veneers bordered
with satinwood and ebony borders, over small
mahogany bracket feet, 73 cm high, 54.5 cm
diameter. £80-120

305

A small Edwardian mahogany music / display
cabinet, with satinwood strung inlaid borders to
the stepped top above a pair of panelled glazed
doors reveal a glass shelved interior above
three long drawers with sliding fronts and loop
brass handles, raised on tapering squared legs
united by a platform stretcher, decorated
throughout with further strung and inlaid
borders, 119 cm high, the top measuring 41.5 x
58 cm.
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314

315

A 20th century Chinese carved hardwood set of
eight ( 6+2 ) dining chairs, each with shaped rail
backs centred with carved panelled backs with
moulded angular key motifs, the two carvers
with shaped arms, above squared panelled
seats with incised borders raised on squared
legs with moulded borders, united by shaped
stretchers, the carvers measuring 92 cm high,
53 cm wide, 43 cm seat height, the others 92
cm high, 46 cm wide, 43 cm seat height (8).
A 20th century Chinese carved hardwood twotier buffet / trolley, the tray top flanked with
applied shaped handles above a dropped frieze
decorated with shallow moulded key motifs,
above a further shaped under-tier, raised on
squared legs and casters, 72 cm high, the top
measuring 78 x 37 cm. £80-120

322

A large 19th century pitch pine settle, with
shaped sides and a pierced panelled back, 96
cm high, 205 cm long. £60-80

323

A scarce Third Reich RLB
(Reichsluftschutzbund) visor cap constructed of
blue-grey wool with a black velvet centre band
and silver aluminium wire piping; with silver
aluminium/flatwire bullion RLB cap eagle and
winged wreath and silver washed pebbled side
buttons holding the silver interwoven bullion chin
cord in place and a lacquered visor peak with a
cross-hatched green underside, the interior with
grey leather sweatband with a silk bow to the
back and a clear diamond moisture shield. £100
-150

324

A large collection of German Third Reich-style
M43 field caps, post-war £80-100

316

A 20th century Chinese hardwood dining table,
the panelled top with incised borders above a
dropped frieze decorated with moulded angular
key motifs and moulded borders, with a sliding
drop-in additional leaf, raised on tapering legs
with moulded borders, 76 cm high, the top
measuring 150 x 65 cm (minumum). £100-150

325

A Danish navy bicorn or aft-and-fore cap, late
19th century, interior showing markings for the
retailers Magasin du Nord and with buttons
showing the Danish coat of arms, 41cm overall
length (worn) together with a Danish Naval tunic
with rich embellished detail to the exterior,
further marked for Magasin du Nord (2) £60-80

317

A small 19th century country oak dresser, the
bevelled top cross-banded in mahogany above
two cross-banded drawers above a cupboard
base with two panelled hinged doors and a
shelved interior, fitted with polished brass
handles and pierced mounts, raised on bracket
supports.

326

A French kepi cap, the main black and red body
with black leather top and peak and gold bullion
pom pom, retaining leather interior liner and
marked 5911/56 together with an unassociated
helmet tin with scrumbled painted exterior (2)
£50-70

318

A small pale pine kitchen dresser, with a pair of
twin brass pull handled drawers a panelled
cupboard base, fitted with a tiered plate rack.
£150-200

327

319

A large pale pine farmhouse kitchen table, the
scrubbed planked top raised on four generous
turned legs, 80 cm high, the top measuring 183
x 114 cm, together with six associated pine
dining chairs with swept backs and carved rails
on turned legs, 88 cm high, 42 cm wide, seat
height 44 cm. £200-300

A German Third Reich State Forestry Officer’s
Visor Cap lacking any insignia, the cap of green
wool with green piping and a wide dark green
wool cap band, with a silver officer's chincord,
aluminium wreath and a tri-colour cockade,
lacking cap eagle, the interior with a wide brown
leather sweatband, brown lining and a clear
celluloid protection diamond £50-70

328

A group of post-war German visor caps, some
with applied Third Reich-style insignia (a box)
£60-100

329

A German Third Reich Army Infantry NCO/EM
visor cap, constructed of typical army green
wool with a forest green centre band and white
piping, with correct aluminium eagle and
cockade, a leather chinstrap secured in place by
black leather buttons on either side and a black
visor; interior with a partially degraded brown
ersatz sweatband with ventilation holes to the
forehead and a clear diamond moisture shield
against an overall light pink rayon interior lining.
£80-120

320

A large weathered galvanised 20th century wine
rack, the three sectional frame with grooved and
straight splats to accommodate 192 bottles in
total, 172 cm high, 58 cm wide, 51 cm deep
(maximum). £60-100

321

A carved pale oak dressing mirror, the arched
plate set within a shallow carved frame
decorated with scrolling borders, flanked by
straight sides raised on fluted bracket supports
with a grooved under-tier, 69 cm high, 53 cm
wide.
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330

A German Third Reich Postal Worker’s visor
cap constructed of dark blue woollen body with
a black vulcanfibre peak and with three rows of
orange piping, with correct cockade and badge
but lacking no chinstrap; the interior with a
brown underside to the peak and a brown
leather sweat band, the protection diamond with
printed paper insert for ‘Hans Eichmüller
Sulzbach/Opf’ and ‘Pilhofer Fritz Wufensberg*’
in black ink £60-80

331

A German Third Reich Army Cavalry Officer’s
visor cap by EREL
the cap constructed of a field grey doeskin with
yellow piping and a dark green centre band,
affixed with the army eagle and national
cockade with oak leaves below, with a black
peak and silver bullion officer’s chincord
(currently detached, one silver pebble side
button missing);
the interior with brown sweatband stamped “Erel
Stirnschutz / D.R.G.M D.R.P angem” and a
indistinctly marked clear protection diamond, the
brown silk interior initialled ‘JHK’ in ink £80-120

332

333

334

A Third Reich Deutsche Arbeitsfront (D.A.F)
NCO/EM officer’s visor cap lacking any metal
insignia, constructed of black wool with
embroidered black centre band, black piping,
leather chinstrap held in place by two black side
buttons, with a blackened fibre visor, the interior
with blue silk lining, a tan leather sweatband and
a protective diamond with swastika emblem,
with ‘H’ ‘P’ black enamel pins to interior £50-80
A Third Reich Reichskriegerbund Veterans Visor
Cap - lacking insignia
with a black centreband woven with oak leaves,
a black chincord, black fibre peak, interior with a
dark blue cotton lining and a brown leather
sweatband with RZM label underneath £40-50
A reproduction Third Reich German General
Officer’s Army visor cap constructed of field grey
wool with dark green woollen cap band with gold
bullion piping, hand embroidered eagle and
cockade and a gold bullion chin cord held in
place by a gold pebble side buttons to either
side, with black peak, the interior with a brown
underside to the peak and a tan leather sweat
band, with protection diamond £50-70

335

A Third Reich National Forestry Officer’s visor
cap constructed of a dark green wool with a
traditional high peak set crown and a matching
dark green woollen centre band; with a bullion
eagle and a hand embroidered bullion wreath
with metal cockade with red felt core, the silver
bullion chincord attached to either side of the
cap with silvered pebble side buttons; the black
fibre peak has a molded raised ridge along the
rim and light brown criss-cross pattern to the
underside, interior with a brown leather sweat
band and a lighter brown silk interior and a
protection diamond marked ‘Uniformen Negele
Tubingen’ £80-100

336

A German Third Reich Postal Worker’s visor
cap lacking insignia
constructed of dark blue woollen body with a
black leather peak and with three rows of
orange piping and two vent holes to either side;
the interior with a dark brown underside to the
peak and a brown leather sweat band, the
protection diamond marked ‘Getes Deutsche
Wertarbeit’ £30-50

337

Fourteen German Third Reich and Third Reich
style SS rune silver buttons, including post-war
reproductions, together with two SS rune button
cufflinks £40-50

338

A German stahlhelm shell, re-sprayed in dark
green, interior with no liner and indistinctly
stamped '7262' £60-80

339

German Third Reich M40 steel helmet - repainted brown
interior with a rolled rim, a leather eight finger
liner and a brown leather chinstrap, stamped
'253' to the rear £100-150

340

A group of British military uniform comprising
parade tunics, Naval jacket, further tunics, three
pairs of trousers together with a modern brown
gentleman's shirt (qty) £80-120

341

Two Japanese Imperial Army visor caps,
constructed of green cloth with red centrebands
affixed with gold stars and red piping (2) £40-50

342

Imperial German and Third Reich German
uniform buttons
comprising Political, Kriegsmarine, Der
Stahlhelm, numeric and others (qty) £100-150

343

German Third Reich Bahnschutzpolizei cuff title
- possible reproduction,
the machine woven cufftitle in bright,
horizontally ribbed, silver/aluminum flat-wire
threads with high relief black machine
embroidered Gothic script "Bahnschutzpolizei"
and dual ply machine stitched ends, 48.5cm
long and 3cm high £50-70
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344

A mixed selection of Imperial German and Third
Reich buttons
including TeNo, Naval, Political and others
(approximately 78) £60-80

345

A German Third Reich Organisation Todt cuff
title for a Higher Officer/OT-Stabsführer
(Organisation Todt chief of staff), in worn
condition
overall length 45.5cm and 4.5cm high £80-100

346

A miscelleanous grouping of German and Third
Reich cloth and metal badges, medal ribbons
etc (qty) £80-120

347

Two German Third Reich aiguillettes comprising a silver Officer's example and a gold
General's (2) £40-50

348

Large assortment of British, United States and
foreign cap badges, buttons together with
German Third Reich oval aluminium belt buckle,
naval bullion cap wreath, RAF belt buckle, etc
(qty) £100-200

349

A collection of assorted British, German and
other cap badges (qty) £100-200

350

A British WW2 RAF Simplified Contract
Airman's jacket
constructed of blue cloth with sergeant's
chevrons and rank insignia to the left arm and
embroidered wings above the left breast pocket
- size 12, dated 1942 £50-70

351

A German Third Reich police tunic together with
German Third Reich State Forestry tunic with
dark green collar facings - both in poor condition
with some stitching and seams loose £100-150

352

A German Third Reich Werkschutz cuff title
(Factory Police)
constructed of black wool with white lettering,
overall length 47.5cm and 2.5cm high £40-60

353

German Third Reich insignia
including Tropical Army Officer and Government
Service Official eagles; Ostbahn sleeve eagle;
Luftschutz patch; Reichspost sports shirt eagle;
swastika from an armband; specialist patch;
DLH (Deutsche Luft Hansa) cap insignia, NSKK
eagle; RAD shield, Feuerschutzpolizei eagle,
scarce German RKS (Reichskommissariat für
die Seeschiffahrt) sleeve eagle and a tropical tricolour cockade etc together with a 1936 Berlin
enamel plaque (qty) £70-100

354

German Third Reich shoulder boards
comprising single Police General (lacking the
board); pair of Reichsbahn (Paygroup 1-3)
boards; pair of Wehrmachtbemte NCO; pair of
Sonderfuhrer - Level B, 2nd regulation
Bataillonsfuhrer
together a pair of Reichsbahn NCO closed collar
tunic (Paygroup 12-17) collar tabs and a single
Reichsluftschutzbund collar tab for Truppwart
rank
(10) £60-100

355

An assorted collection German Third Reich cap
eagles, wreaths and cockades - predominantly
bullion embroidered, and an NSKOV eagle £80120

356

A mixed collection of German Third Reich visor
cap insignia - predomiantly wreaths and
cockades, together with gold and silver bullion
wreath and cockade, a silver officer's chin-cord,
naval patch, small quantity of reproduction
buttons and other insignia etc (qty) £80-100

357

An assorted collection of insignia, predominantly
German Third Reich including cap eagles, police gorget eagle with
luminous paint, sixteen NSDAP Political buttons
by Assman & Sohne, 1914 German Iron Cross
1st Class, assorted wreaths and association
emblems, small naval buttons, pair of Army
shoulder boards, pair of reproduction TeNo
collar patches and pair of reproduction police
boards together with small selection of British
cap badges and post-war German cap insignia
etc - inclusive of reproductions (qty) £70-80

358

A set of Heer Generalleutnant’s shoulder boards
(Heer Generalleutnant Schulterklappen).
each constructed of cardboard-reinforced red
wool, bearing dual braided gold bullion wire
bands bisected by silver aluminum wire bands,
and pinned with two silver magnetic metal rank
pips and with silver pebble buttons attached with
pins (2) £80-120

359

A set of German Reichsbahnschutz Beamte Ab
Vizepräsiden collar tabs and pair of General
Equivalents shoulderboards, each mounted on
black backing, the tabs with buckram backings
together with single Heer Army General's
shoulder board with single bronzed button (5)
£100-150

360

A quantity of assorted German Third Reich-style
General and General equivalent shoulder board
overlays, lacking boards, together with pair of
Heer General-style shoulder boards, rank pips,
and three crossed batons etc - possible
reproductions (qty) £80-120
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361

362

German Third Reich Luftwaffe Flight Section
shoulderboards
comprising set of Feldwebel with Air Ministry
Ground Staff cyphers; set of Feldwebel with
Physical Culture School cyphers; single
Unterfeldwebel with Luftwaffe Guard Battalion
cypher; two pairs and one matched set of NCO;
four single Oberfeldwebel (no insignia); single
Stabsfeldwebel with three rank pips; set of
Oberfeldwebel with two rank pips and single
silver button, single Feldwebel with Ordnance
School cypher and one further single Feldwebel
(19) £200-300
Two sets of German Third Reich Luftwaffe Flak
Artillery shoulder boards comprising pair for an Unteroffizer with AntiAircraft Ordnance cyphers and a reproduction
pair of boards for an Oberfeldwebel with single
silver pip (4) £40-60

363

Six German Third Reich Luftwaffe shoulder
boards comprising single Medical Unteroffizer; single
Enlisted Hermann Goering Division; single Flak
Unteroffizer; single Flak Feldwebel and a pair of
very well worn Tropical Flak boards (6) £60-100

364

A set of German Third Reich Luftwaffe Secret
Field Police Feldpolizeikommissar shoulder
boards - Geheime Feldpolizei der Luftwaffe
with two bronzed rank pips and GFP cyphers,
constructed of dark green backing with wine red
nebenfarbe - uniform removed (2)
*The Luftwaffe's version of the GFP was
instituted in 1943.
Members were carried over from either the
Reich's Security Police or the Heer's Secret
Field Police. The members were given the
status of Officials. Their duties ranged from
pursuit and arrest of personnel suspected of
treasonous activities, spies, and saboteurs to
internal affairs, execution of security measures,
and investigation for courts martial cases.
There were three different career levels:
Medium Career- Feldpolizeisekertar (Leutnant),
Feldpolizeiobersekertar (OberLeutnant)
Elevated Career- Feldpolizeiinspektor
(Obereutnant), Feldpolizeikommissar
(Hautpmann)
High Grade Career- Feldpolizeidirektor (Major),
Oberfeldpolizeidirektor (Oberstleutnant) £70-100

365

German Third Reich Luftwaffe Administrative
Official shoulder boards
comprising set for an Official of the mediumlevel career, Beamter des mittleren Dienstes,
together with two further singles of the same
rank/branch and a set for Luftwaffebeamte
Kriegsinspektor (2nd Lieutenant equivalent)
(6) £60-80

366

German Third Reich Army shoulder boards
comprising set of Artillery Major; single Panzer
Major; set Artillery Leutnant and a set of Medical
Leutnant together with a Luftwaffe Feldwebel
Flak single shoulder board with Anti-Aircraft (9)
£60-80

367

A German Third Reich Kriegsmarine NCO/EM
visor cap by Henrich Balke, Bremen
constructed of typical dark blue navy wool with a
ribbed centreband, the black leather chinstrap
with two buckles and secured by a small single
naval button to either side, the cap with two vent
holes to either side and an interior lined in
russet brown oil cloth and pale brown cotton and
a sweatband with pierced ventilation holes to
the forehead and stamped in gold 'Stirndruckfrei'
for the ventilation system, the clear celluloid
protection diamond stamped with manufacturers
details - 'DEUTSCHE WERTARBEIT / H.B. /
GEGR. 1888 / HEINRICH BALKE
MUTZENFABRIK BREMEN'
sold together with a post-war German Naval
visor cap dated 1960; the exterior similarly
constructed of navy blue wool and the black
ribbed centreband affixed with a bullion wreath
and enamel flag centred with an Iron Cross (2)
£60-80

368

A varied group of predominantly German Third
Reich insignia
including visor cap badges, buttons, uniform
rank insignia, medal ribbons, specialist patches,
five reichsmark, silver and black ribbon and
other items (qty) £80-120

369

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe service tunic a private purchase manufactured by Wilhelm
Welshausen Hannover
constructed of late-war ribbed gabardine wool
with four pleated exterior pockets, silver pebble
buttons and white piping to the collar, interior
lined in dark blue rayon, with manufacturers
labels and various further markings in black ink
to the interior pocket, missing some buttons £70
-90
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370

A scarce German Third Reich State Forestry
Official's tunic (Forstmeister)
constructed of Forestry green tricot wool with
dark green collar facings piped in silver, turn-up
French cuffs and a single-breast front closure
secured by four dark pebble aluminium buttons,
the interior fully lined in dark green rayon,
unmarked £100-150

371

A German Third Reich green tunic
constructed of wool with four bronzed pebble
buttons to the front closure and a single bronzed
pebble button to each of the four pleated
exterior pockets, the shoulders with loops for
attachment of shoulder boards and the interior
fully lined in a green rayon and with loop for
hanging to the rear of the neck £70-90

372

A pair of German Third Reich tan moleskin
breeches - one button replaced £60-80

373

A German Third Reich Kriegsmarine Leutnant's
navy blue tunic, the single breast front closure
secured by gold naval buttons together with a
British Royal Naval tunic (2) £60-100

374

A set of German Third Reich Heer Forestry
collar tabs for an Unterforester together with six
pairs of shoulder board tesse, a Kriegsmarine
cap wreath and cockade and a DRK cap badge
(16) £50-70

375

376

Thirteen single German Third Reich Political
collar tabs at Kreis-levels
each constructed of dark brown velvet with white
piping to the edges, some with insignia removed
- in varying conditions £120-180
A collection of German Third Reich plain red
velvet political collar tabs, edging, buckram,
RZM labels and parts etc (qty) £100-200

377

A set of German Third Reich Army shoulder
boards for a Hauptmann in the Infantry Division
- NCO Candidate school
constructed of white base with silver twisted
cord, two pips and bronzed cyphers £50-70

378

German Third Reich cloth insignia grouping comprising a single Reichsluftschutzbund collar
tab - Stabsluftschutzfuhrer constructed of purple
wool with silver bullion embroidery and piping,
with buckram backing; set of German Army
Medical Officer collar tabs; single
Feurschutzpolizei Revier-Wachtmeister shoulder
board; pair of Feurschutzpolizei
Unterwachtmeister shoulder boards, set of
Schutzpolizei Oberwachtmeister boards and two
unidentified collar tabs (10) £70-90

379

A scarce set of German Third Reich Field Post
Officer's shoulder boards (Feldpost
Schulterklappen)
pre-1940 pattern, of sew-on type with bright
yellow cord separating outer and innoy braids,
alloy cypher 'FP' (Field Post), mounted on dark
green wool waffenfarbe bases with
yellow nebenfarbe (2)
The Feldpost personnel were responsible for the
collection, transportation and deliver of all
military mail for free and were attached to a
units Divisional Headquarters staff. Each
company sized unit within the German army
were assigned a specific Feldpost number to
ease mail distribution. The Feldpost was
considered a very crucial service and was an
important link in the chain to maintain good
morale. £50-70

380

German Third Reich shoulder board grouping
comprising a braid for a Wasserluftschutzpolizei
strap; set of black boards with silver braids and
one single, with RZM label and others, including
composite parts from boards (qty) £60-80

381

Nine cardboard sheets of assorted German
Third Reich buttons – both plain and with eagle
above swastika, in gold and silver finishes,
various sizes (approximately 220) – possibly
including some reproduction £200-300

382

Two Imperial German visor caps - WWI
the first of black velvet with red piping and metal
cockade, the second constructed of navy and
black cloth with red piping and a leather
chinstrap (2) £40-50

383

A German Third Reich Army Infantry Officer’s
visor cap lacking insignia
constructed of field grey doeskin wool with a
green centreband and three lines of white
piping, with two silver pebble sidebuttons but no
chinstrap, interior with a ventilated brown leather
sweatband, pale brown silk lined interior and
remnants of the protection diamond (some
soiling to interior) £50-70

384

Two Army canteen or water bottles, each with
green woollen lining and one with field grey
painted cover, together with a WW1 storage
case with brown canvas strap £40-60
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385

386

A rare German Third Reich RMfdbO (Reich
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories)
tunic
constructed of a brown wool exterior with full
rayon brownish- purple lined interior, the dark
brown collar lined with twisted white aluminium
bullion wire waffenfarbe, upper left arm with
machine embroidered rightward-facing
‘Parteiadler’ national eagle clutching mobile
swastika on dark brown background, with two
breast pockets and two waist pockets further
secured by Parteiadler buttons, interior with
rayon loop for hanging tunic from hook and
internal suspension for dagger

392

A Japanese WWII tin helmet shell, painted
brown and with yellow star - no liner £30-40

393

Two German WWII steel helmet shells - repainted light and dark green, the lighter example
stamped M65 and 064; the darker example's
markings indistinct,
no liners £40-60

394

A German Third Reich Fallschirmjäger steel
helmet shell, painted green/brown, lacking liner
or chinstrap £70-90

395

Two sets of German Third Reich NSDAP collar
tabs - Reichs level - Hauptbereitschaftsleiter and
Anwarter, with metal insignia and buckram
backings (4) £70-90

Simple in design, their sole purpose was to
distinguish the wearer as an RMBO official and
as such they had no shoulder straps. It is
uncertain whether these tunics are unissued and
therefore have no collar rank insignia or whether
they were worn in this way. Photographs exist of
officials taken in Kiev in 1942 wearing tunics
without any insignia, but also without the dark
brown collars. £150-200

396

Three sets of German Third Reich collar tabs at
Reichs level (6) £120-180

397

Set of German Third Reich NSDAP collar tabs Gau level - Oberbereichsleiter
constructed of wine red velvet with yellow cord
piping and metal insignia, RZM store label to
reverse, with buckram backings
(2) £70-90

A German Third Reich M1936 Schutzpolizei
NCO Police Shako by Erel, Berlin
constructed of a green rough Tuch-type woollen
body, fitted with brown pressed fibre peak, NCO
pom-pom and brown leather chinstrap, with two
mesh ventilation holes to either side, interior
with brown leather sweatband and remnants of
manufacturers logo £150-200

398

A Luftwaffe Flight 'Fliegertruppe' visor cap
constructed of a blue-grey woollen body with a
black ribbed centre band and a black vulcanfibre
visor, with three rows of gold piping, interior with
black leather sweatband, brown silk lining and a
green underside to the peak £60-80

399

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer’s M43
Field/Ski cap constructed of a lightweight bluegrey wool with silver piping to the crown and
affixed with a bullion embroidered eagle, with
two silvered pebble buttons to the front and an
interior with blue rayon silk lining, unmarked some staining present to interior £80-120

400

A German Third Reich Organisation Todt.
Officer’s M43 Field/Ski cap in field grey wool
with fold-down back and side panels secured by
two small pebbled white metal buttons and a
machine embroidered eagle and swastika over a
tri-colour cockade and silver piping the crown,
interior with brown leather sweatband to the
underside of the peak and a brown rayon lining
stamped 'ORG. TODT' and further marked for
‘Carl Halfar Berlin und Carson’ and further
markings stamped to the partial leather
sweatband, size 56 £100-150

387

Set of German Third Reich NSDAP collar tabs Hauptdienstleiter at Reichs level, with metal
insignia, one with RZM store label (2) £70-90

388

Set of German Third Reich NSDAP collar tabs Reichs level - Oberabschnittsleiter
with metal insignia and buckram backings (2)
£60-80

389

Set of German Third Reich NSDAP collar tabs Reichs level - Hauptabscnhittsleiter
constructed of wine red velvet with yellow cord
piping and metal insignia, with buckram
backings, retaining one RZM label (2) £80-100

390

A pair of German Third Reich
BahnSchutzpolizei (Railway Police Protection)
shoulder boards together with a pair of
Gemeinden der Schutzpolizei shoulder boards
in rank Major, two police NCO/Overseas Cap
M43 eagle patches and a Heer Officer’s breast
eagle (7) £60-100

391

Two reproduction SS Field caps, one with SSBW stamp to interior lining and the second with
Edelweiss patch and silver piping to the crown
(2)
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401

402

403

404

A German Third Reich NSDAP
Ortsgruppenleiter-level Political Leader’s cap,
the cap constructed of brown wool with blue
piping, a brown velvet centre band with central
swastika cockade but no wreaths, the gold
chinstrap held in place by two gold pebble
sidebuttons, the brown rayon lined interior with a
tan leather sweatband with ventilation holes to
to the forehead, with RZM label, the cap
stamped in black ‘Hodaste Leisting’ underneath
the clear protection diamond - size 58 £80-120
A German Third Reich National Socialist
Warrior's League visor cap - (NSReichskriegerbund Dienstmütze) - exceptionally
well preserved
circa 1939,
the cap constructed of a dark blue woollen twill,
adorned with a veteran-style German national
eagle clutching wreathed mobile swastika
overlaid with a black enamelled Iron Cross, with
a red felt national cockade below, set within
typical wreath of stylised oak leave and acorns,
the black rayon ribbed centreband with
alternating mobile swastikas and Kyffhäuser
Monuments, with a gold and black chincord held
in place by a single gold magnetic button to
either side, the black vulcanfibre visor with a
lacquered black obverse and a tan obverse, the
interior features a champagne gold rayon lining
with a tan leather sweatband hosting pierced
ventilation holes to the forehead - with NSReichskriegerbund label and silver inked further
markings below the clear protection diamond
£70-90
A German Third Reich Forestry Officer's visor
cap by Simon & Leonhardt - Hannover
(Forstmeister)
constructed of thick woollen green body with
forestry green centreband and two rows of
green piping, with a silver officer's chincord and
a black vulcanfibre visor with a tan crosshatched underside, interior with pierced
ventilated tan leatherette sweatband, pale gold
silk lining and manufacturers stamps - lacking
protection diamond, wreath and cockade £70-90
A scarce set of German Third Reich NSDAP
Political collar tabs - Reichs level Hauptbereichsleiter
an embroidered example set against red velvet
ground with yellow piping, buckram backings (2)
£100-200

405

A set of German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader's collar tabs - Gemeinschaftsleiter at
Reichs level
constructed of red velvet (faded) with metal
insignia and bright yellow piping, with standard
buckram cores (2) £50-70

406

A German Fire Police NCO/EM visor cap
constructed of blue wool with a black velvet
centreband affixed with a yellow cockade and a
patent leather chinstrap secured by a single
black button to either side, the interior with a
brown leather ventilated sweatband and a blue
cotton lined interior - retaining original German
newspaper under the chinstrap £40-60

407

Two Imperial German visor caps - the first
constructed of blue cloth with red piping and
black centreband, reinforced black visor, full
length brown leather sweatband and black
cotton moire lining to interior, the second with
green centreband and green and blue piping Hermann Mueller Oebisfelde manufacturers
details to the interior (2) £40-50

408

A German Third Reich Deustche Reichsbahn
Railway Official's visor cap
with embroidered wings, tri-colour national
cockade with red felt centre, interior with brown
leatherette sweatband (ripped) and black lining poor condition

409

Five assorted German Veteran's visor caps lacking insignia, constructed of dark blue
woollen bodies with black embroidered and
velvet centrebands £120-180

410

A Swiss M18 style helmet, repainted green with
medic's cross, retaining brown leather chinstrap
and liner system together with a US Army M1
steel helmet and one further steel helmet (3)
£60-80

411

A German Third Reich D.A.F visor cap lacking
insignia, the cap formed of black wool with a
woven oakleaves and acorns to the band, with
interior pale red sweat band marked ‘Deutsche
Industrie’ and with ribbon, complete with sweat
diamond inscribed Stegmuller £50-70

412

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer’s visor
cap constructed of blue-grey doeskin with a
black ribbed centreband, with three rows of
silver aluminium piping and an embroidered
cockade, the bullion chinstrap held in place by
two silver pebble sidebuttons, with black visor,
the interior underside of the visor in crosshatched green, the grey sweatband marked
‘Erel Patent Stirnschutz’ and with brown interior
and partial clear protection diamond £70-100
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A German Third Reich Customs visor cap
constructed of police green wool with dark green
badge cloth centreband, with dark green wool
truppenfarben to the crown edge and both the
top and bottom edges of the band, with customs
wreath, pressed cardboard visor, leather
chinstrap, the rust brown lined interior with
markings for Clemens Wagner, the brown
sweatband partially ripped - lacking cap eagle
£80-120

420

A WW2 German SA M43 ski cap - designated
as “Dienstmütze für Jagereinheiten” for the
Südmark District
constructed of green woollen cloth with salmon
pink side to the crown and rectangular salmon
pink backing to the metal Edelweiss on the side,
affixed with two brown buttons to front with
metal eagle and swastika above, with a green
interior lining and faint remnants of size marking
£200-250

414

A post-war West German visor cap constructed
of field green wool body throughout with three
lines of blue piping, affixed with tri-colour
cockade £40-60

421

415

A Third Reich German Army EM/NCO visor cap
- possibly Transportation Officer/Propaganda
Officer
constructed of green woollen doeskin with faded
blue/grey piping, a dark green centreband and a
black peak, the cap affixed with metal cockade
but lacking eagle eagle, with black leather
chinstrap affixed by two black sidebuttons and
the interior with a grey underside to the peak
and stained light brown silk lining £100-150

A German Third Reich RAD "Reichs
Arbeitsdienst" (National Labor-service) M43
EM/NCO Field Cap constructed of woollen body
with two silvered pebble buttons and RAD
enlisted embroidered insignia, the interior lined
in green and faintly stamped ‘Walther *** W44
**’ £60-80

422

An assorted collection of British, German and
Russian Army, Navy and Air Force visor and
sidecaps, WW2 and later (20+, a box) £100-200

423

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe M43 EM/NCO
Field Cap
constructed of navy woollen cloth with two
pebble button closure to the sideflaps, the
interior blue faux silk lining dated 1944 - size 58
£50-70

424

A German Third Reich-style Kriegsmarine
Coastal Artillery M43 field/ski cap
constructed of field grey wool with a BeVo gold
and green eagle, the flap secured by two grey
pebble buttons, interior lined in a gray cotton
with size stamp '59', probably post-war £50-70

425

A German Third Reich Army Infantry NCO/EM
visor cap constructed of field-grey wool with
white piping, aluminium eagle and cockade, with
NCO leather chinstrap held in place by two
black buttons to either side and a black peak,
interior with grey cross-hatched underside to the
visor, a grey leather sweatband and grey
interior, dated ‘Sept 1943’ and marked with
details for Clemens Wagner underneath the
clear protection diamond £150-200

426

A German Third Reich-style National Laborservice ski cap - probably post-war
constructed of woollen body with two silvered
pebble buttons and RAD enlisted embroidered
insignia, with dark blue piping to the crown, the
interior lined in quilted blue, with partial grey
leather sweatband and with a tag inscribed
‘Rolff Georg’ £50-70

417

418

419

A German Third Reich SA M43 Field/Ski cap
constructed of woollen body with silver eagle
against emerald green ground for ‘SA-Gruppe’
Sachsen or Nordmark, interior with brown cotton
lining, RZM NSDAP label and black stamp for
size 57 £80-100
A German pre-WW2 NCO Fireman’s visor cap
constructed of dark blue wool with velvet
centreband and three rows of carmine piping
and two gold pebble sidebuttons, with added
post-war added insignia, the interior with brown
leather sweatband and interior protection
diamond £40-60
A German NSDAP Political Leader’s Gauleitung
level visor cap (Schirmmütze für einen
politischen Leiter in der Gauleitung)
circa 1934-38
constructed of brown cloth with three lines of
bright red waffenfarbe and a chocolate brown
centre band and peak, the gold chinstraps hed
in place by two silver pebble buttons, cap affixed
with political eagle and cockade, the interior
lined in brown cotton with a clear protection
diamond and marked 'Deutsche Wert Arbeit',
with leatherette sweatband and RZM label £300
-400
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427

A red and white painted Canadian Wolseley
pattern pith/sun helmet by W.M. Scully LTD –
Montreal, dated 1935 and size 6 3/4, the interior
with brown leather sweatband and lining various
inscribed and crossed with notations such as
‘W.A. Barton’ and ‘102 Bty’ and a further
Wolseley pattern pith/sun Wolseley helmet by
Hobson and Sons, interior brown leather band
stamped with manufacturers marks and interior
liner inscribed ‘J. Thomas STO’ (2) £60-80

428

A British Wolseley tan cotton covered pith/sun
helmet dated 1935 by W. Vero 8 Co Interior
fitted with Vero’s Detachable Self-Conforming
head band, size 6 £60-80

429

A German Third Reich Kriegsmarine M43
Field/Ski cap
with later added cloth eagle insignia,
constructed of dark blue wool with fold down
back and side panels and a two button front
closure, the interior with dark blue lining,
unmarked £40-60

430

431

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe NCO’S/EM
M43 Field/Ski cap lacking insignia
(Einheitsfliegermütze M43) constructed of bluegrey wool with fold down back and side panels
and two silvered button front closure, interior
with grey rayon lining, unmarked £50-70
A German Third Reich Heer Army EM/NCO’s
M43 Field/Ski cap (Einheitsfeldmütze M43 für
Mannschaften) constructed of field grey wool
with fold-down back and side panels with a
machine embroidered eagle and cockade, the
front closure secured by two silver pebble
buttons, interior with green rayon lining stamped
indistinctly, ‘Berlin No 10 Hochste
Strasse/20/1943/56’ together with a further
similar example lacking insignia, stamped ‘59’ to
the interior (2) £150-200

432

A German Third Reich Summer/Lightweight
M43 Field cap constructed of blue-grey wool
with fold-down side and back panels, the
scalloped front secured by two grey pebble
buttons, interior lined with brown rayon and
stamped for size ‘55’ £40-60

433

A German Third Reich Heer Army Officer’s M43
Field/Ski cap lacking insignia constructed of field
grey wool with fold-down back and side panels
and with silver piping to the crown, the interior
with full brown lining and stamped with size 57
£80-120

434

A large collection of post-war German
Bundeswehr and other M43 style Ski/Field caps,
some with later added insignia – in green, fieldgrey and navy colourways (a box) £200-300

435

A German Third Reich Army Heer EM/NCO
M43 Field cap (Einheitsfeldmütze M43 für
Mannschaften) constructed of field grey wool
with fold-down side and back panels with vent
holes, the front secured by two green buttons,
probably replacements, the front of the cap with
embroidered Army eagle and tri-colour cockade,
the green lined interior unmarked £80-120

436

A German Third Reich National Railway
(Reichsbahn) M43 Field Cap constructed of dark
blue wool with red piping to the crown, featuring
fold-down side and back panels and the
scalloped front is secured with two gilt pebble
button closure, the front of the cap with
embroidered German national eagle clutching a
swastika above a national colours cockade, the
fully lined black interior stamped for size ‘56’ £50
-70

437

A pair of 1930s grey-green suede gloves by
Girault of France, each with green and gilded
buttons marked ‘J&RM’ – size 8 ¾, possibly
private purchase Officer’s Gloves

438

A German Third Reich M1936 Schutzpolizei
Police Officer’s Shako
constructed of a doeskin mottled green woollen
body with brown leather trimmings, the brown
patent top and peak indicating service with the
rural police service, with a replaced NCO pompom, metal chinscales and a vaulted metal
eagle plate, with two mesh sliding ventilation
holes to either side, interior with worn leather
sweatband and lacking liner £200-250

439

A Second World War ATS Uniform
comprising pair of socks, collars, two shirts,
undergarments, tie, a further darker green
pullover, four bobby pins and a small circular
pendant, each piece of clothing individually
inscribed with the name M. Sampson and some
dated 1942
Sold together with a written testimonial
regarding W/288484 Cpl. Samson M.
“Cpl Samson has been employed as the Chief
Clerk in the Instructional Section of the
Educational Branch, HQ. B.A.O.R since she
was posted to the Branch on 5 Sept. ’46. She
has always shown great interest in her work and
carried out her duties zealously and efficiently.
She has a very pleasing personality and her
manner and ability have always resulted in the
ready co-operation of the remaining clerks in the
section. – (G.W.P Kimm) Lt-Col R.A.EC S.O.I
(Edn) – Dec ’46" – also sold with original
purchase receipt from Mons Military Antiques
£120-180
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440

A rare Polish Air Force Officer's Service Dress
Cap manufactured by Gieves LTD 22 Bond
Street
constructed of blue body with a black mohair
band, the fabric covered stiff peak with black
under brim, black patent leather chinstrap
secured by plain black side buttons, with bullion
embroidery winged Polish Air Force eagle cap
badge, interior with a brown leather sweatband
and green woollen lining £400-600

441

A German Third Reich Army Field Police
Officer’s visor cap
constructed of field grey doeskin body with a
field green woollen centreband and faded
orange piping, featuring a silver aluminium
wreath flanking tricolour cockade, lacking eagle
badge, the silver twisted bullion chinstrap held in
place by two silvered pebble buttons, interior
with a brown underside to the peak, a grey silk
lining and pinkish brown sweatband with
ventilation holes to the forehead, stamped
‘Deutsche Industrie’ and with M initial badge, the
clear protection diamond over manufacturers
markings 'Sonderausfuhrung / 1906/ Rudolf Ruf
/ Saarbrucken' £150-200

442

A First World War British Royal Naval Air
service (RNAS) Officer’s visor
constructed of dark navy woollen body with a
woven centre-band featuring a bullion
embroidered cap badge with gilt washed metal
eagle, with a black leather chinstrap and a black
peak, interior with a cross-hatched green
underside to the peak and dark blue lining £250350

443

A German Third Reich State Forestry Officials
(Forstmeister) visor cap - possible reproduction
constructed of forest green body with a dark
green centreband and dark green waffenfarbe to
the crown and both top and bottom edges of the
band, featuring bullion eagle and wreath
alongside a tri-colour cockade with felt core and
a black vulcanfibre peak with black cross-hatch
underside, the silver bullion chin-cord
suspended by two silver pebble sidebuttons; the
interior is lined in pale brown silk a black
sweatband, retains remnants of clear protection
diamond, marked ‘Erel Sonderklasse’ £70-100

444

A German Third Reich Army Jager officer’s visor
cap by Erel
constructed of field grey wool with green centre
band, second pattern national eagle and
cockade with bullion wreath, lacking chinstrap
and sidebuttons, the pale brown silk lined
interior with clear protection diamond, marked
‘Erel Sonderklasse’, the brown leather
sweatband with pierced ventilation holes to the
forehead and further indistinctly stamped £120150

445

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Artillery NCO’s
Summer Visor Cap (Luftwaffe Sommer
Unteroffizier Schirmmütze)
of white cotton multi-piece construction with
black interwoven cap band and red waffenfarbe
to upper and lower sections and white piping to
the crown, with silver washed aluminium eagle
but no wreath or cockade, with black leather
chinstrap held in place by two black buttons, the
white interior with a brown leather sweatband
with ventilation perforations to the forehead
together with another similar visor cap in poor
condition (2) £80-100

446

A German Third Reich Army Infantry Officer’s
visor cap by Erel,
constructed of typical army green wool with a
forest green centre band and white piping, with
silvered eagle and embroidered bullion cockade
and wreath, with silver chinstrap secured in
place by silver pebble buttons on either side and
with a black vulcanfibre peak with crosshatched
brown underside; the interior lined in pale
brown, stamped ‘EREL Sonderklasse Extra’
underneath the clear protection diamond, brown
leather sweatband further stamped £200-250

447

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe officer’s visor
cap
constructed of soft, tricot blue weave wool with a
ribbed black centreband and all bullion insignia,
the silver chin-cord held in place by two silver
sidebuttons and aluminium silver mesh piping,
the black vulcanfibre peak has a green
underside and interior lined in grey rayon and
with grey sweatband with ventilation holes to the
forehead - a private purchase cap manufactured
by cottage manufacturer BeHa and sold through
the Luftwaffe Sales Department in Berlin – size
mark ‘58’ indicated by the interior paper tag
£200-250

448

A German Third Reich DAF Festanzug
(Deutsches Arbeitsfront Mütze) visor cap lacking
chinstrap, interior with unmarked blue lining and
brown sweatband and a name tag inscribed
‘Fritz Allen ***’ £20-30
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449

450

451

452

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer’s visor
cap by Erel
constructed of blue-grey doeskin with a black
ribbed centreband, with three rows of silver
aluminium piping and an embroidered wreath
and cockade, lacking cap eagle, the bullion
chinstrap held in place by two silver pebble
sidebuttons, the black visor with green crosshatched underside, interior with pale brown
ventilated sweatband, yellow silk lining, clear
protection diamond and stamped ‘Erel
Sonderklasse Privat’ alongside Luftwaffe
markings, with ‘WS’ circular badges to the liner
and with paper tags £100-150
A German Third Reich Land Customs (Zoll)
visor cap
constructed of green wool with a dark green
centreband and three rows of green piping, with
silver and gold chincord held in place by two
pebble sidebuttons, the cap affixed with silvered
eagle but lacking insignia to the centreband, the
interior with a brown cross-hatched underside to
the peak, a brown ventilated sweatband and
rust-brown lining together another lacking any
insignia and visor (2) £120-150
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Signals NCO
visor cap by LAGO constructed of blue doeskin
with a black ribbed rayon or mohair centreband,
with three lines of Signals orange piping, the
cap affixed with the second pattern alloy eagle
and a single-piece alloy cockade and wreath,
with a black leather chinstrap and black peak
with typical cross-hatched underside, the interior
lined in a Havana brown chintz with a ventilated
brown leather sweatband and clear protection
diamond alongside markings for LANDES
LIEFERUNGS GENOSSENSCHAFT
KURSCHNER MUTZENMACHER
HANDWERKS Berlin (LAGO) – size 56 ½ £250300

453

A German Third Reich Soldatenbund visor cap
for Infantry constructed of dark blue wool with
woven centreband and three lines of white
piping, with eagle insignia and cockade, the
black leather chinstrap held in place by two
black polished sidebuttons, interior with tan
leather ventilated sweatband with bow to the
rear, brown oilcloth lining, clear protection
diamond and with Stirndruckfrei Deutsches
Reichspatent markings £80-120

454

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer's visor
cap - by Erel
constructed of blue woollen cloth with three rows
of silver piping, a black ribbed centreband,
embroidered wreath and cockade and a silver
chinstrap held in place by a pebble button to
either side - no cap eagle
the interior lined in champagne coloured silk,
with a brown cross-hatched underside of the
diamond, clear sweat protection diamond and
markings for Erel Sonderklasse Standard £6080

455

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Flak Artillery
NCO visor cap
constructed of dark blue wool with a black
ribbed mohair centreband and three levels of
red waffenfarbe, with brushed aluminium eagle
and cockade and a black other ranks chinstrap,
the black peak with a green cross-hatched
underside, interior lined in brown with a clear
protection diamond and indistinctly stamped
with manufacturers details, the brown leather
sweatband with ventilation holes to the forehead
– size 55 £150-200

456

A reproduction German Third Reich style Army
General’s visor cap, circa 1980s together with a
further reproduction SS style visor cap (2) £5070

457

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s Gauleitung level visor cap (circa 193945) constructed of standard brown uniform cloth
with light ribbing and three bands of Bordeaux
red waffenfarbe and a brown velvet centreband,
with a gilt national eagle, wreath and enamel
cockade, the gold bullion chin-cord held in place
by two gold sidebuttons, chocolate brown peak
with a brown cross-hatched underside, the
interior lined in champagne brown silk and with
a ventilated brown leather sweatband indistinctly
stamped ‘Deutsches Leder’, with RZM paper
label and a clear protection diamond £300-350

458

A German Third Reich pith helmet, exterior
covered in a green canvas and with a grey
leather chinstrap, interior lined in red (for
restoration, no decals) £30-40

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s Kreisleitung visor cap constructed of
standard NSDAP brown uniform cloth with a
light ribbing and three bands of white Kreis-level
waffenfarbe and a brown velvet centreband, with
a rubbed gilt national eagle - lacking wreath,
cockade and chin-cord, with two gold
sidebuttons, interior lined in brown rayon, with a
very worn leatherette sweatband, partially ripped
section of liner and no RZM tag – label for size
55 £60-100
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459

A German Third Reich Army Infantry NCO/EM
visor cap constructed of typical army green wool
with a forest green centre band and three lines
of white piping, with aluminium eagle and
cockade and a leather chinstrap secured in
place by black leather buttons on either side, the
black visor with a tan cross-hatched underside
and lining, the brown leatherette sweatband with
pierced initials ‘PU’, stamped with indistinct
manufacturers marks and retaining clear
protection diamond (some wear) £100-150

460

A scarce German Third Reich Luftwaffe
Administrative Personnel NCO’s visor cap
(Wehrmachtbeamen der Luftwaffe) by EREL,
circa 1939-45, constructed of navy body with
three lines of dark green piping and ribbed
centreband, with the leather strap with the
correct rounded Luftwaffe buckles, cap affixed
with aluminium eagle and one-piece cockade,
black vulcanfibre visor with a green crosshatched underside, interior with a tan brown
sweatband stamped ‘EREL STIRNSCHUTZ /
D.R.G.M – D.R.P. angem’, interior lined in rust
brown silk with clear protection diamond further
stamped with ROBERT LUBSTEIN / EREL
Manufacturers marks / Berlin N.O. 55 Heinrich.
Roller Str. 16-17 £200-250

461

462

A German Third Reich Army Administration
Officer’s visor cap by Erel
constructed of field grey tricot with three rows of
green piping and green felt centreband, affixed
with aluminium eagle, wreath and a tri-colour
cockade with felt centre, the silver chin-cord
held in place by two silver pebble side-buttons,
black visor with a brown cross-hatched
underside, the interior lined in mint green silk
and with a grey leather sweatband stamped
‘EREL PATENT STIRNSCHUTZ’, the lining
further stamped ‘OFFIZIER KLEIDERKASSE
BERLIN / EREL SONDERKLASSE’ £120-180
A small and varied selection of cloth insignia
and cap materials including a West German
edelweiss patch, British WW2 Navy bullion cap
badge on band, two cap visors, a leather
chinstrap, ‘MGC’ (Machine Gun Corps) brass
titles, four further British Royal Naval Officer,
and Petty Officer’s bullion and WRNS
embroidered badges, Army cloth eagle , Political
bullion eagle and one further naval badge
together with two Reichsmark banknotes etc
(qty) £70-90

464

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s visor cap at Ortsgruppe level
constructed out of standard brown uniform cloth
with three lines of blue Orts waffenfarbe, with a
brown velvet centreband and peak and a gold
chinstrap held in place by two gold pebble
sidebuttons, affixed with metal wreath and
cockade, the interior with a leatherette
sweatband and pale gold artificial silk lining,
retaining RZM label £150-200

465

A rare German Third Reich Reichsbahn High
Seas Ferry Service (Hochseefahrdienst) bullion
cap badge £30-50

466

A German Third Reich style Police Officer’s M43
ski/field cap constructed of green woollen body
with silver two button front closure and machine
woven single piece insignia, interior lined in
brown rayon, with full brown leather sweatband
*Full sweatbands (as opposed to partial) are
somewhat of a rarity on M43’s £50-70

467

A German Third Reich Army Other Ranks
Officer’s M43 ski/field cap constructed of field
grey woollen body and affixed with two piece
machine woven insignia, with a single front
button closure, the interior lined in grey cotton,
unmarked - possibly post-war £60-80

468

A British Royal Navy Officer’s white top cap
constructed of dark blue wool with a pull-over
white cover, with ribbed black cloth centreband,
lacking any insignia, black patent leather
chinstrap affixed by a pair of black sidebuttons,
interior with black lining, brown leather
sweatband, clear protection diamond and S.W.
Silver & Co London manufacturers marks
together with two British Army caps lacking
insignia, one with leather chinstrap (3) £40-60

469

A small collection of German WW2 militaria
comprising a Hitler Youth membership badge, a
gold washed cap eagle, a gold metal cap
cockade and wreath, naval cap wreath,
Wehrmacht nine medal ribbon bar, Wehrmacht
ten ribbon bar, two silver and black ribbons, a
miniature salesman sample army cap badge
and a DRL Sports badge, reproduction cuff titles
etc £60-100

470

Five post-war German caps with added
probable reproduction Third Reich insignia,
together with one further post-war dark German
Navy cap with ribbed centreband lacking any
insignia (6) £40-60

471

A Silver-Grade Third Reich German Horseman’s
badge
by L. CHR. LAUER NÜRNBERG-BERLIN the
badge in die struck silvered bronze, maker
marked on reverse £60-80
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472

Two early-mid 20th century khaki pith helmets,
one with interior label for ‘Bowbilt Sunhat’ (2)
£50-70

473

German Third Reich shoulder boards
comprising two pairs of Flak Artillery constructed
of red wool with silver overlays, one pair of
Wehrmachtbeamte (Administrative Officials)
Company Grade Officer Equivalents with green
backings, pair of Wehrmachtbeamte Field
Grade boards also with green backings and two
pairs of SS Officer’s shoulders, possible
reproductions (12) £100-150

474

Assorted German Third Reich insignia etc to
include Luftschutz cloth insignia - machine
embroidered, 10cm in length, near mint
condition, a 1936 Berlin Olympics badge, a pair
of Third Reich Private Forestry Service
Unterforester collar tabs, NSKK cap eagle,
replica NSFK breast eagle, Army General’s
uniform eagle, Police General’s, reproduction
RMBO eagle, one further unidentified badge
and a pair of post-war green collar tabs (11)
£100-150

475

Two pairs of German Third Reich RMBO collar
tabs (Ministry of the Occupied Eastern
Territories) one pair for a Junior Executive, the
other similar but with visible markings of the pips
removed and lacking prongs to reverse (4) £80120

476

An assorted collection of German Third Reich
collar tabs, including reproduction including a
pair of SS Police-style with gold and black
embroidery against bright green backings, a
single RLB collar tab, pair of Luftwaffe Major
Medical tabs (pair) Luftwaffe Beamte Oberst
Kriegsverwaltungsrat (pair), RAD
Hauptamtswalter (pair) and others (21) £120150

477

Two pairs of German Luftschutz collar tabs –
SHD and LSW (Security and Support, Air Raid
Protection) £50-70

478

A collection of WW2 cloth insignia and patches
comprising an Italian Fascist eagle cut away
from uniform and the remainder all German
Third Reich; comprising a German Army breast
emblem; two pairs of Org Todt collar patches for
the ranks of OT-Arbeiter/OT-Sanitater and OTStammarbeiter; an RMBO eagle; two Army cap
eagles; pair of metal unit titles; German Field
Police Other ranks bevo cap eagle; Luftwaffe
eagle; RAD (Labour Service) patch; EM/NCO
Luftwaffe breast eagle etc £120-150

479

480

Four pairs of German Third Reich NSDAP collar
tabs – Reichs and Gau level comprising
AbscnhittsLeiter; GemeinschaftsLeiter;
EinsatzLeiter and Oberhelfer, each with
buckram backings (8) £100-150

481

Pair of German Third Reich Social Welfare
Medals obverse with eagle and swastika
superimposed on Geneva Cross; reverse with
raised text “Medaille für deutsche Volksplege”,
with ribbons tied in male and female form
together with a Luftwaffe Long Service medal –
4 Years (3)
*Previous German Red Cross awards
superseded by the German Social Welfare
Decoration 1st May 1939. £60-80

482

A pair of German Third Reich Kreis level
NSDAP collar tabs – ArbeitsLeiter, together with
a single Kreis level collar tab HauptAbscnhittsLeiter, retaining partial RZM
label – each constructed of blue velvet with
white pipng and with buckram backings (3) £70100

483

An interesting group of German Third Reich
insignia and badges including a six-bar medal
ribbon; silver bullion eagle; set of Reichsbahn
cap wings and cap eagle (wings possibly postwar); Polizei/Feuerwehr (Police/Fire) cap eagle;
a silvered nickel award for Outstanding
Membership in the Reichskriegerbund
(Kyffhäuserbund); two Kriegsmarine buttons,
Police cloth eagle, circular black and bronzed
pom-pom, further uniform eagle etc £80-100

484

Two pairs of Luftwaffe Pioneers collar tabs,
black felt with silver piping – ranks Hauptmann
and Major, together with a pair of Luftwaffe
Medical Division tabs in rank Oberfeldwebel and
a single blue un-piped collar tab (7)
*There were several uses of the black
waffenfarbe within the Luftwaffe. These men
wore the standard Luftwaffe uniform patterns,
with their specific insignia: Reich's Air Ministry,
Construction Units and Members attached to the
Luftschutz £70-100

485

Four sets of Luftwaffe Engineer’s Officer’s collar
tabs constructed of bright pink felt with silver
aluminium piping, comprising of the following
ranks; Generalingenieur (cardboard backing,
possibly reproduction); Hauptingenieur;
Oberingenieur and Ingeniuer, with buckram
backings to reverse (8) £80-100

A Victorian Royal Artillery Officer’s shoulder belt
plate – possibly a reproduction £100-150
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486

German Third Reich metal cap insignia –
comprising four gilt washed wreaths, one gilt
washed wreath with cockade, a Political
Leader’s visor cap wreath and cockade, one
further Political Leader’s wreath lacking
cockade, six further silvered wreaths/cockades,
Luftschutz plate, a cap eagle and an SA cap
cockade (qty) £60-100

487

An assorted collection of German Third Reich
collar tabs – singles and pairs, including Police
– Gemeinden NCO and Enlisted, Schutzpolizei
Officer and various Army branches (qty,
including reproductions) £100-200

488

Two pairs of reproduction German Third Reich
Waffen-SS Gruppenfuhrer collar tabs 1929-41
pattern in silvered bullion centre and piping
against black velvet backing and a selection of
other SS tabs and badges (qty) £100-150

489

A pair of Waffen SS Sturmbannfuhrer (Major)
collar tabs with silver wire SS runes against
black and twisted wire border piping, rank tab
with four aluminium pips £60-80

490

A pair of WW1 Royal Flying Corps shoulder
patches (2) £60-80

491

A German Third Reich Waffren SS skull dress
uniform breast badge inscribed ‘MEINE EHRE
HEISST TREUE’, marked RZM M1/34 to the
reverse, 10.1cm wide, reproduction £40-50

492

A Hermann Göring Division NCO Officer’s
Cufftitle; c.1943-45, of dark blue wool
construction, centering machine embroidered, in
block script “Hermann Göring” (open) – 40cm
long overall £60-80

493

494

A selection of German WW2 and later cloth
insignia including a pair of Indanturrat Army
Administration shoulder tabs, possibly for Food
Supply Service, pair of SA tabs, pair of
Wehrmacht Signals Officer shoulder tabs, police
patch, wreath and cap cockades, eagle patch
etc (12) £70-100
A set of Heer General der Infanterie (General of
the Infantry) shoulder boards, each constructed
of a cardboard-reinforced green woollen base,
bearing dual bands of gold bullion wire cord
around a single band of silver aluminum wire
cord, each pinned with two silvered bronze rank
pips, both unmarked –(one detached from base)
£60-80

495

Twenty sets of German Third Reich NSDAP
Gau-level collar tabs, each of red velvet
construction with dark burgundy piping and
buckram backing, some retaining original RZM
paper labels – comprising Arbeitsleiter,
Bereitschaftleiter, Einsatzleiter, three
Obergemeinschaftsleiter,
Hauptgemeinschaftsleiter, Oberbereichsleighter,
Absnhittsleiter, Anwärter (Party Member),
Anwärter (Non-Party Member) two OberDienstleiter, Ober-Abscnhittsleiter, Befehlsleiter,
Hauptbereichsleiter, Hauptdienstleiter,
Obereinsatzleiter, Oberarbeitsleiter and
Bereichsleiter (40) £700-900

496

Four German Third Reich Waffen SS ‘Runic’
collar tabs in wool and cotton (4) £60-80

497

A Third Reich Nationaal-Socialistische
Beweging in Nederland (National Socialist
Movement in the Netherlands) sleeve patch
embroidered in gold bullion together with a
circular patch with swastika against cream
ground and a pair of green shoulder tabs with
bullion embroidering and gold piping (4) £60-80

498

A German Third Reich RMBO (Eastern
People’s) Sleeve Eagle together with a German
Third Reich NSDAP eagle patch in silver bullion
with black and red swastika within diamond, a
bullion and metal cap cockade with green
backing and a Polish Third Reich Staatssekretär
patch (4) £80-100

499

A pair of German Third Reich Heer State
Forestry Service Reviertorester collar tabs
together with a pair of Heer State Forestry
Unterforester collar tabs, a Political Leader cap
cockade and an oval aluminium shako cockade
by Assman & Sohne (6) £50-70

500

A reproduction German Third Reich
Feldgendarmerie Military Police gorget

501

A pair of East German Luftstreitkräfte/LSK (Air
Force) officer’s collar tabs together with German
Third Reich Army collar tabs, pair of Kreis-level
collar tabs, pair of German Naval shoulder
boards etc (qty) £70-90

502

A good collection of assorted German Third
Reich cap metal silver and gold cap cockades
and wreaths together with one bullion
embroidered cloth wreath and cockade and two
eagles (approximately 39) £150-250
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503

A German Third Reich NSDAP
Ortsgruppenleiter Armband constructed of red
cotton with centred black ribbed swastika with
single silvered pip in the centre, superimposed
onto the white circle, both edged in golden
bullion threads; extending on both sides of the
swastika are large oakleaves in gold bullion
edged by a double row of twisted golden wire
and with a single row of blue cord to the
uppermost and lowest edges, 13cm high and
overall width of 54cm £100-150

512

A large and impressive collection of German
Third Reich Deutsche Reichsbahn (National
Railway) collar tabs and shoulder boards,
assorted Pay Levels, both sets and singles
(approximately 52) £200-300

513

A set of German Third Reich NSDAP collar tabs
- Gau Level - Befehlsleiter
of embroidered style, with wine red fields and
bright yellow piping, retaining one RZM store
label to verso - buckram backings (2) £80-120

514

A group of eighteen sets of German Third Reich
NSDAP Kreis level Political Leader collars tabs;
assorted positions, each constructed of brown
velvet with white yellow piping and buckram
backings, some retaining NSDAP paper labels
(36) £500-700

515

Six German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader wreath fittings, two with cockades and
two unissued and complete with original RZM
paper labels (6) £60-80

504

A set of NSDAP ‘AbscnhittsLeiter’ Kreis-level
administrative position collar tabs, of black
velvet construction with white cord piping,
insignia, buckram backings and one retaining
partial NSDAP label - together with further set of
Kreis collar tabs with eagles removed (4) £70-90

505

A British WW2 period ATS cap with brown
leather chinstrap £30-40

506

A collection of assorted German Third Reich
rank pips in gold and silver (a box) £60-80

516

507

Two sets of NSDAP Kreis-level administrative
position collar tabs; ‘ArbeitsLeiter’ and
‘EinsatzLeiter’, constructed of black velvet with
white piping and buckram backings (4) £100150

A reproduction German 1925 Gau Honour style
badge, silver with black painted swastika and
wreath by R. Wachtler & Lange together with a
German Third Reich NSDAP party armband (2)
£40-60

518

508

Two sets of NSDAP Kreis-level administrative
position collar tabs; ‘EinsatzLeiter’ and
‘AbscnhittsLeiter’, together with a further single
‘AbscnhittsLeiter’ collar tab and a single
‘ArbeitsLeiter’ collar tab, each constructed of
black velvet with white piping and buckram
backings, retaining one NSDAP paper label (6)
£120-150

Six single Third Reich German Army tunic
shoulder boards
comprising Medical – Unterfeldwebel; Infantry –
Feldwebel (Officer’s School) + Unterfeldwebel;
Medical – Stabsfeldwebel and two further
examples (Machine Gun Corps) £40-60

519

A WW2 German Medic’s canteen with ribbed
corduroy exterior cover £40-50

520

A German Third Reich rectangular aluminium
buckle inscribed 'Gott Mitt Uns' with brown belt
and five leather ammunition pouches £60-80

521

A German Third Reich Hitler Youth Leader visor
cap (lacking insignia, with signs of obvious
removal)
constructed of tan twill body with three rows of
silver piping and a black velvet centreband, the
silver chin-cord held in place by two silver
pebble sidebuttons, the black vulcanfibre peak
with a plain brown underside, interior lined in
pale brown silk and with a brown leather
sweatband, ‘Deutsche Wertarbeit’ stamp below
the protection diamond, with RZM tag
underneath the liner £150-250

509

A collection of German military and other
shoulder boards, assorted colours and ranks
together with two patches (31) £120-180

510

German Third Reich cloth insignia to include a
gold bullion wired Political Leader’s cap
cockade, a Deutsche Luftsports Verband
Proficiency ‘B’ level glider pilot patch, gold Army
eagle patch, a Hermann Goering-Werke factory
firefighter patch, a medal ribbon, a pair of
Stateforestry Landforestmeister shoulder tabs
etc (17) £120-180

511

Two Diplomatic Corps NSDAP Officials rank
insignia patches – Ministerialrat Senior Clerks 1940-1942 and Oberregierungsrat Senior Clerks
1940-42 each of black velvet construction with
aluminium wire national eagle with out-stretched
wings, talons clutching a border canted
swastika, above an interrupted wreath enclosing
single and two two-star devices (2) £50-80
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522

A German Third Reich State Forestry visor cap
(Heeresforstverwaltung) by W. Michovious,
Cottbus - with replaced reproduction cap eagle
constructed of woollen green gabardine with a
dark green centreband and two rows of green
piping, with embroidered wreath and a tri-colour
wreath, silver chincords held by two silver
pebble sidebuttons, interior lined in champagne
silk, with pierced tan leather sweatband and a
manufacturers marks to the protection diamond
£100-150

523

A German Third Reich Luftschutz (RLB) General
Officer visor cap
constructed of blue-grey woollen body with three
lines of gold piping, gold bullion eagle and
wreath and a tri-colour metal cockade with red
felt centre, the gold chinstrap held by two gold
pebble sidebuttons, interior with a pale gold
lining, celluloid protection diamond and silver
Cobra “Sonderausfuhrung” manufacturer
markings, leatherette brown sweatband and tag
for size 56 £100-150

524

525

Two scarce 19 th century Irish Lights cap
badges
in white metal and brass, showing lighthouse
with shamrock surround surmounted by Queen's
crown (1837-1901)
(2) £40-60
Pair of German Third Reich Police General’s
Collar tabs (Ordnungspolizei Polizei-Division
General)
embroidered in gold against a bright green felt
ground, buckram backings (2) £30-50

526

Two pairs of German Third Reich Army
General’s collar tabs (Heer) in celleon and
bullion with bright red felt grounds and buckram
backings, together with a reproduction pair of
Heer Officer collar tabs (6) £60-80

527

A pair of German Third Reich Org. Todt collar
tabs (Einzatzgruppenleiter II) with buckram
backings, one retaining linen RZM label (2) £5070

528

German Third Reich Collar Tabs
comprising pair of pre-March 21st 1940 pattern,
high grade Officials, elongated, rectangular,
dark green wool construction collar tab with the
distinctive Official’s old Prussian style, dual,
hand embroidered serrated litzen with seven
teeth to each side, in gold celleon threads with
the a gilt bullion wire, central, "branch of service"
stripe and twisted, gilt bullion chapel stripes,
three-quarter piped in black rayon nebenfarbe
indicating Building Administration or Technical
Teachers services, mounted on buckram
backings
together with pair and one single of General
Army Staff High Grade Officials tabs (unpiped);
pair with red piping; pair of Beamter tabs with
grey background and green nebenfarbe and a
single Artillery tab (10) £80-100

529

Two pairs of German Third Reich Artillery
General Larischstickerei (Larisch embroidery)
collar tabs - one set with no core, together with
further pair dark green reproduction
Larishstickerei collar tabs lacking core and pair
of double chapel braid tabs in silver against red
background lacking core (8) £40-50

530

German Third Reich General’s collar tabs – a
pair of Ordnungspolizei with green backings
together with a pair of Administrative General
collar tabs with dark blue backings (4) £60-80

531

German Third Reich collar tabs
comprising pair of Army Administrative Official
with green branch of service stripes mounted on
a dark green badge cloth base, three-quarter
piped in white rayon nebenfarbe (secondary
coloir) cord, mounted on light tan buckram
backing with D.R.G.M (Deutsches
Reichsgebrauchsmuster – design registration
markings) to one; pair of Army Medical Officer
collar tabs and single Infantry Officer tab together with two pairs of Wehrmachtbeamte
auf Kriegsdauer Gehobener/Mitteler Dienst 3rd
Regulation and pair of post-war German tabs
(11) £80-120

532

A mixed collection of German collar tabs
comprising pair of Freiwilliger Arbeitsdienst
(FAD)/Reichsarbeitsdienst (RAD) Regulation
Oberstarbeitsfuhrer – Arbeitsfuhrer with dark
green backings; pair Army Administration, pair
of 1 st Regulation Sonderfuhrer with D.R.G.M
marking to reverse of one and three further
single tabs (9) £60-80

533

A German Third Reich Field Grade officer’s
waffenfrock (dress tunic) silver aiguillette £50-70
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534

A WWII Aluminium Mess kit
comprising three twin-handled pans and covers,
small pail and cover, bowl and small frying pan,
unmarked (7) £50-70

535

Four NSDAP brown ties - issued ties in brown
ribbed rayon for all members of the SA, NSKK,
and NSDAP – two with RZM labels £60-100

536

A German Third Reich Army Medical Officer’s
visor cap
private purchase, constructed of field grey tricot
with three rows of blue waffenfarbe, with dark
green felt centreband, aluminium eagle, wreath
and a tri-colour cockade, with silver chin-cord
held in place by two silver side buttons, interior
lined in green silk and with a pale brown leather
sweatband and clear protection diamond £200300

537

Eight assorted German Third Reich Officer’s
chin-cords together with four further silver
unissued German Officer’s chin-cords with RZM
labels and two leather NCO/EM chin-cords
(14) £100-150

539

A German Third Reich State Forestry Officials
(Forstmeister) visor cap
constructed of forest green body with a dark
green centreband and dark green waffenfarbe to
the crown and top of the band, featuring bullion
eagle and wreath alongside a tri-colour cockade
with felt core and a black vulcanfibre peak with
green cross-hatch underside, the silver bullion
chin-cord suspended by two silver pebble
sidebuttons; the interior is lined in bright blue
silk with a black leatherette sweatband, retains
clear protection diamond £100-150

540

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s visor cap for Ortsgruppe levels – for
repairs/restoration
lacking wreath/cockade, visor and interior
sweatband £80-100

541

Three pairs of German Third Reich NSDAP
Administration collar tabs – comprising Ortslevel Arbeitsleiter; Kreis-level AbscnhittsLeiter
and Gau-level Einsatzleiter, each with buckram
backings (6) £100-150

542

A German Third Reich NSDAP armband £50-70

544

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s visor cap for Ortsgruppe levels
constructed of tan woollen body with three levels
of blue waffenfarbe and a chocolate brown
velvet centreband, with gold chin-cord held in
place by two gold sidebuttons, interior with pale
brown lining, leatherette sweatband, stamped
‘Die voschriftsmassige P.L. Mutze’ and paper
label inscribed ’56 WR’ (interior in poor
condition) £80-120

545

Two German Third Reich NSDAP felt armbands
with central black swastika within white circles,
one with RZM label (2) £60-80

546

A scarce German Third Reich RLB
Reichsluftschutzbund) Officer’s armband (First
Pattern) marked ‘Erha. Wuppertal Ges. Gesch’
to the reverse £60-100

549

Three German Third Reich NSDAP armbands –
one felt, one cotton and one wool, each with
central black swastikas within white circles (3)
£100-120

550

A reproduction Waffen SS Officer’s visor cap
constructed of field grey tricot with three lines of
silver aluminium piping, with a dark black velvet
centreband, eagle and Totenkopf insignia silver
chin-cord held in place by two pebble
sidebuttons, brown lined interior and sweatband,
indistinct markings to underneath the band
including ‘1943’ £50-70

551

A scarce Third Reich RLB
(Reichsluftschutzbund) visor cap
constructed of blue-grey tricot with a black felt
centre band and silver aluminium wire piping;
with silver aluminium/flatwire bullion RLB cap
eagle and winged wreath, tri-colour cockade,
silver washed pebbled side buttons holding the
silver interwoven bullion chin cord in place and a
lacquered visor peak with a cross-hatched
brown underside, the interior lined in golden silk,
with brown leatherette sweatband, lacking
moisture shield £150-200

552

A German Third Reich Field Service type tunic
to an EM in the Feuerschutzpolizei (Fire
Service)
constructed of a woollen-rayon blend, with red
piping down the central seam, the tunic single
breasted and with a six button closure, four
pleated pockets with further single button, the
interior lined in dark green cotton £100-150
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553

A reproduction Waffen SS NCO/EM visor cap
constructed of field grey woollen body with a
black felt centreband and metal insignia, with
three rows of faded orange piping for SSGendarmerie, with black leather chinstrap, black
pebble sidebuttons and a black-painted peak,
interior lined in brown rayon with painted SS
rune symbol and clear protection diamond £5070

554

A German Third Reich Organisation Todt
Enlisted tunic
constructed of green wool with Org. Todt collar
tabs and red piping to the collar, single-breasted
with a four-button front closure and two pockets
– paper label sewn to exterior arm cuff £70-100

555

A US Army WWII Regulation Officer's
'Eisenhower' jacket – size 51, dated 1944 £2030

556

559

A German Third Reich Ordnungspolizei
Gendarmerie NCO Hauptwachtmeister’s dress
service tunic
constructed of police-green wool exterior with a
cotton blend lined brown interior, with a singlebreast front closure secured by eight silver
pebble buttons by Assman and Sohne, each
button meeting eight reinforced buttonholes, the
tunic with four pockets, two to the breast and
two to the waist, collar constructed of brown
wool with orange piping which continues down
the full length of the breast flap, with shoulder
boards resting on each shoulder and set of
collar tabs, upper left left upper arm bears a
sleeve insignia in the form of a standard policestyle German national eagle clutching a
wreathed mobile swastika £180-220

560

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s uniform for Orts (local) level
comprising tunic (Dienstrock für Politische
Leiter) constructed of a fine quality tan-coloured
wool exterior with a tan rayon blended lining in
smooth, silky texture, the collar lined with bluepiping, each breast has two pleated pockets with
two further pockets at the waist, with reinforced
button holes and pebbled, gold-coloured metallic
buttons with NSDAP Parteiadler (Party Eagle),
interior of the jacket with single pocket on the
upper left breast and stitched with a RZM label
displaying “Für Politische Leiter” (For Political
Leaders); together with a pair of breeches also
constructed of darker tan-coloured wool (with
two replaced buttons) and a NSDAP tie (3) £400
-500

561

A German Third Reich Army M35 Parade tunic
to a Wachtmeister (Sergeant-Major) at the NCO
school
constructed of field grey wool with bright Artillery
piping, the single breasted waffenfrock with an
eight silver pebble button front closure,
embroidered with breast eagle, with shoulder
straps and collar tabs and Funkmeister
specialist patch (possibly added later) interior
lined in green silk and with signs of wear £200250

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Leader’s greatcoat and pair of breeches
constructed of tan brown wool, with open collar
faced in light brown cloth, two rows of six
buttonholes (all missing), curved waist pockets
of slash form with flaps, deep turn-back cuffs, a
rear half-belt and a long button-up rear vent, the
interior lined in a pale brown satin or cotton from
the waist up, with further interior slash pocket to
the left breast with RZM label inscribed PL.
–Mantel W Hersteller; the breeches constructed
again of tan material, with interior label inscribed
Stiefelhose für politische Leiter and a waist
finely lined in silk £300-500

557

A Second World War British F.A.N.Y (First Aid
Nursing Yeomanry/Women’s Transport Service)
service tunic with bronze collar badges, bronzed
buttons and shoulder patches to each side £80120

558

A British Blues and Royals (RHG/D) Ceremonial
tunic
of dark blue cloth with red cuffs and collar, gilt
braid trim and anodised regimental buttons
(epaulettes removed) together with pair of
trousers with central red stripe (2) £50-70
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562

A German Third Reich M35 Parade tunic to an
Oberintendanturrat
the tunic in field grey with dark green collars and
cuffs and green piping, with rank
shoulderboards, lacking collar patches but with
cuff-facing patching, the tunic single-breasted
with seven silver pebble buttons (missing one
button), no external pockets but with two hidden
internal pockets, manufacturers label for
Averbrock & Brosckamp Berlin W, inscribed with
owner’s name (indistinct), number 5579 and
dated 1938 £200-250

569

A German Third Reich NSFK (National
Sozialistische Fliegerkorps) uniform tunic for
ranks Mann to Obergrüppfuhrer
constructed of Luftwaffe blue wool with four
pockets, vertical five button front closure and
unit ‘12’ applied shoulder boards, the open neck
turn down collar with yellow twisted cord border,
upper right front of tunic with machine woven
NSFK insignia; left breast pocket with DLV
(Deutsche Luftsports Verband) Glider Pilot ‘A’
Proficiency Badge to one sleeve, interior lined in
blue-grey £300-400

563

A German Third Reich RAD
(Reichsarbeitsdienst) dark green tunic
with brown collars and buttons, four pleated
pockets to the exterior together with an
associated pair of dark green trousers (2) £70100

570

A mid-20 th century Royal Naval Officer’s boat
cloak
in blue wool, with gilt lion head cape chains and
gilt buttons and white lining £20-30

571

A Seaforth Highlanders Officer’s scarlet doublet
early 20 th century, fitted with regimental brass
buttons and Officer’s shoulder boards and a
thickly lined/padded interior £60-80

572

A German Third Reich Fire Police visor cap –
lacking insignia
constructed of navy blue wool with a wide black
velvet centreband and three rows of magenta
piping and a black leather chin-strap, interior
with cross-hatched brown underside to the peak,
brown leatherette sweatband and lining, black
label for ‘Johs. Kreylaus Duben a.M
Mittelstrasse 226’ and paper label named to Kurt
Dietrich £50-70

564

A RAD (Reichsarbeitsdienst) Greatcoat
(Tuchmantel) as intended for an 'Arbeitsmann'
constructed of field-grey wool with a brown cloth
collar, with two rows of six front closure buttons
and a single metal hook and eye to the neckline,
various stampings to interior and named to
“Röder, Heinz” £100-150

565

A WW2 Royal Hungarian Army greatcoat
constructed of heavy khaki wool with red collar
tabs (paroli) and Colonel’s rank patches to each
sleeve, the coat with green piping to the edges,
interior unmarked £60-80

566

A German Third Reich Army tunic lacking any
insignia
constructed of field grey wool/rayon mix with
four box pleated patch pockets, five field-grey
finished metal buttons to the front and another
to each of the four pocket flaps, the collar faced
with dark blue green material, the interior lined
in green with two smaller inside pockets, one
with interior manufacturers label dated 1939 £80
-120

573

A rare German Third Reich Sicherheits und
Hilfsdienst–Luftschutz Warndienst tunic (SHDLSW – Security and Assistance Service – Air
Raid Warning Service)
for an Oberzugführer (Arzt) in the Medical
Service, constructed of navy blue cloth with
black collars piped in silver wire, black cuffs and
with single breast front closure, four pleated
pockets, silver buttons and an interior lined in
blue artificial silk £200-250

567

A late-war German Third Reich Tunic – possibly
Reichsarbeitsdienst (Reich Labour Service)
constructed of field-grey wool with forest green
wool collar flanked on either side by two plain
black rank collar tabs, with bronzed five button
front closure (missing one button) and with
various black stamps to interior £80-120

574

568

A Royal Hungarian Army overcoat, constructed
of a heavy drab olive cloth and with rank
patches to the collar (worn condition) £50-80

A British Second World War R.A.F Flying
Helmet by Frank Bryan LTD London &
Worcester
dated 1938, with A.M stamp to the interior
leather chamois lining and padded ear
doughnuts, leather ear cups with brass zips for
ear phones and split rear opening with long
adjustment straps and with canvas RAF type D
oxygen mask, -size 1 – 6 ½ to 6 3/4 – further
stamped A.I.D 5.B.I £200-250

575

Nine German Third Reich metal eagles together
with one cloth eagle
including Luftwaffe cap eagle,
Reichskriegerbund breast eagle, Luftwaffe
breast eagle (reproduction) etc £50-70
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576

A German First World War M1917 gas mask
with canister
the mask of ersatz construction with all original
straps and painted field grey canister unit,
canister with carrying strap £300-400

577

A German WWI entrenching tool (Klappspaten)
the dark leather cradle stamped ‘S.A. ROEVER
– MAGDEBURG/B’ and dated 1915 together
with one further entrenching tool (2) £70-100

578

579

580

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
Greatcoat for a HauptStellenleiter at Kreis-level
(Administrative Position)
constructed of heavy tan wool with doublebreasted front closure, paler brown wide collar
and political eagle buttons, with 3 rd regulation
rank collar tabs and blue waffenfarbe, interior
with NSDAP label dated 1935 together with a
pair of tan woollen trousers (2) £300-400
A German Third Reich Zeppelin Officer’s cap
badge and wreath – the badge stamped
‘SILBER 900’ and with manufacturers markings
‘GAHR MUNCHEN / 85’ (with only one prong
remaining) £70-90
A British Second World War Type-C flying
helmet, the brown leather helmet with an
chamois leather interior, complete with
headphones, microphone assembly and oxygen
mask £200-300

581

Twenty-one post-war SS-style Totenkopf skull
cap badges, unmarked, assorted sizes and
styles £70-90

582

A group of German Third Reich badges and
insignia including reproductions including pair of
SS pith helmet shields; a German Labour Front
(DAF) cap badge with RZM and ‘Lieterant 374’
markings to reverse; two edelweiss; a national
tri-colour cap cockade; two 1939 Iron Cross
bars, one with prongs to reverse; a Tag Der
Arbeit tinnie; a fantasy eagle mounted upon a
skull; cap eagle with black swastika; a NSReichskriegerbund 'Kyffhäuser' badge; a
Marksmanship badge lanyard shield (Grades 58) and an early 20 th century Birmingham silver
and blue enamel swastika badge, hallmarks
distinct (prior to the adoption of the swastika by
the NSDAP, this symbol was used as one of
good luck) (14) £70-90

583

A collection of assorted Soviet Union bloc
enamel cap badges and breast awards £60-80

584

A scarce German Military Administration
Workers in Belgium and France Badge, oval
enamel pin back badge with eagle and swastika
to the centre, black, white and red enamels with
“militar verwaltung Belgien und u Frankreich”,
pin and catch fixing to the reverse, numbered
554 £100-150

585

A German Third Reich SA rectangular belt
buckle the final version with rotated swastika
with silvered face plate on brass field,
unmarked, 45cmm high x 60mm wide £40-50

586

A British interwar period black leather flying
helmet by Gieves LTD, London with
headphones, stamped to the interior £100-200

587

A German Third Reich 1938 Pattern Luftwaffe
Enlisted Man’s belt buckle by Freidrich Keller &
Published constructed of mold-injected
aluminium, makers marked "F.K.O." (Friedrich
Keller, Oberstein) on the reverse, 49mm high x
65mm wide £50-70

588

A German Third Reich NSDAP Party Armband
£40-60

589

An Imperial German Naval Officer's cap badge
and tri-colour cockade, the whole mounted
against a white metal plate with three pins and
against dark blue felt ground £60-80

590

German Third Reich reproduction cuff titles
including Ordensburgen (worn by RAD
Personnel training at the Ordensburgen), L.S.
Warndienst (Air Raid Warning Service);
Niederlande. Bahnschutzpolizei; Afrikakorps and
one other, together with reproduction BeVo-style
SS cloth insignia and two cloth eagles on single
uncut strip £40-50

591

A German Third Reich Labour Service (RAD)
Leader’s belt buckle constructed of matte grey
aluminium, the obverse with a central raised
shovel head overlaid by a mobile swastika,
within a ring of wheat stalks, the reverse with a
loop and clip, unmarked, face 47mm diameter
£50-70

592

A rare German Third Reich Organisation Todt
armband by BeVo
constructed of grey linen with black national
eagle above swastika, the lettering ‘Org. Todt’
and BEVO WUPPTERTAL, further stamped with
numbers ‘9226’, 19cm wide £60-80
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593

Two German Third Reich Deutscher Wolkssturm
Wehrmacht armbands (German People’s Militia)
*This militia was not part of the army, but was
organized late in the war by the Nazi Party per
Hitler's orders of September 25, 1944. It was
composed of males who had been exempted
from home guard and military service because
of age or health. £60-80

594

Two German Third Reich-style reproduction
police gorgets

595

Two German Third Reich Land Customs cuff
titles (Zollgrenzschutz Ärmelabzeichen)
constructed of green rayon, trimmed with silver
aluminium wire, the obverse with a machineembroidered silver aluminium wire
Zollgrenschutz-style German national eagle
clutching a wreathed mobile swastika, unmarked
(2) £60-80

596

A pair of Royal Naval British Officer's dress
epaulettes circa 1930s, with Gieves LTD
retailer's markings £60-80

597

German Third Reich Police sleeve eagles
comprising Wasserschutzpolizei Eagle with dark
blue backing; Wasserschutzpolizei Officer
Summer Uniform Eagle, gold on white backing;
Gendarmerie, orange on field green backing;
Luftschutzpolizei, green against blended
green/blue backing; three Schutzpolizei Officer
Eagles; Hamburg Feurwehr; Schutzpolizei
General Eagle; three further sleeve eagles and
two cap eagles and metal cap eagle (14) £120180

598

Sturmabteilung (SA) collar tabs comprising two
pairs of rank Oberführer, with silver metal
insignia against a black ground with silver
twisted piping and a pair of Anwarter with silver
piping, each with buckram backings stiffened
with glue (6) £80-100

599

Sturmabteilung (SA) collar tabs - Feldherrnhalle
SA-Hauptamt Brigadeführer – constructed of
carmine wool with silver wire piping, buckram
core missing (2) £30-40

600

Sturmabteilung (SA) collar tabs - Feldherrnhalle,
comprising two Standartenführer and pair of
Oberführer, each with carmine grounds and
buckram backings, one with RZM label (4) £100
-120

601

Sturmabteilung (SA) collar tabs - Feldherrnhalle
SA-Standartenführer - constructed of carmine
red felt with silver twisted piping and buckram
backings £50-70

602

Two German Third Reich Political Leader’s belt
buckles (Politsche Leiter) circa 1940, the 60mm
gold-wash aluminium buckle featuring large
national emblem surrounded by an oakleaf
wreath, intended to be worn with a Havana
brown leather belt, markings M4/24 and M4/22
(2) £60-80

603

A German Third Reich early SA belt buckle circa
1933-35 constructed with an all brass finish with
a runic mobile swastika, unmarked £40-60

604

A German Third Reich Army belt buckle with
dark brown leather tab dated 1942 and with
indistinct manufacturers marks ‘* Jurgen*
together with a WWI Saxony belt buckle with
inscription ‘Providentiae Memor’ encircling a
crown complete with pebbled leather tab, two
reproduction SS belt buckles and a reproduction
Luftschutz belt buckle (5) £50-70

605

Assorted cloth and embroidered uniform and
cap insignia – predominantly German Third
Reich
comprising a Soviet Russian gold embroidered
cap wreath with hammer and sickle, German
silver wreath with tri-colour cockade, wreath and
cockade with forest green backing, a silver
eagle uniform picked out with white detail and
backed against white field, Political Leader’s
wreath and enamelled cockade and a matching
cap eagle etc (18) £80-120

606

A German Third Reich SA belt buckle, final
version with mobile swastika rotated at a 45
degree, brass finish (probably originally nickelfinish, now worn), unmarked, together with a
reproduction Recht En Trouw buckle and a
reproduction RAD belt buckle (3) £50-70

607

A German Third Reich Auxiliary and Polizei
(Schuma) Arm Badge (Polizei-Hilfskrafte und
Schutzmannschaften Raute) vertically oval,
machine woven green rayon base featuring a
machine woven, vertically oval, laurel leaf
wreath encompassing an elongated, angular,
swastika and script: "Treue Tapfer Gehorsam",
(Faithful, Valiant, Obedience), all in green rayon
threads against field grey field together with red
and silver cap eagle, German medal bar ribbon
attached to button and an Officer's silver
aiguillette £60-80

608

Two 19 th century French military helmet plates
– 8 th and 7 th Regiments together with a
Northern Lighthouse badge and a cap wreath
with figural badge (4) £60-80
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609

A group of German Third Reich cloth insignia
including a Hiter Jugend sport shirt sleeve
diamond for the BDM, Bevo type weave and
uncut; 'Deutsche Reichsbahn' (German National
Railway) BeVo-woven 'RBD Posen'
(Reichsbahndirektion Posen) arm-eagle;
German Hunting Society sleeve patch; cap
wreath and cockade against brown ground;
reproduction Freies Arabien patch; RAD
patches, Sauerland, Hitler Youth ‘Oft
Sudetenland’ sleeve patch, army cap eagles etc
(qty) £150-200

610

A pair of First World War Imperial German
Officer's Fliegertruppe Shoulder Boards four
rows of aluminium bullion wire wrapped around
white wool core cords, fitted in a u-shape, with
black threaded highlights exhibiting a chevron
formation, outer edge and backer in mid-tone
grey cloth, bronze gilt winged propeller insignia
attached to the upper on each (2) £50-70

611

612

613

614

An assorted group of German Third Reich and
post-war insignia etc, including a pair of
Luftwaffe Forst Dienst Forstassiessor collar tabs
(Forestry Service), a pair of reproduction gold
shoulder boards, two cap chin-cords, cap
badges, edelweiss, pips etc (a tin) £60-80
A pair of British WW2 brown leather flying
gauntlets together with a further pair of leather
gloves by Austin Reed with fur-lined exterior,
pair of flying goggles and pair of WW2 eye
protectors/splinter goggles - the round eyeholes
each with round cover with cross vision slits,
hinged centre and a fabric strap (5) £100-150
A Royal Artillery No. 1 Dress uniform comprising
jacket and pair of trousers with Sergeant’s
chevron ranks to one sleeve, signs of insignia to
collar removed and silver button single breast
front closure (2) £50-70

615

A rare German Third Reich RMfdbO (Reich
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories)
Officer’s tunic constructed of a brown wool
exterior with full purple lined interior, the dark
brown collar lined with twisted white aluminium
bullion wire waffenfarbe, upper left arm with
machine embroidered rightward-facing
‘Parteiadler’ national eagle clutching mobile
swastika on dark brown background, cuffs of
both arms turned up and with further white trim,
the breasts of tunic bearing two pockets with
plain silver pebble buttons, waist with two further
pockets secure by Parteiadler buttons, interior
with rayon loop for hanging tunic from hook
£150-200

616

A interwar period Ordnance Corps Officer’s
Service Dress tunic the khaki doublet service
dress tunic with RAOC regimental tunic buttons,
shoulderboards, two pleated pockets and two
further plain box pockets, with breast pocket
medals ribbons for British Empire Medal, 1914
Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal, General
Service Medal and Long Service Medals £50-70

617

An Italian WW2 Tunic – possibly Army Infantry
together with an enamel badge celebrating the
Italian Fascist Party's Recreational visit to
Germany, decorated with Italian Fascist Symbol
and Nazi Swastika, inscribed ‘P.N.F/ O.N.D
VIAGGI IN GERMANIA’ (2) £50-70

618

A collection of over 50 German Third Reich
cloth badges – real and reproduction including
Turkistan Foreign Volunteer Shield with dark
green backing, assorted cap and breast eagles
– both woven and embroidered, Biz Alla Bilen
Turkistan patch (reproduction), bullion eagles
and cockades etc – an interesting collection
£100-200

619

A Royal Artillery jacket by J. Daniels & Co.
Artillery Place, Woolwich circa 1900 the jacket
with a standing collar featuring embroidered
bullion borders and flaming grenade collar
devices, shoulder boards with single crown and
button to each, with nine regimental buttons to
the front closure, rear neck with sewn label “J.
DANIELS & Co. / 1 ARTILLERY PLACE
WOOLWICH / & 34 BURY St. ST. JAMES’
S.W.” £50-70

620

A German Third Reich Forestchutz (Forestry
Service) tunic for a Reviertorester constructed of
dark green with a forest green collar and green
State Forestry truppenfarbe piping, tunic with
four pockets with scalloped buttoned flaps and
pleats to both breast pockets, with four silver
pebble buttons to the front closure and Frenchstyle cuffs, with silver shoulder boards, interior
lined in a green silk/rayon blend £100-150

A West German Bundeswehr Air Force tunic
together with a Second World War/late ‘40s
British RAF tunic and a U.S Army Regulation
tunic (3) £30-50
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621

622

A German Third Reich SA Service Tunic
(Dienstrock) for a Scharführer in the
Niederrhein, Berlin & Brandenburg regions the
brown wool construction tunic with a four silver
pebbled button front closure (one replaced) and
four pockets, with two medal ribbons above the
left breast pocket, black collar tabs and shoulder
boards with twisted black and white braiding –
with single pip, tunic lined in tan/brown rayon
and with RZM label to the inner-pocket dated
1935, alongside various black stampings to
interior £300-400

625

A British WWI Royal Army Medical Corp
Colonel’s tunic by Charles E. Rodway Military
Tailors, Birmingham constructed of lightweight
green material with four brass regimental
buttons and embroidered ranking to the sleeves,
interior with manufacturers label otherwise
unmarked £50-70

626

A rare German Third Reich service tunic for an
Oberluftshutzfuhrer in the
Reichsluftschutzbund/Luftschutz (Air Raid
Protection)
of grey woollen construction with black collar,
neck and sleeves, with Oberluftshutzfuhrer rank
collar tabs, silver shoulderboards, the single
breast front closure with four silver pebble
buttons and four further buttons to the pockets,
with embroidered RLB eagle to the left sleeve
and chevron, with medal ribbon to breast,
interior lined in grey cotton – unmarked

A German Third Reich Political armband Kreisleiter (1939-45)
constructed of red felt with a black swastika
superimposed against a ribbed centre white
circle and secured with single pip, with central
band of embroidered oak leaves flanked by
double upper and low lines of white Kreis-level
piping, with further white piping to upper and
lower edges, approximate length 38.5cm £100150

623

A WW2 khaki Army cape/poncho, interior
unmarked £50-70

624

A rare German Third Reich Bahnschutz
(Railway Protection Police) tunic
lacking shoulderboards and collar tabs, with
sleeve Bahnschutz eagle to right sleeve,
constructed of blue-grey woollen cloth
(indicating service outside boundaries of the
Reich in Occupied Territories) with darker blue
collars, eight silver buttons front closure and
with four pocket design similar to the M41 tunic,
interior with various stampings – some indistinct
*The Bachnschutz jurisdictional mandate
extended to railway equipment, rolling stock,
and buildings and bridges. In the days just after
the founding of the Weimar Republic they acted
as a mobile strike force for the regular police.
They would arrive as heavily armed riot police in
armoured trains to back-up the regular police,
when called, during the heaviest street fighting
with Communist and Spartikus uprisings. This is
where they earned their stripes employing
special weapons and tactics in the form of
armoured vehicles, light artillery, and heavy
machine guns. The street cops loved them and
this later gave them broad powers and gravitas
in the police state of the National Socialists.
£150-180

*The Deutscher Luftschutzverband (German Air
Protection League), was formed in 1932 and
was a voluntary organisation designed to
provide civil air raid protection. After Hitler`s
ascension to power, the Deutscher
Luftschutzverband was re-organised and placed
under the supervision of the
Reichsluftfahrtministerium, (National Ministry of
Aviation) and was controlled by Hermann
Goering. The Deutscher Luftschutzverband was
renamed RLB, Reichs Luftschutz Bund (National
Air Raid Protection League) on April 29th 1933.
It became an official, national organisation. The
RLB remained a voluntary organisation with a
small group of paid, full-time, uniformed officials
to oversee the organisation until June 1935
when obligatory service was introduced. £300400
627

A WW2 Swiss Army greatcoat
constructed of green wool with double-breasted
front closure secured by brass buttons with
cross, the button reverses marked ‘Schaefer
Bern’, the green lined interior with various red
and black stampings £40-50

628

A German Third Reich tunic with shoulder
boards for a Haupttruppfuhrer in the Equipment
Section in Organisation Todt
the green woollen service tunic with two pleated
upper pockets and two further box pockets, four
silver pebble button single front closure, four
further buttons to the pockets, interior lined in
green rayon blend and unmarked £80-120
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629

A German Third Reich SA (Sturmabteilung)
Service Tunic (Dienstrock)
constructed of olive-brown wool with two pleated
upper pockets and two lower box pockets, four
silver button front closure and four further
buttons to the pockets, rear belt support buttons
missing, the interior lined with brown cotton,
internal pocket with RZM label dated 1935 –
lacking any exterior insignia £150-200

630

A scarce German Third Reich NSKK greatcoat
(National Socialistisches Kraftfahr Korps)
of olive-brown woollen construction with two
rows of six front closure silver-washed buttons
with single metal hook and eye to the neckline,
with dark-brown woollen collar with tabs for a
Scharführer with Motorstandarte 76 and single
shoulder board with blue underlay, the right
sleeve with a flatwire woven NSKK eagle and an
NSKK sleeve diamond to the opposing sleeve,
interior with RZM label stitched to the inner
pocket ‘NSKK Mantel W’, indistinct circle mark
and further red stamp ‘NSDAP / NSKK
Rocktuch (RZM) £300-400

631

A German Third Reich style black leather trench
coat with belt, interior unmarked – possibly
WW2 £80-120

632

A German Third Reich Hilter Jugend – Bund
Deutscher Madel jacket (League of German
Girls)
constructed of brown velveteen, the front
secured by five brown BDM/JM buttons, the cuff
straps originally secured by similar buttons (now
missing) and a single button to each of the four
pockets, with Nord Niederfachlen region triangle
and HJ insignia to the left sleeve – one buckle
missing to the reverse £100-150

633

A German Third Reich Reichsarbeitsdienst
(RAD) service tunic and pair of trousers
the tunic by Lago and with Untertruppfuhrer Vormann (1942-44) collar tabs and unidentified
shoulder boards, NSDAP and War Merit medal
ribbons, the armshield numbered 353/7, the
tunic single-breasted with five silver button front
closure, four pleated buttons each further
secured by a single silver button, and the
trousers marked ‘RADB A/Bn’ (2) £120-180

634

A German Third Reich Deutsches Reichsbahn
Personnel Service tunic
constructed of dark navy blue wool with collar
tabs for the Rail Line Service (red piping) and
shoulder boards for Paygroup 14 and gold
buttons £50-70

635

A German Third Reich NSKK tunic

636

A high-ranking German Third Reich RAD tunic
constructed of smooth forest green wool with
dark chocolate brown collar flanked on either
side by collar tabs for an Oberarbeitsfuhrer, the
right arm with downward pointing shovel insignia
with Roman numerals ‘XXVII’ patch and a cotton
NSDAP party armband, the front of the tunic has
four pockets each with single pebbled button the
top left breast with two vertically-aligned
horizontal loops in black thread to accommodate
a vertical pinback award, the tunic breast flaps
with six pebbled buttons meeting six reinforced
button holes, the reverse of the tunic two further
buttons and a reinforced vertical slit at the
bottom centre, allowing for a comfortable fit, the
interior lined in brown rayon and with label
‘”Bulag Munchen” £150-200

637

Fourteen post-war German side-caps
circa early 1980s
comprising four dark blue with silver piping, two
dark blue with golden yellow piping, three further
plain dark blue, four pale blue with green piping
and one green example (14) £40-50

638

A German Third Reich Schutzpolizei NCO’s
Summer Weight tunic (Sommerfahrrock für
Kraftfahrbeamte)
constructed of light-weight mottled summer
cotton/linen with dark brown cuffs and collars,
NCO collar tabs and green truppenfarben, the
sleeve eagle likely a replacement, tunic with
single breast front closure secured by eight
silver buttons and with single further silver
buttons to each of the four pockets and four
further buttons to the reverse, lacking shoulder
boards, the interior lined in olive green twill
cotton with stampings ‘PO 1943’ and further
indistinct markings to the interior pocket, ‘***
Jager B’
*The sleeve eagle should be in the same lighter
cloth backing as the tunic itself. Many police
tunics were re-purposed and used after the war,
therefore going through a ‘de-Nazification’
process - so this is not unusual. This pattern of
tunic was introduced in June 1936 for motorized
personnel (of the SchuPo as well as of other
Police branches) and hereinafter functioned also
as garrison/summer-weight tunic for those
provided with it. £100-150

639

German Third Reich Wehrmacht Shoulder
boards
comprising pair of of Marinebeamte (Marine
Administration) NCO shoulder boards, one pair
with 5 Year Service cypher, one further pair and
one single together with three Coastal Artillery
shoulder boards (8) £60-80
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640

A dark brown leather pistol holster together with
four WW2 German black pebbled leather
Kauser K98 ammunition pouches £50-70

641

A Gentleman’s shaving kit and brush set

642

A German Third Reich Schutzpolizei Officer's
visor cap, constructed of green gabardine wool
with a brown woollen centreband and two vent
holes to either side, the cap with police eagle,
tri-colour cockade with felt centre and a silver
officer's chincord, the interior lined in brown oil
cloth with a brown leather sweatband and green
cross-hatched underside to the peak, the clear
celluloid protection diamond stamped 'Marie
Slama & Sohn / Speziel-Mutzen-Erzeugung /
Wien V / Rainergasse 34' (an Austrian
manufacturer and distributor of police caps) size 57, together with a post-WW2 German
Bundeswehr pink piped visor cap (2)
Two post-war Bundeswehr German visor caps
the first with constructed of fine green doeskin, a
brown centreband and silver chin-cord, affixed
with tri-colour cockade and the second affixed of
green gabardine wool with a brown centreband,
affixed with tri-colour cockade and reproduction
German police eagle, with three rows of green
piping and two vents to either side (2) £100-150

643

644

Four pairs of German Third Reich Political Kreis
Level Administrative collar tabs constructed of
dark brown velvet with white piping, some with
signs of insignia removal, each with buckram
backings and two retaining NSDAP labels (8)
£120-150
A German Third Reich Army Panzer Division
(Tanks) Officer’s visor cap
constructed of field grey doeskin with three rows
of pink waffenfarbe, with a metal cap eagle and
bullion wreath and cockade affixed to the forest
green centreband, the silver cord chinstrap held
in place by a silver pebble button to either side,
the black peak with a brown cross-hatched
underside, with a brown leatherette sweatband
with ventilation holes to the forehead and a
brown rayon interior liner, celluloid diamond
missing £350-450

645

A German Second World War Gas Mask with
filter and canister, the canister and mask
probably repainted £50-70

646

A pair of British brown leather lacing leggings by
Manfield and Sons, early 20 th century together
with four pairs of leather riding boots £60-100

647

A reproduction German Army Officer’s visor
lacking any insignia together with a post-war
Deutsche Lufthansa Pilot Officer’s cap, two
Kyfhauser caps and assorted further German
caps lacking any insignia (qty) £50-70

648

A British white pith helmet, interior with foil label
for J. Compton & Sons & Webb LTD, with brown
leather sweatband

649

A German Third Reich RAD Officer’s M-43 cap
(Reichsarbeitsdienst)
constructed of earth brown wool with fold-down
side flaps and silver piping to the crown with
bullion embroidered insignia and green/brown
rayon lined interior £100-150

650

A small group of visor caps to include an
Imperial German cap, a reproduction Third
Reich cap, British army etc

652

A reproduction Third Reich German sword with
brown painted associated scabbard together
with two fencing foils and a further white metal
scabbard

653

A German Officers sword, early 20th Century
the single fullered curved blade marked
Eickhorn Solingen, with a gilt metal guard a
black grip with twist wire decoration and a black
painted scabbard and a silver and black sword
knot £60-80

654

A decorative reproduction dagger affixed to a
heavily relief decorated white metal scabbard
with figural decoration in medieval and mythical
style

655

A reproduction German Political Leader’s belt
buckle marked M4/24 together with a further
plain oval belt buckle, reproduction NSDAP
Party badge, reproduction NSKK Motor Sports
badge, a German medal bar ribbon, three cap
eagles and a DAF cap badge (10) £50-70

656

A late 18 th /early 19 th century canted
rectangular tobacco box formed of copper and
brass, finely engraved with a portrait of
Frederick the Great and various battle scenes
including the Victory at Zorndorf, 15.5cm long
*Sold together with a copy of a page taken from
‘Cope’s Tobacco Plant – A Monthly Periodical,
Interesting to the Manufacturer, the Dealer, and
the Smoker’ dated November 1875 in which a
similar tobacco box is described by the author.
“One box, six inches long by one inch and threequarters wide, bearings in relief on its lid a wellformed full length figure of Frederick the Great
(“Fredericus Magnus Borus-sorum Rex”) in full
uniform, with a cocked hat, having a trophy in
front, and a hand holding a wreath of laurel over
his head. Behind his feet is the name of the
artist, “Ioh Henr Gibbs Fec... etc” £40-50
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657

A German WWII army bag or field pack
constructed of green canvas and brown leather
by OTTO STEPHAN MÜHLHAUSEN and dated
1939 £50-70

658

A mixed collection of militaria and insignia –
mostly German Third Reich
to include a Hamburg-America line enamel
badge, wreath and cockade, twelve
Kriegsmarine tunic buttons, further political
buttons, two metal cap eagles, cloth eagle and
insignia, two Army M43 cap eagles (uncut),
three swastika pins etc £100-150

659

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political
armband at Kreisleiter level (1939-45)
constructed of red wool, the centred black
ribbed swastika with a single gilt pip and
superimposed against a white circle, both edged
in golden threads; extending on both sides of
swastika are large oak leaves in celleon, edged
by double row of twisted celleon wire and with
white piping to overall outer edges, 13cm high
and overall length of 53cm £150-200

660

A German Third Reich NSDAP armband for an
Ortsgruppenleiter (1939-45)
the highest Orts level available, constructed of
red wool felt, the centred black ribbed swastika
with a single gilt pip and superimposed against
a white circle, both edged in golden threads;
extending on both sides of the swastika are
large celleon oak leaves and with blue Orts-level
piping to each outer edge, overall height 13cm
high and overall width 53.5cm £200-250

662

663

A German Third Reich NSDAP armband for a
Gau Leiter einer Hauptstelle (1939-45)
for ranks as Zellenleiter (Cell Leader),
Zellenwalter (Cell Administrator) Zellenobmann
(Cell Foreman)
constructed of red wool felt with a centred black
ribbed swastika superimposed against a white
circle, each outlined in gold, with repeating
machine-woven band of oak leaves to upper
and lower border and burgundy red Gau-level
piping, sewn together, 13cm high and
approximate length of 40.5cm, retaining RZM
label to verso £200-250
A German Third Reich NSDAP armband for an
Ortsgruppe Politisches Leiter Anwärter (193945)
constructed of red wool felt with a centred black
ribbed swastika superimposed against a white
circle, the overall field with two rows of blue
Orts-level piping and the reverse retaining RZM
label, ends sewn together, overall height 12.5cm
and approximate overall width 40.5cm £100-150

664

A Hitler Jugend District Sleeve Triangle – Ost
Berlin, machine woven in gold thread against
black field £40-50

665

A German Third Reich Standard NSDAP
armband
constructed of red cotton with a black swastika
superimposed against a white circle, retaining
RZM label to the reverse, 11cm high and
approximately 41cm long (sewn together) £4060

666

A pair of scarce, mint unissued German Third
Reich NSDAP collar tabs for an Oberdienstleiter
at Reichs level
with two gilded aluminium insignia fastened to
the tab, consisting of an eagle and triple oak
leaves; with all prongs fully intact on the
reverse; on fine quality scarlet coloured doeskin
backing; with golden-yellow trim along all four
sides of the tab, buckram backings, retaining
RZM label and with RZM probe tag and further
circular metal tag with numbers 5/434/234 £150200

667

A Franco period Nationalist Spain “Al Merito En
Campana” medal together with German blue
medal ribbon German national eagle (2) £60100

668

A German Third Reich armband for a Kreis
Leiter eines Amtes (1939-45)
constructed of red wool felt with a swastika
superimposed against white circle and an upper
and lower band of machine woven oak leaves
with white piping, retaining RZM label to reverse
overall height 12cm and overall length 52.5cm
£100-150

669

A German Third Reich armband for an
Ortsgruppenleiter (1939-45)
constructed of red wool felt with a black ribbed
swastika centred against a white circle and
affixed with a single gilt metal pip, with single
central band of oak leaves bordered by twin
rows of gilt and with outer blue (Orts-level)
piping to each edge, retaining blue printed RZM
label, 12.5cm high and approximately 42cm long
(sewn together) £150-200

670

A German Third Reich NSDAP tie together with
four assorted German Third Reich gold
chincords for visor caps (5) £40-50

671

A German Third Reich Reichsbahndirektion
Wuppertal tunic (Railway Directorate)
the tunic constructed of dark navy wool with gold
buttons and shoulder boards for Paygroup 14,
with RBD Wuppertal sleeve eagle, the interior
lined in black rayon together with further Railway
tunic (2) £60-80
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672

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Flak NCO’s
tunic
the single breasted, four pocket tunic in air force
blue gabardine with silver buttons, with
embroidered Luftwaffe eagle to the right breast,
red piped epaulettes, rank tabs for Obergefreiter
to the collar with three wings on each, the
interior lined in grey cotton and with black
markings ‘FELIX MOE***’ £200-250

673

Pair of German Reichsbahndirektionen
trousers/breeches, construted of blue-gray wool
and with some replaced buttons, the interior
stamped "R.B.D Mu" £50-70

674

Reproduction gorgets, the first bearing
cartouche inscribed ‘Gendarmeria’ below an
eagle clutching an axe, the reverse with green
felt covering and two prongs, with further
inscription ‘Ges Gesch RZM’ together with two
further examples (3)

675

A German Third Reich Schutzpolizei Officer's
tunic
constructed of police green wool with Officer's
collar tabs and shoulder board for a Leutnant
and a police sleeve eagle to the left arm, dark
brown turn up cuffs and collar piped in green
nebenfarbe and an eight silver button front
closure and an interior lined in dark green rayon
£200-250

676

A Second World War Royal Hungarian Army
tunic
constructed of brown-green cloth with green
collar patches for a senior NCO 'Altisztek' and
red piped shoulder boards, the brass buttons
with state crown, interior unlined £80-120

677

A Soviet Russian SSCH-39 steel military helmet

679

A German Third Reich tunic
constructed of green-brown wool with two lower
pockets and four silvered pebble buttons,
the interior partially lined in gray-green and
unmarked £80-120

680

A German Third Reich Army Parade tunic
constructed of field-gray wool with bright red
piping to cuffs, collar and breast flaps, the
single-breasted tunic secured by eight silver
pebbled buttons stamped on reverse 'EXTRA
FEIN', the interior lined in green rayon and
containing a pocket on the upper left breast, an
interior belt buckle with metal clasps and
manufacturers label - private purchase £80-120

681

A German marine visor cap affixed with SA
Marine eagle, wreath and cockade, constructed
of dark blue wool with a ribbed centreband and
a leather chinstrap held in place by a
Kriegsmarine button to either side, the interior
lined in pale gold waterproof lining and with a
protection diamond stamped for the
manufacturer 'Carl Henkel, Bielelfield' £50-70

682

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political Leader's
tunic at Ortsgruppe (local) level
constructed of tan cloth with two rows of blue
piping the open collar, up-turned cuffs to the
sleeves, two pleated upper pockets and two box
lower pockets, with single breast front closure
secured by four silvered buttons, likely
replacements, and further single silvered button
to each of the pockets and an interior linked in
pale brown rayon
(some soiling and staining to the exterior) £100150

683

A German Labour Front (DAF) Festanzug visor
cap rebadged as a Werkschar cap,
as worn by Werktrupp leaders from ranks
Betriebsblockobmann and above, constructed of
dark blue wool with an embroidered ribbed
centreband, with gold insignia and gold
chincords, interior with substitute leather
sweatband, with gold swastika emblem to the
blue lined interior and an RZM label under the
band £60-80

684

A German Third Reich NSDAP Party Leader
Ortsgruppenleiter uniform
comprising pair tunic and pair of trousers
constructed of tan woollen NSDAP cloth, the
single breast tunic with four gold party button
closure and four pockets each with a further
single party button, the collar with blue piping for
Orts level, signs of collar tabs obviously having
been removed, the interior lined in a golden
brown rayon, stamped H. BEGEMANN
BOSENFIELD - lacking RZM label (2) £200-300

circa WW2,
the green painted helmet with a black oil seven
finger liner (possibly early Italian manufacture)
and a brown leather chinstrap, interior
impressed '5325' together with a Russian
helmet shell (2) £100-150
678

Manufacturer: Junghans
Model Name: N/A
Year: Circa 1940’s
Case No: 800983
Case Material: Alloy
Movement: Signed: J30 BZ
Bracelet/Strap: N/A
Dimensions: 60mm x 30mm
Presentation: Without Box or Papers £100-150
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685

686

687

A German Third Reich Political Leader's visor
cap, lacking insignia
constructed of tan woollen cloth with a brown
velvet centreband and a gold chincord
suspended by a single gold button to either side,
with three rows of white piping for Kreis level,
the chocolate brown visor with a brown crosshatched underside, interior lined in brown rayon
and with a ventilated brown sweatband (lining
partially ripped) £100-150
A German Third Reich SA greatcoat
constructed of course brown wool with lighter
brown collar, the double breasted front closure
secured by brown buttons and with two exterior
pockets, the interior lined in brown and with an
internal upper pocket retaining RZM label £100150
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe Officer's visor
cap lacking any insignia
constructed of navy trikot with a black ribbed
centreband and three rows of silver aluminium
piping, with a silver chincord held in place by a
single silver pebble button to either side, the
black visor with a green cross-hatched
underside, the interior lined in grey cotton and a
brown substitute leather sweatband £60-100

688

A scarce German Third Reich DAF Werkschar
Leader's cap (Deutsches Arbeits Front)
constructed of dark blue woollen cloth with dark
blue piping, lacking insignia, the black
centreband elaborately embroidered with oak
leaves and acorns, black patent leather chincord
suspended by a single black pebble button to
either side, the interior lined in dark navy cotton,
with a tan brown leather sweatband with
ventilation holes to the forehead and punched
initials 'HJ', a clear sweat diamond with paper
insert denoting size '57' and an RZM label under
the band £70-100

689

A collection of German Third Reich National
Emblem cap badges - comprising military, civil
and political together with pith helmet shields,
six metal eagle and one bullion wreath (18)
£100-150

690

A German Third Reich Government/Civil Service
visor cap by Robert Lubstein - lacking any
insignia, possibly RMfdbO
constructed of tan woollen cloth with a brown
centreband, three rows of aluminium silver
piping and a chocolate brown visor, interior with
brown silk lining, brown substitute leather
sweatband and a sweat protection diamond with
EREL / ROBERT LUBSTEIN stamp in silver
(poor condition) £60-100

691

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe collar tab and
shoulder board set for a Major in the Medical
Division
the collar tabs with silver bullion embroidery and
standard buckram backings, the shoulder
boards with Medical brass cypher
(4) £60-80

692

Two replica 19th century revolvers, the first a
Denix modelled on a US Army colt circa 1860,
with six cylinder revolver, the second a
percussion pistol by Jukar, Spain (2)
*Buyer must be over 18 to purchase this lot. No
Firearms Certificate required as these are
pre-1870 models.

693

A German Third Reich NSKK bullion
embroidered cap eagle, wreath and cockade embroidered in gold on black cloth - scarce £4060

694

Four sets of German Third Reich NSDAP collar
tabs - 3rd Regulation (1936-39)
comprising single set of Stellenleiter at Gau
level and three sets of Hauptstellenleiter at Kreis
level (8) £60-80

695

A German Third Reich Army Panzer Officer's
visor cap
a private purchase cap constructed of field grey
short-napped wool with a dark forest green
centreband and three rows of bright pink
divisional piping, with an aluminium eagle and
wreath and a tri-colour cockade with red felt
centre, the silver officer's chincord held in place
by a single silver pebble button to either side,
with a pressed black cardboard visor which has
a painted brown underside, the interior is lined a
light brown rayon and has a brown leatherette
sweatband, the clear protection diamond
stamped in gold for manufacturer Leonhard
Paulig - Leparo - Fabrikmarke £150-250

696

A German Thrid Reich Veterans' Association
visor cap
constructed of dark blue body with dark blue
piping and black centreband, with metal cap
eagle, wreath and cockade, a silver chincord
suspended by single silver pebble button to
either side and a black lacquered visor, the
interior is lined in pale yellow silk with a clear
celluloid protection shield and has a pale brown
sweatband £70-100
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697

A German Third Reich Postal Officer's visor cap
- Enlisted Ranks
constructed of blue woollen doeskin with a
darker blue centreband and three rows of
orange piping, with patent black leather
chinstrap, two small vent holes to either side,
silvered small eagle and enclosed wreath and
cockade, interior lined in yellow with a pale
brown ventilated sweatband and a celluloid
protection shield - size 58 on paper insert £60100

698

A 9ct gold cased pen knife, Sheffield 1915 - with
engraved inscription 'A.A. Kane - Royal Munster
Fusiliers, 11th October 1916' together with a
Russian Medal "For the Victory over Japan" (2)
£100-150

699

A Dutch white metal bracelet, formed of six
plaques depicting various World War II scenes
from 1940 onwards including Arnhem

700

A collection of new and used medal ribbons and
bars - British and German (qty) £100-150

701

A German Third Reich style Bahnhofswache
gorget and chain,
of aluminium construction applied with two
eagles and inscribed with 'BAHNHOFSWACHT'
within scroll' below 'IV/30' in luminescent paint,
overall 16.5cm wide £50-70

702

A German Volksturm Panzerwarndienst Gorget
(Tank Warning Service)
the steel gorget finished in silver paint with
brass eagle perched on swastika to the front
face, the word 'PANZERWARNDIENST' formed
of fluroescent white tape beneath the eagle, the
reverse face with two flat hooks to left side and
ring on the end of the right as fastening, reverse
fully covered in green cloth backing,
approximately 17cm wide, with chain - possibly
reproduction
Although rare, original examples of these
gorgets are known. Originals were field made
during the late war, 1944/45. £80-120

703

A Hungrian German-made military police gorget
'TABORI BIZTONSAG' (Field Police)
of aluminium construction and re-painted, with
chain, overall width 16cm
together with reproduction Feldgendarmerie
gorget with chain (2) £60-80

704

A German Third Reich EM/NCO Heer Army M43 Field/Ski cap (Einheitsfeldmütze M43 für
Mannschaften) constructed of drab olive green
wool with fold down back and side panels and
two silvered button front closure, no insignia,
interior fully lined and stamped size 59 £40-60

706

A German Third Reich NSDAP Kreisleiter
Political Leader’s level visor cap
constructed of standard NSDAP brown uniform
cloth with a light ribbing and three bands of
white Kreis-level waffenfarbe and a brown velvet
centreband, with gilt national eagle and wreath
and enamel tri-colour cockade, the gold officertype chin-cords secured in place by silver
sidebuttons, with a chocolate brown visor with
brown cross-hatched underside, the interior
lined in brown cotton with a slightly degraded
brown leather sweatband, with RZM label £180220

707

A German Third Reich Wehrmacht Sonderführer
auf Kriegsdauer visor hat
constructed of thick field gray woollen body with
a blue centreband, with bullion wreath, tri-colour
cockade and aluminium ragle, with officer's
leather chinstrap, interior lined in gold silk, with
a brown leather sweatband stamped 'A BLAY /
55 Rue de Commerce / BLOIS / Imparte de
Tabecoslovaquie and' '1799 Huckel Dunit', the
lining lacking ceulloid protection diamond but
with ghosting imprint of manufacturers details
£100-150

708

A German Third Reich RLB Officer’s visor cap –
circa 1938-45 (Schirmmütze für Führer des
Reichsluftschutzbundes)
constructed of blue-grey tricot wool with bands
of silver wire piping, with hand embroidered
bullion RLB eagle, wreath and a metal tri-colour
cockade with felt centre, the silver chincord held
in place by two silver pebble sidebuttons, interior
with pale brown silk lining and a rhomboid clear
protection diamond £100-150

709

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe NCO sidecap
constructed of blue wool with affixed cloth eagle
and cockade, interior stamped ‘BEROLINA
Berlin 1940’, size 58 £50-70

710

An NSDAP German third Reich Gau-level
Political Leader's visor cap
of tan coloured wool construction with brown
velvet centre band, red piping and brown
vulcanfibre visor, the cap front bearing a goldwashed alloy eagle, with metal cockade and
embroidered bullion wreaths and a gold-wire
chin cord, attached over each ear by goldwashed pebbled buttons, the cap interior silk
lined with a tan leather sweatband and a clear
protection diamond, with NSDAP paper label
£150-200

711

A collection of militaria to include an aluminium
mess tin, pair of anti-gas eyeshields, oxygen
mask and pair of khaki shoulderboards £120180
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712

713

714

A German Third Reich RLB
(Reichsluftschutzbund - Air Raid Protection)
NCO/EM visor cap
constructed of Luftwaffe blue gabardine with a
black mohair cap band and pale, mauve
coloured piping, with all aluminium insignia,
black patent leather chinstrap and a gold silk
lining, interior lining stamped 'H. Jehs, Bredstadt
*', the clear protection diamond with RLB star
stamped in silver and 'Gradgruppe 1-6', the tan
sweatband with pierced ventilation holes to the
forehead, chalk marks under the left side 'VIN',
indistinct name to band and stamped size 58
£150-250
A German Third Reich Feldgendarmerie
Officer's visor cap
constructed of police green tricot wool with a
brown centreband and three rows of orange
piping, with an aluminium police eagle and tricolour cockade with a red felt centre, the silver
officer's chincord is held in place by a single
pebble button to either side, the cap with two
pierced ventilation holes to either side and a
black lacquered visor with a brown crosshatched underside, the interior lined in a rust red
cotton, with clear protection diamond stamped
'Albert Lammerer / Mutzenmacher-Meister /
Ausburg / Ulmerstr. 41 / Ala' and with paper
name insert inscribed 'Buchart', the interior
further with brown leatherette sweatband with
pierced ventilation holes to the forehead £150200
A German Third Reich Luftwaffe officer's visor
cap
constructed of typical dark blue woollen body
with a ribbed mohair centreband and three rows
of silver aluminium piping, the silver officer's
chincord held in place by a single silver pebble
button to either side, the cap with embroidered
cap eagle and single piece construction wreath
and cockade, the black visor with leather
reinforcement to the visor's brim, interior with a
cross-hatched green underside to the peak, a
tan leather sweatband with pierced ventilation
holes to the forehead, 'Deutsches Leder'
impression and a black Luftwaffe stamping in
ink, the interior lined in a champagne silk and
with remnants of celluloid protection diamond,
further stamped with manufacturers marks
'Erstklassig / Jos. Schneider / Delmenhorst'
£100-150

715

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political Leader's
visor cap
constructed of thick tan tricot with a chocolate
brown centreband and three rows of blue (Ortslevel) piping, with gilt-wash eagle and wreath
together with enamel political cockade, a gold
chincord held in place by two bronzed buttons,
the interior fully lined in brown cotton, with a
clear celluloid protection rhomboid and a very
soft suede dark brown leather sweatband,
retaining remnants of RZM label under the band
£100-150

716

A German Third Reich naval visor cap with DLV
(Airsport Association) insignia
constructed of dark blue/back body with an
embroidered centreband, with bullion and metal
cap badge and a black leather chinstrap held in
place by a single Kriegsmarine button to either
side, the lacquered black visor with thick
reinforced rim, interior lined in pale blue rayon,
with clear celluloid protection diamond stamoed
'Einhage Berlin' and a brown leather sweatband
£80-100

717

A German Third Reich Railroad Official's visor
cap - Enlisted Ranks
constructed of dark blue body with a black velvet
centreband, black leather chinstrap, three rows
of red piping, gold eagle and tri-colour cockade
with a red felt centre, the interior lined in a
brown oilcloth with celluloid protection diamond
stamped 'Albert Kempf / Wuppertal /
Uniformmutzen Fabrik / ReichsbahnKleiderkasse / 60' £50-70

718

A German Third Reich Railroad Officer's visor
cap
constructed of dark blue body with black velvet
centreband, gold and blue chincord and a gold
cap eagle, no cockade, interior lined in brown
oilcloth, stamped '54 1/2', with clear celluloid
protection diamond stamped 'Fr. Assler /
Stuttgart - S / Boblingerstr. 75 / ReichsbahnKleiderkasse' and with a brown leather
sweatband £60-90

719

A German Third Reich Luftwaffe NCO/EM visor
cap with yellow piping for Flight Section
constructed of Luftwaffe blue wool with a ribbed
black mohair centreband, three rows of yellow
piping, black leather chinstrap and a black visor
with leather reinforcement to the brim, interior
lined in brown cotton with a pierced ventilated
tan sweatband, celluloid protection diamond
with indistinct manufacturers details and clearly
stamped for size 56 1/2 £100-150
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720

A German Third Reich early political NSDAP
visor cap - Kreis level
constructed of tan woollen cloth with a brown
velvet centreband and three rows of black
piping, with silver left-facing political eagle and
enamel cockade, the silver chincord held in
place by a single silver pebble button to either
side, interior with a brown oilcloth lining, tan
leather sweatband and a celluloid protection
rhomboid £100-150

721

A German Third Reich Schutzpolizei visor cap
constructed of police green wool with a brown
centreband and three rows of green piping and
two vents to either side, with aluminium police
badge and a tri-colour cockade with red felt
centre, the interior lined in a brown oilcloth (now
ripped), with protection diamond bearing
indistinct manufacturers marks, wide brown pale
brown leather sweatband stamped 'Deutsches
Leder' and with ventilation holes to the forehead
£100-150

722

A German Third Reich State Forestry Officer's
visor cap
constructed of thick green forest green wool with
a green velvet centreband, aluminium eagle and
wreath with tri-colour cockade with red felt
centre, black lacquered and a silver officer's
chincord, the interior with a tan ventilated
sweatband, golden silk lining, clear celluloid
protection diamond and black stamp 'Erstklassig
/ Gesetzl Gesch' - in unworn condition Save
£100-150

723

A German Third Reich NSDAP Political Leader's
visor cap - re-piped in gold (previously blue,
Orts-level)
constructed of tan woollen cloth with a brown
velvet centreband, with wreath and cockade but
no eagle, interior lined in brown and with ripped
ersatz leather sweatband, retaining RZM label
and with paper insert numbered '56' £60-80

724

Two Imperial German visor caps together with a
German Third Reich Veteran's Association visor
cap with embroidered ribbed centreband (3) £70
-90

725

726

Pre-war Vintage Model Aeroplanes: The
Warneford Tractor Model Aeroplane; “Demon”,
built-up wooden wings, fin and tailplane with
doped linen covering, fuselage (printed
“Demon”) has stuck to the doped wings with
some tears, includes carved wooden propeller,
RAF roundels to wings, instructions; boxed with
illustrated label to lid. Pre-war Vintage Vidor Kite
Plane and parachute complete with parachutist
& tissue parachute. Instructions and few metal
parts to “Daily Mail All Metal Speed Plane”. £3070

727

Pre-war Miniature Printing Press and Simplex
tinplate Mechanical Typewriter: Miniature cast
iron Cincinnati Time Recorder Co. Automatic
Rotary Offset Printing Press with original type
set in original wooden box – patent 1904, width
6 inches, length 11 inches. Simplex (USA)
tinplate Mechanical Child's Typewriter with lithoprinted detail – in original condition, complete
with original box. With some paperwork from
1933. (2) £50-90

728

Hornby O Gauge Electric 4-4-2 Tank engine and
Rolling Stock. Boxed Hornby O Gauge Electric 4
-4-2 LMS E220 Tank engine, LMS 4 wheeled
tinplate coach, eight boxed and two unboxed
mostly tinplate wagons and accessories. Also,
boxed Lima O Gauge 0-6-0 converted to 3 rail
and large vintage Meccano assembled device.
(15+) £50-100

729

19th Century Brass live steam locomotive and
Bowman stationary steam engine: 19th Century
Live Steam 89mm / 3 Gauge brass live steam
locomotive believed to originate from 1880-1890
- 9” long, 6” high in original wooden crate. Both
mechanisms move freely and are in clean
condition. Bowman Live Steam stationary
engine with horizontal boiler and single
oscillating cylinder with flywheel, in original
Bowman wooden crate with instructions and a
quantity of track. (2) £70-140

730

Britains Toy Soldiers, Cannon and Matchbox
Models of Yesteryear: 1960-70s Britains Toy
Soldiers: 2x 9737 Gun of the Revolution 18th
Century field piece cannon, 5x Yeoman
“Beefeaters” (playworn), 2x Scots guards, 14x
Guards with Bearskin hats, (pristine), 4 boxed
Matchbox 1960s issue: Y4 Opel Coupe, Y6
Cadillac, Y7 Rolls-Royce, Y12 Thomas
Flyabout, plus 11 similar unboxed. (38) £30-50

732

Dinky, Matchbox and Corgi Vintage Vehicles,
including partial Corgi 1108 Bristol Bloodhound
SAM with Launching Ramp, unboxed in
playworn condition (40+) £30-50

Bing (Germany) clockwork “Kiddyphone” circular
tinplate Children's Gramophone Record Player,
a selection of period 78rpm records - detailed
tampo printing to the gramophone, includes
speaker in vintage biscuit tin, circa 1920's,
16cm. Untested. £50-80
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735

17 Assorted diecast models: Onyx 1/24th scale
Formula 1 Cars 5018 Michael Schumcher’s
Benetton-Ford B194 and Damon Hill’s Williams
Renault FW16 in condition with window boxes
and certificates. Franklin Mint 1916 Mack AC
Bulldog 1/32 scale pick-up truck with (scruffy)
box, unwrapped for photo. Danbury Mint 1916
1937 Studebaker Pickup 1/24 scale truck with
(scruffy) box, unwrapped for photo. Six OO
scale diecast cars in boxes, boxed Atlas Tintin
Jeep, Crescent matched pair of Rustler Texan
Cowboy cap guns 1959, playworn, unboxed,
Minialuxe 1/43 Panhard Levassor 1895, boxed,
2x boxed replica 1/18 petrol pumps, Matchbox
YSFE01 Ahrens Fox Quad fire engine, boxed
(part faded) still in tissue. (17) £40-70

739

Franklin Mint and Ertl large scale Tractors (7):
Franklin Mint 1/12 Allis Chalmers WC Tractor in
orange, Franklin Mint 1/12 Farmall Model H
Tractor, in red, both pristine with polystyrene
inners but no outer boxes. Franklin Mint John
Deere Model B tinplate wind-up tractor with gold
plated key (in working order) pristine, unboxed,
22cm. Universal Hobbies 1/16 Renault D22, in
orange, pristine, with inner and outer packaging.
Ertl 1/16 International Harvester T-340 Crawler
Tractor, pristine, with inner and outer packaging
– manufacturer sealed. Ertl 1/16 John Deere
Canadian Model 5020, green, some marks on
bonnet, unboxed.Ertl 1/16 International 5088,
red, some marks on bonnet, unboxed. (7) £60100

736

Danbury Mint 1/24 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air in
blue (boxed, pristine), Danbury Mint 1/24 1931
Ford Model A Station Wagon - brown with wood
panelling (pristine, no outer box), Franklin Mint
1/24 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost (pristine,
scruffy outer box), Franklin Mint 1/24 1930
Duesenberg Type J in maroon (pristine, scruffy
outer box). (4) £50-90

740

737

Franklin Mint 1/12 Oliver and Case tractors:
Franklin Mint Oliver Super 99 Farm Tractor
1/12th in green and yellow, in original
manufacturers interior polystyrene packing
(outer box scruffy in parts), with leaflets and
accessories. Franklin Mint Case SC Farm
Tractor 1/12th in orange, in original
manufacturers interior polystyrene packing
(some creasing to box), with leaflets and
accessories. (2) £40-80

Quantity of Solido-Corgi and vintage Dinky,
Corgi and Matchbox Vehicles: Solido-Corgi a
Century of Cars pristine boxed group of 52
including: Classic Alfa Romeo, Austin, AustinHealey, BMW, Buick, Citroen, Chevrolet,
Chrysler, Delahaye, Duesenberg, Cord, Fiat,
Ford, Lancia, Jaguar, Land Rover, MG, Morris,
Triumph, Tucker, Peugeot, Porsche, Renault,
Simca, Studebaker, VW. Vintage: Corgi James
Bond Toyota 2000GT, Ford Thunderbird, DB4,
Dinky Alfa Rome, Routemaster Army 1 Ton
Cargo, Royal Mail van, Matchbox 8 small
vehicles. Plus 9 other modern Corgi, Maisto etc.
(80) £50-70

741

Dinky 359 Gerry Anderson Space 1999 Eagle
Transporter, Dinky 353 Shado 2 flat roof, Dinky
165 Ford Capri in blue (partial repaint), Corgi
154 Lotus John Player Special large (27cm),
Corgi Whizzwheels Swedish Jet Dragster,
Matchbox Superkings Ford LTS tractor K18
Texaco Tanker, Marx Space Scout plastic
battery powered vehicle, plus seven unboxed
Matchbox cars (15) £30-50

746

Dinky 982 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter
complete with blue and white striped box and
correct 794 Loading Ramp in carded sleeve.
Dinky Military 660 Mighty Antar Tank
Transporter in blue and white striped box.
French Dinky 502 Garage in yellow and grey
plastic with correct instruction leaflet and inner
and outer packaging. All appear to have been
very well looked after. (4)

747

Corgi 261 James Bond Goldfinger Aston Martin
DB5 - gold body, red interior complete with
James Bond and villain figures, wire wheels.
Working eject/roof panel, in a tidy blue and
yellow carded picture box. £50-70

738

Danbury Mint 1/16 John Deere Tractor/Clock
Models: John Deere Model 730 Tractor-Clock,
John Deere Model 4010 Tractor-Clock, John
Deere Model B Tractor-Clock, 1/16 John Deere
Model D Tractor-Clock; all in green, pristine with
polystyrene inners but no outer boxes. (4) £3060
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749

750

Corgi Original Omnibus boxed buses: Plaxton
100 years boxed set of four. 4x Shearings Van
Hool and 1 Plaxton. Elcock Reisen (Shropshire)
Plaxton. Leyland Lynx of Nottingham. 2x Harry
Shaw cityliners, Leger Travel Van Hool.
Plaxtons of Oxford Bus Co. and National
Holidays. Grand Touver/Shearings Van Hool.
Flight link Bova. 3x Vintage Midland Red. 1
Cardiff Trolley Bus. 3x Bedford OB/s/ Crossville,
Guineas and Malta. 1x Hollandoto Parrys Van
Hool. All boxed and in original condition (23)
£80-120
Shuco, Dinky, Matchbox and Corgi Vintage
Vehicles, including Schuco (US Zone of
Germany) red 1070 Grand Prix Racer tinplate
racing car, Dinky Cranes and Road Roller, Corgi
Ecurie Ecosse transporter etc. unboxed in
playworn condition plus some modern boxed
£50-70
Dinky, Matchbox and Corgi Vintage Vehicles,
including: Dinky 104 Captain Scarlet SPV in
metallic blue, white nose, aerials with rear
tracks, boxed with insert, Corgi 261 James Bond
Goldfinger Aston Martin DB5 with James Bond
figure unboxed, eight other vintage cars and
trucks and six boxed Corgi 1980’s vans. (17)
£60-100

751

Subbuteo Continental Club Edition set with 7
team boxes, Manchester United,
Wolverhampton, Shrewsbury, Aston Villa etc,
some players missing/broken, complete with
pitch & goals. £30-50

752

Merrythought Brown Bear with head/tail
mechanism - when you move the tail, the head
moves accordingly. 38cm long, 25cm high, dark
brown mohair, eye missing £30-50

753

Two Steiff Elephants. Large “Snuggly Jumbo”
Elephant kneeling for its rider 53cm high/85cm
long, left eye missing plus small standing
Elephant (button removed from ear) 9cm high.
(2) £80-100

756

Corgi, Mini Planes and Days Gone original
boxed items: Mandarin Mini Planes Gold Medal
complete series (12): AA-101 Fokker EIII,
Albatros DIII, Nieuport 17, Sopwith Camel, BB202 Junkers Ju-88, N.A. B-25 Mitchell, P-38
Lightning, Mitsubishi Betty, DD-404 Mirage Iva,
F-105 Thunderchief, Phantom F-4K (“F-41c”),
MiG 21, all still sealed in original blister cards,
dated October 1972. Boxed Corgi Juniors: five
HGVs, and twenty-four cars. Four boxed Days
Gone Brooklands specials with unapplied
transfers. (45) £50-70

757

Bowman and Hornby O Gauge Locomotives and
Rolling Stock: Bowman live steam 4-4-0 Loco
(no tender) Leeds style 3-rail electric 0-6-0 Loco
and Tender in Caledonian Railway lined blue.
Two GWR wooden bodied coaches and
“Siphon” bogie box van, Four-wheeled wagons:
two open and four box. Also OO Gauge: Trix
Twin 3-rail 0-4-0 and Graham Farish 4-6-0
repainted loco minus tender. (11) £100-150

758

M & E Models Wasp Tinplate Tethered Midget
Racing Car in British Racing Green with
“Bugatti” style radiator grill, from c.1947.
Designed for E.D. Mk.II or Mk.III diesel engines,
no steering wheel, slight scratching but overall
tidy condition – no dents etc. £60-100

759

Tonka Canada Winnebago Indian 1974-5
production “Mighty Tonka” series motorhome /
camper van large scale pressed-steel model in
white and light olive green with detailed brown
interior with orange seats, white plastic wheels
and black tyres, roof slides open to form
canopy/awning 59cm long. Also Tonka pressedsteel Articulated Loader / Shovel Tractor-Digger
in yellow and black, 26cm long, similar era. Very
light storage/playwear, very clean. (2) £40-80

763

Fourteen Pre-War Vintage Jigsaws. Sujan: “The
Pavement Florist” (bagged), “Morning Ride”
(boxed). The Good Companion: “Waterloo”.
Lumar: “Watering Time”, “In Conference”
(copyright New York), and Coronation “Their
Majesties the King and Queen” and “On the
Palace Balcony.” William Ellis “Coronation”
(George VI). Mammoth: “His Majesty the King”,
“An Elizabethan May Day”, “Staple Inn,
Holborn”, “Ely Cathedral”, “A London Fire”,
“Dignity and Impudence”. All Boxes worn, all
recently assembled and apparently complete.
(14) £60-100

764

Vintage board games and Jigsaws. 1970s Board
Games (6): Gibson’s “Diplomacy”, “Westminster
– The Election Game” and “Travel Go”,
Standard Games “Speed and Steel” (all
unused), Airfix Air Traffic Control game, House
Martin Backgammon set. Hayter “Victory” 195060s wooden Jigsaw puzzles (5): Bird watching,
Circus, Symphonie Fantastique, Animal Funfair,
Nursery, Lengthening Shadows/harbour scene,
5x “Mammoth” 1950s-60s vintage cardboard
400-piece jigsaws, all boxed. (17) £50-90
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Britains Farm, Village Life and Hunt Range
figures, animals and accessories. Britains
Hollow cast Farm / Village Life / Hunt Ranges,
comprising: a quantity of figures, animals and
accessories: Six horses, three carts, five cows,
scarecrow, Scottie dog, greyhound, figures
(12+), kennel, stile, mower, village pump, well
and greenhouse all playworn. (70+) £60-80

768

Britains Lead Soldiers and Fort: Britains Set 7
“The Royal Fusiliers” 1934 version, without inner
packaging, Wooden fort components complete
with WWI-era allied flag, Britains 1264 - 4.7”
inch Naval Gun pre-1930s version, plus two
smaller cannons, twelve horses and twenty
soldiers mostly red-coated. (30+) £80-120

777

778

779

11 Boxed Playmates Tomb Raider action
figures: 11” Lara Croft in combat training gear,
11” Lara Croft in motorcycle gear (x2), 11” Lara
Croft in combat training gear (x2), 6” figures:
Lara Croft vs. S.I.M.O.N. boxed set, Lara Croft
in motorcycle gear (x2), Lara Croft in combat
training gear, Lara Croft in Siberia gear, Lara
Croft in tomb raiding gear, Stone monkey
warrior. All pristine in sealed packaging. (11)
£50-70
Sealed Horror Film Action figures; Hellraiser,
Blair Witch etc.: Hellraiser blister carded figures:
Pinhead, Stitch Wire Twin (1 figure), Wire Twins
(3 figures), Chatter Beast, Chatterer, CD,
Nightmare Before Christmas Pin Set in sealed
picture frame, Nightmare Before Christmas Jack
and Sled large boxed set, Movie Maniacs Bride
of Chucky Chucky & Tiffany boxed set, Blair
Witch blister carded figure. All pristine in sealed
packaging. (9) £50-70
Scooby-Doo, The Muppets, Chicken Run etc
Licensed figures: Scooby-Doo 18cm character
series: Scooby-Doo, Fred, Daphne, Monster
Scooby, Skatin’ Shaggy,Witch Doctor(6). The
Muppet Show Mega Muppet Beaker (33cm),
“Pigs in Space”: Miss Piggy diorama, Link
Hogthrob, Dr. Julius Strangepork (4). Chicken
Run - Ginger’s Chickenpult, Bugs Life - Warrior
Flik, Corgi Classics Comic Series to include:
Eagle - Dan Dare, Dandy - Desperate
Dan/Korky the Cat, Beano - Bash Street
Kids/Minnie the Minx, Rupert the Bear 75th
anniversary, Corgi club bus all boxed and
pristine (5). Balyna 1950’s Magnetic Football
Game (boxed, unchecked). (18) £50-70

780

Airfix, Matchbox, Revell, Heller and Ratio Plastic
kits. Airfix: 2CV, Bristol Fighter, Albatros, P-51,
P-38, Bf109E, Me262, mineral wagons(5), cattle
wagons(4), brake vans(2). Heller Bf109G.
Revell: Me262, FW190. Matchbox: Stuka,
Ju188, Me262(box only). Ratio: Signal box,
brake vans(4), box van, signals(2), telegraph
poles. Parkside Dundas open wagon. Most
boxes opened, contents unchecked. (30+) £60100

781

Hornby, Replica, Airfix, Cooper Craft and
Mainline locomotives and rolling stock:
Replica BR ex 0-6-0 Pannier Tank, black,
boxed. Hornby R053 BR ex LMS 3F Jinty
47556, R158 Great Western 0-6-0 Pannier
Tank, Mainline BR ex GWR Mogul 2-6-0 and
tender, all black, Airfix 14xx Class 0-4-2 Tank
Loco BR ex GWR lined green, all part-boxed.
“Shrewsbury” GWR Toad brake van, five Hornby
wagons, four Airfix and Lima coaches, Cooper
Craft bagged kits: Box Cars(6) and open
wagons(2). (23) £60-80

782

Kit Built Ffestiniog railway OO9 Narrow Gauge
locos, coaches and wagons: Ffestiniog Double
Fairlie 0-4-4-0 “Earl of Merioneth”, “Linda” 2-4-0
saddle tank and tender, “Prince” 0-4-0 saddle
tank and tender, “Dolgoch” 0-4-0 side tank
(damaged valve gear slide bar), Coaches(10)
various types, Wagons(12) of various types, 3
part-built bogie coaches. All consistently wellbuilt and very well finished. (26+) £100-200

783

Triang Hornby Blue Midland Pullman, Thomas
the Tank engine and Rolling stock: Triang
Hornby OO RS52 Blue Midland Pullman 3 car
set, boxed w/o insert, 2 bogie flat cars, 12 4wheeled wagons plus CN Dome passenger car,
R216 Rocket Launching Wagon (no rocket),
Hornby Thomas the Tank engine clockwork set
with Annie and Clarabel, Hornby Tunnel, Heljan
AH2 Teignmouth Station kit. Micro Scalextric
Set and Matchbox slot car set, unchecked.
Pullman missing motor bogie (15+) £30-50

785

Marklin and Trix Twin OO, and Lone Star N
gauge, Locomotives and Rolling Stock. Marklin:
Three 0-6-0 Tank Engines, two second class nosmoking coaches, two operating tipper wagons,
two 5 plank open wagons and a box car. Trix
Twin: 0-4-0 Tank engine and 0-4-0 Loco and
tender, four open wagons ad a brake van. Lone
Star Treble-O / N gauge diecast: four 4-6-2
Steam tender engines, three Tank engines and
four diesel engines, unmotorised, four coaches
and ten wagons, station, signal box and bridges
along with a quantity of track. £40-70
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Mixed Lot of Hornby, Graham Farish, Airfix,
Dublo, Lima OO Engines. Some complete,
some suitable for spares, including ten engines,
two wagons, a Lima Coach, two spare
motorised tenders, chassis and bodies, also a
large collection (30+) of empty Hornby, Airfix,
Mainline, Kitmaster, Trix, Lima, Rivarossi etc.
Loco, coach & kit boxes, some containing parts.
(Qty) £40-70

787

Quantity of Hornby OO Railways and Dinky
Diecast: Hornby Dublo 3 Rail BR ex LNER N2 06-2 tank engine, with 11 wagons, 6 OO road
vehicles, signs and accessories, 5020 Goods
Depot, cast Signal Box, Level Crossing and
Footbridge, 3400 Royal Mail TPO set with
coach, track, switch, accessories etc., O gauge
signal, Dinky Pullmore car transporter and ramp.
(30+) £50-70

788

Triang-Hornby OO Sets, Locos and rolling stock:
RS.2 Train set in original condition (damaged
box lid) with Princess loco and coaches, RS.24A
Train set in original condition with Tank engine
and rolling stock, R759 GWR Albert Hall, R59S
BR 3MT 2-6-2 Heavy Tank engine boxed, R152
Class 08 Shunter boxed, R251 BR Class 3F 0-6
-0 and Tender non-original box, R52 BR Class
3F 0-6-0 Jinty tank engine non-original box,
R323 Royal Mail TPO Set boxed, R386
Princess, repainted, boxed. Four large bogie flat
cars with containers, boxed, R344 Track
Cleaning Wagon, boxed. Plus 1971 TriangHornby catalogue, ten assorted rolling stock,
track and accessories. (25+) £50-100

789

Wiking and Fleischmann N gauge Lorries cars
and caravans: Four Fleischmann cars, Wiking:
Eight cars, two fire vans, two cars with
caravans, three tipper lorries, two cement
mixers, ten other lorries of various types, plus
sundries. (30+) £40-70

790

Live Steam and Hornby O Gauge locos, rolling
stock and accessories: O Gauge Live Steam 0-4
-0 Great Western Locomotive with brass boiler
and removable spirit fed heater(fired, playworn).
Hornby Meccano (tidy- very minor scratches):
BR Black clockwork loco and tender 60199, BR
green clockwork loco and tender 50153, BR
green clockwork loco and tender 45746, BR
green clockwork loco no tender 45746
(damaged cab), 10 Ton Crane Car, McAlpine
tipper wagon, BR Insulmeat flat car with
removable container, BR 8T Livestock wagon,
3x Crimson and Cream coaches, grey open
wagon, green open wagon, Tipper and Rotary
tipper wagons, bolster wagon (no load), signals,
water tower, buffer, level crossing and turntable
(in box). Hornby (scruffy): Marjorie and Aurelia
Pullman coaches, BR Brake van, plus some
spares with one key. (25+) £150-200

791

Great Western Railway 14xx 1/24 scale
Newland Halt diorama. Great Western Railway
14xx 1/24 scale Newland Halt mixed media
(wood, card & metal) diorama model. GWR
14xx 0-4-2 tank engine (36cm) with sectioned
GWR Autocoach carriage (24cm) models
mounted on 6cm gauge track and depicted
against Newland Halt (Malvern) station with
hand-painted backdrop. 88cm long overall,
mounted on display plinth and backboard. £5090

792

South Eastern and Chatham Railway Harry
Wainwright D Class static display railway engine
1/16 scale / 90mm Gauge. Locomotive number
737 built Ashford 1901 pulled Edward VII’s
Royal Train and the Shah of Iran – the prototype
is preserved at the National Railway Museum,
York. Mounted on a plinth 120cm long. £60-120
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793

794

Quantity of Hornby O and OO Railways, pre-war
Meccano and Triang Toys: Boxed Hornby O
Gauge: No.45 post-war Goods Set with BR
black 0-4-0 clockwork type 40 Tank Loco
(working), together with three goods wagons, a
quantity of track box is partly taped but
otherwise tidy and LNER green 0-4-0 clockwork
Tank Loco type 101 (unboxed, playworn,
working). Hornby OO Gauge: Cast metal Signal
Box, Footbridge, Station and platforms. Boxed
InterCity Blue-Grey Buffet, Sleeper and
Composite coaches. Boxed Vent Van and two
PO Open wagons, seven unboxed wagons. Box
of mostly pre-war red and green Meccano parts
including spare motor (working) with key. Large
tinplate Triang Express Locomotive - lacks front
panel, and green tinplate tractor, both rusty.
Triang Jones KL44 Crane, pressed steel
construction, red with cream base with black
rubber wheels, light playwear, 21"/53cm. (Qty)
£50-70
Hornby Dublo BR EDG17 Tank Goods Set with:
British Railways 0-6-2 Tank engine black 69567,
goods wagons: Vented Insulated Meat box car,
grey 12T open wagon, Mobil Tanker and 20T
Brake Van with an oval of track some
accessories and large A2 Transformercontroller, tidy train in (scruffy) boxes. £50-70

796

Live Steam LMS Fowler 0-6-0 and Rolling
Stock: Gauge 1 (G Gauge) Black LMS 0-6-0
Live Steam engine and six wheeled tender, with
two BR Mark 1 coaches in crimson and cream
livery, and GWR Toad Brake Van (fitted with
Futaba Servo for optional radio control of
brakes). No certificate, in excellent condition. (4)
£150-250

797

1/60 Wooden model of the Royal Navy 50-gun
ship of the line HMS Gloucester (1710)
modelled as post-1733 refit and up-gun to 18and 9-pounder guns. Length overall
approximately 90cm. With stand. £60-120

798

Old Cottage Doll Ginger with Green and Yellow
dress: Moulded resin head, hand painted
features, ginger mohair wig with green velvet
ribbon, cloth five piece jointed body, original
clothing; green and yellow dress, yellow shoes,
stiffened full petticoat and long pantaloons with
lace trim, wickerwork basket with oranges. Old
Cottage Toys tag to wrist, with correct box
(slight foxing), displayed only – never played
with, so in original condition 9"/23cm. One of the
earliest examples of Margaret & Susi
Fleischmann’s Old Cottage Dolls. Made in
England c.1939 £70-100

799

Old Cottage Doll Quaker Girl (no. 406): Moulded
resin head, hand painted features, auburn
mohair wig with grey and white hat, cloth five
piece jointed body, original clothing; grey dress
with white collar, brown shoes, stiffened full
petticoat and long pantaloons with lace trim,
carrying a leather-bound book. Old Cottage
Toys tag to wrist, with correct box (slight foxing)
some holes in socks, displayed only – never
played with, so in original condition 9"/23cm.
One of the earliest examples of Margaret & Susi
Fleischmann’s Old Cottage Dolls. Made in
England c.1939 £70-100

800

Old Cottage Doll in Duffle Coat: Moulded resin
head, hand painted features, blonde mohair wig
with plaits and red ribbons, cloth five piece
jointed body, original clothing; cream jumper,
red duffle coat and tartan trousers with red felt
shoes. With correct box (“German Girl in Duffle
Coat” written on outside) printed, stamped “Doll
in Duffle Coat” and “Old Cottage Toys Made in
England” to box end, in original condition
8.5"/22cm. One of the earliest examples of
Margaret & Susi Fleischmann’s Old Cottage
Dolls. Made in England c.1939 £70-100

801

Old Cottage Doll Summer Girl in white and
yellow dress: Moulded resin head, hand painted
features, brown mohair wig, cloth five piece
jointed body, original clothing; white and yellow
dress, yellow shoes, silk petticoat and
underwear, wickerwork sun hat with brown
ribbon. Old Cottage Toys tag to wrist, with
correct box (“Little Girl Doll” written on outside),
displayed only – never played with, so in original
condition 9"/23cm. One of the earliest examples
of Margaret & Susi Fleischmann’s Old Cottage
Dolls; Made in England c.1939. £70-100

802

Old Cottage Doll “Flower Girl”: Moulded resin
head, hand painted features, blonde mohair wig
with floral head-dress, cloth five piece jointed
body, original clothing; blue and white floral
dress with pleats, white felt shoes, stiffened full
petticoat and long pantaloons with lace trim,
carrying a bunch of flowers. No tag, with correct
box (slight foxing), displayed only – never
played with, so in original condition 9"/23cm.
One of the earliest examples of Margaret & Susi
Fleischmann’s Old Cottage Dolls; Made in
England c.1939. £70-100
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Old Cottage Doll Dutch Girl and Boy dolls:
Moulded resin head, hand painted features,
blonde mohair wigs, cloth five piece jointed
body, original clothing; blue felt jackets and
cotton skirt/trousers, resin clogs (small splits in
one girl’s clog), with red socks, girl has long
pantaloons with lace trim, both with traditional
Dutch hats. Old Cottage Toys tag to wrists, with
correct boxes (description written on outside),
displayed only – never played with, so in original
condition 9"/23cm. One of the earliest examples
of Margaret & Susi Fleischmann’s Old Cottage
Dolls; Made in England c.1939. (2) £70-100

804

Heinrich Handwerck/Simon & Halbig bisque doll,
German, circa 1900, impressed “Germany
Heinrich Handwerck Halbig 6/2”, weighted blue
eyes, open mouth with four teeth, pierced ears,
dark blonde hair, composite jointed body, cream
dress with grey shoes 31"/78cm. £50-90

805

Large Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German,
circa 1900, impressed “Simon & Halbig S&H
15”, weighted blue eyes, open mouth with four
teeth, pierced ears, blonde hair, composite
jointed body (joints loose), gloves (all fingers
present), cream dress with blue shoes, parasol,
38"/96cm. £50-90

806

Flair Sylvanian Families; very large quantity.
Orchard Cottage, Bramble Cottage, Primrose
Cottage, St. Francis’ School House and Library,
Village Boutique, Village Bakery and House of
Brambles Department Store. (7 boxes,
unchecked for completeness). £50-100

807

Nomura/TN Toys American Airlines “Electra II”
Tinplate airliner; battery-operated aeroplane in
silver with red lining, 3 propellers, untested but
with a clean battery compartment, 39cm 15.5”
long. Masuyada/Modern toys, Western Special
Tinplate Locomotive, battery operated "mystery"
mechanism, no visible rust, very little marking,
33cm/13", made in Japan, 1960s. Nomura
Cragstan Shaking Antique Tinplate Car, battery
operated "mystery" bump'n'go mechanism, no
visible rust, very little marking, 24cm/9.5", made
in Japan, 1960s. Masuyada/Modern toys,
Tinplate M40 battery-operated remote control
Tank. Military green with detailed litho printing
with remote control cable but missing road
wheels. 11”/28cm. (4) £40-80
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